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i An Old Directory

People Who Need Help But 4
Do Not Wish To “Go On1
Having To Do With the City
Of Rockland Thirtythe City”______
__ ~
'
Nine Years Ago

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Another month and school com
mences and with the commence
ment anxiety and worry on the
part of parents as to how and where
they are going to clothe their chil
__________________________
dren for school.
One recognizes the fact that a
I doubt whether a high stan- — great number of garm°nts ar-» be-

Business advertisements under
classifieation of C:
Civil Engineer and Surveyor—
Leon O. Norwood.
i.iotnes cieaners and Repairers:
Arthur W. Cook. George W. Pernaid, James Flanagan. A. Louis, P.
Moran.
Clothiers—E. W. Berry & Co., O
E Blackington, Burpee & Lamb,
‘ William J. Perry, A. C. Philbrick,
—
J. F Gregory & Son, Alfred Mur
dard ot living can be any sub- ♦
♦ stitute for knowing how to live. ♦ 1
made by women lr. the sewing ray, Rose & Adams, David Rovinsky.
♦
—Harold Nicholson
room of the city building—a federal
Clothing Manufacturer— Mowry
•••
•••
project—but only those "on the & Payson.
Coal and Wood—A. J. Bird <fc Co.,
| city" can obtain them, as the city
A. P Crockett & Co . Hiram A.
i
Dunton. Farrand Spear & Co., H.
buys the material.
H Hall & Co., Peter Kennedy &
------I Must a man or woman decent. Co., S. G. Prescott & Co., S. P
H. A. Buffum Retains Lime respectable, unable financially to Prescott. Fred iR. Spear.
Confectionery—E. O. Heald. St.
Company Treasuryship, buy the necessary clothing to send Clair & Allen. Benjamin Clark &
Frederick Irish. Andrews Mitch
However; Going Abroad the children to school—come “on the J.
ell. S P Prescott. Abner F. Robin
_____
1 city"—become a city charge—in or- son. William Sadler, David F.
Harry A Buffum. who has been der to get the clothing from the city Smith, W. J. Thurstiii, John W.
associated with the Rockland * sewing room? It does not seem Turner.
Crockery — Copeland’s Bazaar,
Rockport Lime Company. Inc., and , right somehow, and very unfair.
New York Branch Store, Win Scott
It s predecessors, the past 37 years, ! One recognizes too there are oth- Co., A Ross Weeks.
• • • •
rellnquished active office duties this! ers, plenty of them, who have no
week, and goes on the retired list I sense Of pride—no spirit of inde- Cobum, Kitty 8., h 222 Broadway.
Cochran, Baker & Cross, (J. R.
He retains, however, the tjtle of | pendenoe—who would take everyBaker, C. C. Cross) insurance
treasurer and will continue to per-1 thing offered, and grumble and
agents, 406 Main.
form the duties of that office.
grcwl because they could not get Cochran. Dennis F, hostler, h 50
Grace
Mr. Buffum came to this city in , more. Thankless!
1901, from Boston, where he had | But th?re are others-thank the Cochran. Ellen J., school teacher,
h, 72 Front
been connected with the Shawmut 6°°d Lord who still cherish that Cochran. Mrs. H B., h 31 Elm.
National Bank. He succeeded the spirit of American independence Cochran. James, cigars and refresh
ments 271 Main, h 72 Thomaston
late Mr. Waldron as treasurer, in ( though it’s fast dying out in this Cochran. Mrs. James. 50 Grace
1921 having flrst served as assistant. age of doles and alphabetical proj Cochran. Jeremiah, h 6 Brick
Accompanied by Mrs. Buffum. he ects) who. though not accepting Cochran. Jeremiah, laborer, h 50
Grace
leaves next Tuesday for Letpsig, charity, will accept such used gar Cogan. Wm. M. teamster, h 39
ments
that
can
be
made
over
to
tit
Germany, wliere he will be the guest
Park.
These c^n. Joseph <Cohen & Koritzky.
of his son, David H Buffum of the some in their family.
junk dealers. 509 Main, h 14
mothers who patch and darn and
American Consular service
Sea street place.
mend—ever striving to make ends
Cohen & Koritsky, (J. Cohen, A.
meet, anything to keeu off of the
Koritzkvi junk dealers. 507 and
city. And it's for 3'i'h mothers I
509 Main.
“THE OLD
am making an appeal for clothing— Cohen, Samuel, rag dealer, h 13
DISTRICT SCHOOL”
Lime.
all kinds. Please help.
Colburn, Henry M. clerk, h 23
Two-act play, auspices Congre
Telephone
during
the
day
to
957
Franklin.
gational Ladies’ Circle, Town hall.
or 398-W before 8 a. m. and after Colby. Mrs. Emily A., h 48 Gay.
Warren, Thursday Evening, Aug.
Colcord, Mrs. Clara E„ dressmaker,
5 p. m 1183-M.
11, at 8 o’clock.
17 Water, h do.
Admission 10c and 25c
Helen Corbett,
Colcord, Emery' B.. proprietor St
Fair, 2.30 p. m. at Town hall,
City Matron.
Nicholas Hotel, 291 Main, h 17
supper. 6 p. m. at Church, Aug. 11
Water.
Colcord. Jose E„ clerk St. Nicholas,
h 17 Water.
Cole. Frederick J,, h Ingraham's
ALFRED M. STROUT
field.
Knox County Field Day,
Cole. Helen jA- trained nurse, h 15
Insurance
O. E. S.
Berkeley.
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines Cole, Joseph E„ traveling salesman,
Tuesday, August 9
h 15 (Berkeley.
THOMASTON, MAINE
PENOBSCOT VIEW GRANGE
lOOStf Cole. Lillian A . school teacher, h 15
HALL, GLEN COVE
Berkeley.
94-1 i
Collamore. Ada A., h 89 Cedar.
Collamore, Addison P„ stevedore, h
81 Cedar.
•
Collamore. |Mrs. Benjamin, h 81
ANNOUNCEMENT
AUG. 10-11-12-13
Cedar.
I have leased the plant for
at the
Collamore, Benjamin F. foreman,
merly operated by the late M. S
h 89 Cedar.
Dick and am now equipped to dn
BOOTHBAY
Collamore, Fred S. lime trimmer, h
all work promptly and expertly in
48 Brewster.
PLAYHOUSE
ACETYLENE WELDING
Collamore, (Leonard T„ milkman, h
Sherwood Keith in collaboration
MACHINIST, BLACKSMITH
Old County road.
Twenty-nine years In the weld
with J. J. Celi presents
Collamore, Thomas J., lime trim
ing business
mer, h i43 North Main.
“URANIA”
Established since 1919
I Collins. Edward, master mariner, h
A new play by George V. Brown
GOOCH WELDING CO.
6 Trinity.
' Collins. Robert A., bookkeeper, bds,
R, A. GOOCH
Wed. through Sat. Evgs at 8.30
37 Spring
676 MAIN ST.
NORTHEND
Prices 75c. $1.00 iplas Uxl
Collins, George, works on Breakwa
TEL. 1055
Tel. Boothbay 455— Route S7
ter, h 14 Fulton.
90-98
Colson, Caro , dressmaker, h 8 Shaw
avenue
Colson. Charles T., painter, h 63
Pacific
Colson. Edwin W., employed Mowry
& Payson, h 8 Shaw ave
Colson. Emerson, kiln tender, h 27
Conveniently Located AH Along the Line
Spruce
Collins, Frank W.. wholesale lobster
dealer, Tillson's wharf, bds 37
dist»™to>«s
Spring.
I Colson, John, janitor McLain school
house, h 40 Knott, cor Maverick.
Colson, John, trtariner, h 7 Pearl
Colson, Mrs. Lucy, dressmaker, h 8
Shaw avenue.
Colson. Wm.. S, clerk, h 63 Pacific
DR. LLOYD M. RICHARDSON
Ccnant. Anna D.„ school teacher, h
Announces the Removal of his DENTAL OFFICES to
117 Broadway.
I Ccnant. Annie O. ,.h 144 Union.
401 MAIN STREET
Conant I. Merrill, bookkeeper, h 10
Next Door South of Western Union
Holmes.
93-t:
Conant. Mrs. O. J., dressmaker, 144
Union.
Conant. Oliver J., h 144 Union
Conant, Nathan B., clerk Cobb,
Wight & Co., h 117 Broadway.
Conary. Edith M., trained nurse, h
24 James.
Conary. Gladys G., dressmaker, h
24 James.
Conary. John E., fisherman, h 24

On Retired List

STOP AT TEXACO STATIONS

A. C. McLOON & CO.

SISUNDAYEXC0RSI0NAUGUST7

TO VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,

STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

STMRS. NORTH HAVEN and VINAL HAVEN
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o’cloek, Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, reluming in the late afternoon. A beautfiul sail through
the Penobscot Bav Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
75Th-tf

LAST DAY OF THE CARNIVAL

CONCERNING THE CHEST
Giving—An Act of Friendship That Actually Enriches the

Giver, But, quote the sage, “Charity Begins At Home" . . . And
that, strangely enough, is where the Rockland Community Chest’s
great influence Is felt ... In Your Home. It enables you to be
stow upon the unfortunate the same thoughtful friendliness and
help that otherwise could come only from welcoming such persons
to our own fireside. It protects your family's budget from the
inroads of indiscriminate giving of alms. The remarkable ability
of the member agencies of the Chest to wring every last ounce of

good out of every dollar is a pleasant thought for the individual,
as well as for business firms and corporations. It helps to teach
one of life’s greatest lessons, to children and grownups alike, that
whatever blessings may seem to be larking there are still many
more to be thankful for, not the least of which is the great posses
sion of the power to give.

Camden See* An Exhibition
Which Includes Art, Sci-

ence, History

I
I “The Black Cat”

Crowds Besieging Rockport Loud In Their i
Praise of Entertainment Given
SATCRDAY NIGHT
700 Band Concert under direction of Clarence Fish. Hxhibition Race,
four Indians in one canoe.
800 Novelty Diving and Swimming Act. The Four Flying IuiWaters.
Exhibition of Mattress Racing. Greased Pole Contest (over thc
water), Senior Men. Tub Tilting Contest, Junior Boys.
900 Canoe Racing and Log Rolling.
10.30 Guides' Hour. Chief "Needahbeh" (Great Friend) Master of Cere
monies.
11.00 Grand Prize Drawing, Gift Cottage and Lot.
12.00 Good Night and Good Luck.

(By Lida G. Champney)

Give To The Community Chest!

Ted Shawn Dancers

Volume 93................... Number 94.
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Rockland, Maine, Saturday, August 6, 1938

A strong drawing card of Wed- nelly, Worcester; Carney , Wor
nesday night's program at Rock cester 2d; Larrabee, Maine, 3d.
200-yard relay won by Maine.
port Regatta-Sportsmen Show was
D'Ascanio, who carried off the
the dual swimming meet between
fancy
diving honors was a former
Will Greet Boston Pastor all Worcester, Mass., Boys' Club
M.A.A.U. champion diver and Don
At Lecture In Tenant’s Team, one of New England's fa nelly, winner in two swimming
mous swimming teams. Carrington races,, was New England senior
Harbor Monday Night
Noel, swimming director, and all quarter mile champion, aiso Massa
Maine team, featuring some of chusetts State 220-yard free style
Maine's finest swimmers, Harold champion.
Paulsen, coach, Portland Boys’ Thursday afternoon, the harbor
presented a picture worth coming
Club.
This was run under unusual oon- many miles to view, nearly filled as
d it ions huge flood lights illuminat- It were witli boats of all description
ing the swimming area, the event tn addition to the U8S. “Tatnell"
taking place after darkness had I and two U. 8. Coast Guard boa’s
gathered. Tlie Worcester Club was I which are here for the entire four
victorious over Maine 41 to 31.
days. Three sail boat races were
Summary:
the special attraction, and thes"
150-yard medley relay won by were carried out under ideal con
Judging by the advance sale of
ditions with strong, steady wind.
tickets. Rev. Charles E. Park of Maine.
200-yard free style won by Good- and cl<** “><* exciting finish. The
Boston should find himself facing
ney, Worcester; Rundlett, Maine, [Tarratine Yacht Club of Dark
a large audience at Tenants Har 2d; Carney, Worcester 3d.
Harbor entered two classes, 21 foot50-yard free style, won by Don-' ers and 12 footers.
bor Monday night when he gives
his popular lecture on “Clipper nelly, Worcester; Larrabee, Maine, [ Summary of former:
Owner,
H. M.Bec
Ships.” An ardent lover of sailing. i 2d; Dunbar, Maine, 3d.
1 53 23
.
,
. ,
.
. Fancy diving won by D'Ascanio, Donald Tree,
he made a study of the sea and Majn*. Portln Malne 2 d;
Winthrop Aldrich,
1 53 31
ships his hobby until, at the request Worcester, 3d.
Donald Blair,
1 53 33
1 54 J5
of friends he prepared this lecture
400-yard dash, won by Goodney, W. Aldrich,
1 54 18
with picturesque lantern slides and Worcester; Dzikiewicz, 2d; Gorman, Maitland Alexander,
Drexel Paul.
1 55 3
has delivered it to delighted audi- Maine' 3d
Frederick Kellogg,
1 56 59
ences in many New England towns.
I 59 50
C. Leonard,
2 0 13
At this time when the name
200-yard breast stroke won by Emery,
13
Herreshoff
12-foot
“Clipper Ship” is being applied to \ Tumas,
Worcester,
Dzikiewicz. Summary
, Class;
an entirely new type of craft it Worcester 2d.
100-yard free style won by Donseems peculiarly Interesting for old
(Contlnuea on Page Eight i
er persons, to recall the romantic
days of those old ships and for
the young folk to learn of that era
of thrilling adventure which has
now become a part of our national
history.

A Crowded House

By The Roving Reporter

In Thursday's issue was asked the
question as to why there was an
“accent after the letter 1” In the
word Rockland, as seen on the sign
of the Rockland Wholesale Gro
cery Co Tlie answer reached me
almost before the Ink was dry on
the paper. The mark is not an ac
cent but a “cyma" and it used to
equalize spacing of irregular letters,
by placing it where the space is
open, usually attached to the let
ters A L M W, etc. Tills informa
tion was furnished me by Harold
L. Karl of the well known painting
concern of John A Karl Co. The
s$gn of the New Rockland Hotel
contains a cyma, anil there are
probably several others In the city.

Wondrous and remote from the
average conception of dancing, the
amazingly dramatic acts of Ted
Shawn and his men dancers deliv
ered art, science and history Wed
nesday night on the Camden Opera
House stage. Torrid, sticky weather
accounted for a one-third empty
A Rockland reader tells me that
house, a lamentable attendance ln
he is saving all of Ttw Black Cat
view of the artists’ world renown;
items in a scrapbook, and that he
but cogent and prolonged applause
has made a similar disposition of all
bespoke a reception warm as the
the Roving Reporter letters which
temperature on the part of those
have appeared during the past five
who prize culture above comfort.
years. Tlie same reader also tells
No mere tripping about In grace
me that he is niuping along a sun
ful abandon met the eye, but a
flower which is already some inches
studied, classified portrayal of
more than nine feet tall. If It
American life ln the past, present
reaches his expectations he is going
and future. Muscular development,
to bring it down town and show It
symmetry, unison and dynamic in
to the Black Cat.
terpretation all played their rhyth
mic part In motionalizing the his
A New Hampshire car attracted
tory of this continent in its growth,
lots of attention in the city Thurs
wars, futility and hopes.
day because Its mudguards were
In the opening scene is depicted
painted In six colors.
The cat
the night when invading Spaniards
was out of the bag when It became
Invite the Aztec Emperor's chief
known tliat the car is owned by
tains to a banquet In order to slay
William Cornell of Manchester,
them. The Emperor orders the
| N. H., who deals in enamelling. He
bearer to be used as a human sacri
says that many Ohio cars are
fice and carves out the heart him
adorned in this manner.
self. A Christian priest then enters
to present the cross for Emperor
The new flagpole on the Com
Montezuma to kiss; the gesture Ls
munity Building carries two flags,
scorned. Choosing this episode as
according to the whim of Commo
the crucial moment of the impact
dore Southard. I have a conviction
Dr. park with great generosity.
of European civilization. Mr. Shawn
*
as to which looks more appropriate
has created a dance scene of splen is contributing his services to the'
cause of the Mary Elinor Jackson
but others may think differently.
dor and tragedy.
I would be pleased to hear some
Another dance is based on a labor Memorial Library during his visit
expressions on the subject.
rhythm of the Mexican peons work at “The Crags," the summer home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Talbot
Aldrich.
ing in a sugar factory; and as op
In the University Gilbert and Sul sented bis amazing feature of Gou
When you read the signs marking
posed. the Spanish grandee who The occasion is advantageous not livan Company, that unique organi nod's Ave Maria. He will sing the
lives on the sweated labor. Follow alone to the Library; It offers to zation which will present The Oon- defendant in "Trial by Jury" and the highway routes in tills country
ing the Spanish period in Califor residents and visitors In this vicinity ! doliers at the Opera House. Cam Nanki Poo in "The Mikado' in Tlie you probably have little idea that
nia came the Gold Rush and in a an opportunity to enjoy an unus den on Tues. Aug 9. are personali University Gilbert and Sullivan they are all Lssued under the direc
tion of one man. That man is Will
ties and stories galore.
Company production.
rousing, rowdy square dance, the ual evening's entertainment.
The lecture will be held at the
The company is now in Its second
Frank Fairbanks Stone was grad- Markham (a decidedly appropriate
Forty-Niners celebrate a lucky
name for a sign-maker.)
Mr.
strike. This was especially well re I.O.OF. hall in Tenants Harbor season. It was organized last yearuated from Hiram College in Ohio
Markham Ls secretary of the Good
ceived and one of the most com Monday. Aug. 8 at 8 p. m. Tickets j by Joseph S. Daltry, Professor ot and from the New England Con
will be on sale at the door of the Music at Wesleyan University. Mid servatory of Music. He has sung as Roads Commission in Washington,
prehensive acts.
halldletown, Conn., and Frank Kiermanr a member of the Cecelia Society D. C„ and an old acquaintance of
The "PresentIncludes the period
Wesleyan '35. Composed of 48 peo with the Boston Symphony Orches Mrs. W. O. Fuller of this city.
from 1914 to now. "Campus'' deals
ple, for the most part undergradu tra and has played minor parts and
with the serpentine dance familiar
One hundred sets of twins will
ates and recent graduates of east- sung as supernumemary in about a
after athletic victory. Suddenly a
compete at a gathering to be held ln
'
-------I
ern
colleges,
it
also
has
on
its
roster
dozen
operas
with
the
Chicago
Civic
figure in soldier's uniform appears
Skowhegan Aug. 18 under the aus
Combining an
and sounds the call to arms— trans Democracy Better Than Die- people from University of Southern Opera Company
pices of 'the Maine Development
amazing
amount
of
versatility
tn
tators,
Edward
Comelis
‘
Callfnrnia
'
lhP
university
of
Michiforming a college march into a
Commission. Quite certain It is
T II D
ll j
gan' tile Oon»rvatory of Munich. his person, Stone acts as cook for tliat there will nev^r be 100 sets of
martial one and he sends the
1 ells Rockland Club
Mr. Daltry, the director, fellow of the company while It Ls ln rehear
youth of America off to the battle
"quints."
the American Guild of Organists, sal on the Wesleyan Campus, plays
fields of France. No Man's Land
At yesterday's Rotary meeting,
the cook ln the ''Gondoliers'' and
associate
of
the
Royal
College
of
In common with scores of other
represents the elements of modern Edward J. Cornells, who has trav
Organists, former president of the sings Poo Bah in "The Mikado" and persons I paused several times at
warfare. Following the war comes
eled extensively abroad, gave his New England College Glee Club As judge in "Trial by Jury "
the foot of School street yesterday
the jazz decade in which masked
impressions
of conditions in China, sociation, has had a varied and
and watched the unconcerned la
figures give themselves to the cheap
colorful career Born in England,
borer wl$o was removing bricky
gyrations which were the after- Japan and- Europe. He spoke in an
he was taken to Australia at the
from the apex of the southern wall,
math of the war. “Depression" in interesting way of life under the
age of six weeks and remained
standing on a ledge that could not
a horrifying costume of skeleton dictators and contended that
there until after the war which he •Mrs. Lillian Pelletier Grover have been more than a foot wide,
form prov'ded Shawn with one of American democratic methods are
was Just too young to enter. He
Is the New Proprietor of and possibly 40 or 50 feet above the
his most effective scenes.
the best in the world. Mr. Comelis came to America in 1920, worked
street. I don't know how many
The opening solo of sports dances spends his summers at Camden and
Beauty
Shop
variously as a line rider on a ranch,
millions the Woolworths have, but
is by Barton Mumaw. the banner is an honorary member of the Cam
business manager of the San Fran
The Ideal Beauty Shop, 471 Main all of them would not have tempt
bearer entering the stadium of the den Rotary Club.
cisco Argonaut and instructor of
Olympic games; upon the banner
street, is now the property of Mrs. ed me to stand where that workman
Benjamin Nichols, vice presi music in Arrillaga College.
stood ycsterdtiy.
are five linked circles symbolic of dent presided and reminded mem
Jeanne Perkins, singing chorus in Lillian Pelletier Grover who is pre
the five continents. The second bers that next Friday’s meeting will her first year with the company, pared to give complete beautician
During the extreme hot and
James.
group shows three cheer leaders be held at Medomak Camp, Wash
was educated in a convent on a service. The Ideal 1s comfortably muggy weather of the past two
Conary', Moses, painter, h 58 Brews
and major athletic events. This ington, at 6.30 p. m.
ter.
south sea island (New Caledonia) located ln the new B. L. Spear block weeks many staid citizens have
Conary, Priscilla c„ h 14 Cedar.
is danced by Frank Overlees. Den
Visiting Rotarians were Charles and came back to America at the
and is a thoroughly modern estab gradually removed surplus clothes
Condon. Alfred, kiln tender, h upper nis Landers and Wilbur McCormack. F. Atwood, Arlington, Mass ; C. W.
age of thirteen. Bom ln Kansas lishment. The telephone is 1004 —first their eoats, then their vests.
Camden.
Condon, Eulalia M„ h upper Cam In the decathlon Foster FitzSimons S. iBabb and Dr. C H. Jameson and taken to the south seas when and Mrs. Orover extends a cordial iand finally their collars (lf detachdepicts the 10 track and field events, Camden; William A. Nicol, Concord, she was five, she could speak only
den.
able) and their neckties. Some
Condon. Gertrude, h upper Camden. broadjump, shotput, discus, the Mass.; Madison A. Hart, Danville, French and German on her return. welcome to all old and new friends
timid souls apologized because they
and patrons to drop in.
Condon. Mrs Lowell, to 21 Camden
Ky.; R. Percy Schenck, Jersey City; She went to the University of Idaho
Condon, Percy A., brass worker h hurdles, javelin, running events,
Twelve years' experience Ls be were wearing suspenders, but their
Harry Jackson, Lebanon, N.H.; F. L. (I don't know why) to learn Eng
high jump and pole vault.
upper Camden.
hind Mrs. Orover as she starts the apologias melted away when they
Connell. Dan’l, quarryman, h upperr In the fencing dance of Fred Amesbury, Gardiner; W. K. Ban- lish and is at present an undergrad
new venture with Al’s Hair Dress found »hat many other citizens were
Pleasant.
Hearn and Dennis Landers are lord, Albany, N. Y.; Arthur Wins uate at Smith College.
ing Salon, Massachusetts Beauty similarly equipped. But a new
Cook, Arthur W„ clothing cleaner
Stuart Churchill, who attended Cultur System, Marvel System and record was made yeeterday when
and presser. 444 Main, h 83 Union. given all the essential movements low, Waterville; William M. Cullen,
Cook. Chas. M„ magician, h 26 of the swordsman’s art. Wilbur Lewiston; and Charles O. Holden, the University of Mtchigan where MaBelle Beauty Shoppe. The Ideal one young man appeared on the
Portland.
McCormack next shows the train Hanover, N. H.
he studied piano was for six years was established a decade ago by main stem barefooted.
Cook, Mrs. E. L., 112 Pleasant
ing of a boxer and the winning of
a member of Fred Warlng's Band, Mrs. Ethel Blackington who moved
Cook, Mrs. Sarah, h 26 Portland.
The ground is being broken for A
Cook, Thomas O„ kiln tender, h 26 a bout In the ring. This suite ends good as the next one's. Love, strife, in which he played the saxophone, to the present quarters on com
Portland.
O. Mcttoon & Co.’s new filling sta
with a dance based on the rhythms death and beyond death are Includ clarinet, bassoon, kettledrums, vi pletion of Spear block.
Cookson, Albert B., waiter, h Birch of basketball. All participants in ed in the classic interpretations but braphone and guitar and sang as a
tion opposite the foot of Summer
street place.
Cookson, Mrs. C. A., h Birch street the sports dances have excelled In there is an encompassing vagueness soloist. While with Warlng's band YOUR,FAVORITE POEM street Looking down among the
laborers whom do you suppose I
place
them in college—and with the as about Act 3 which may signify any he played several times at the
Coombs. Charles 6., proprietor sistance of Jess Meeker, accompan thing or nothing. Throughout the Paramount Theatre in New York,
If I had my life to live again I would saw? Bert McLoon, boss of the
Coombs' Oyster House. 216 Main,
made a rule to read some poetry concern,
and sometime mayor,
ist-composer. they have captured ensemble there runs a vein sus for three years was soloist with the have
and listen to some music at leaat
bds Maine Central Hotel.
piciously
like
Communism
—
not
the
Band
on
the
Ford
Radio
Hour
and
once
a
week The losa of these tastes handling a pick, shovel and wheel
I Coombs. Ensign H., h Orange cor the life and spirit of the games.
la a loaa of happiness —Charles Darwin barrow with all the pep and skill
Thomaston
While it sounds impossible to watch New Deal misnomer—but the simon one year with the Old Gold Show.
Coombs , George Otis, insurance a boxing bout with only one man pure Marx product? But perhaps He has been in a Waring Show,
of a man working for a raise, A
LIFE'S JOY
agent, h 129 Main.
wonderful pacemaker is this man.
Clod
gives
us
Joy
that
we
may
give.
,
called
Rah
Rah
Daze,
in
Califor

it
was
not
that
at
all;
perchance
n the ring, that is what actually
Coombs, Helen A. h 95 Union.
He gives us loves that we may share: I
»f~Toon
Coombs, Herbert A., carpenter, h 93 happens in a McCormack perfor it was Greek mythology ur the very nia, on Broadway In The New Sometimes He gives us loads to lift
That we may learn to bear
Union
latest "ism’’. At any rate, Shawn Yorkers, and had his own show in For
mance.
life Is gladder when we give.
It's a toss-up whether we prefer
Coombs. Mrs. Jennie S., h 95 Union.
( and his comrades took a series of the Paramount Theatre for two
And love ls sweeter when we share
Imagination
comes
Into
play
in
Coombs, Louise D., student, h 95
fog or the muggy weatiier of the
And heavy loads reat lightly, too.
weeks
a
year
or
two
ago
Churchill
the enactment of the future, and curtain calls and that Is praise beUnion.
When we have learned to bear.
past week.
was the soloist when Waring pre
in these sets anyone's guess is as yond words and beyond doubt.
—Selected
(Continued on Page Four)
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ONCE AGAIN “THE MIKADO”

Famous Gilbert & Sullivan Opera Will Be Pre-

sented In Cainden Tuesday Night

The Rotary Club

Bought The Ideal

Every-OtKer-Day
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The Courier-Gazette Home From Denmark

Twilight League

Sidney Music Bowl

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

Peter Nelson Gives Impres- Pirates “Take” Camden and Sunday’s Concert Will Cov
He trembling and astonished said.
er a Very Wide Range of
sions of Europe—Doesn’t
Are Heading the Fleet In
Lord, what wilt Thou have me to
Think Germany Will War
Attractions
the Second Half
do? Acts 9. 6.

Third Term Idea
Two Democratic Senators
Say It Would Mean De
feat For Roorsvelt

‘THE RAGE OF PARIS”

I

opinion that Mr. Roosevelt could be
reelected only if a third party sprang
up, threatening government owner
ship of private enterprise and re
pudiation of government securities,
and business appealed to the Presi
dent to stay In power.
Burke, who placed before the last
Congress a resolution proposing a
constitutional amendment to limit
terms of presidents to one six-year
term, said he would introduce the
resolution when thc next Congress
convenes. He said the length of the
term was not of much concern to
him and that he would be just as
well content to have it set at seven
or eight years as six.

Peter Nelson, formerly of the U.
Coming Games
Sunday afternoon's concert at the
For the second time this week a
S. Navy, is back home from his J This afternoon—Camden at Wal bowl of the New England Music
Democratic Senator voiced the view
fifth visit to Denmark, finding Uie J doboro.
Thursday that thc Democratic party
Camp in Sidney will run the gamut
Coastal Waters, Eastport hot spell in marked contrast to thc
would be split and the President de
Sunday afternoon—St. George at of musical expression ranging all
feated if he tried to obtain a third
To Portland, Charted For cool breezes which refreshed him • Rockland; Thomaston at Waldo the way from a novelty Overture
boro.
term.
Pleasure Craft
as he re-crossed the ocean on the i Monday night—Waldoboro at St. for tlie band describing a circus to
Senator Burke (D.-Neb.), who lias
Cunard Liner Laconia.
the first Movement of Schubert's
George; Thomaston at Camden.
opposed many administration meas
The third of a series of colorful
Peter is a son of Danish par 1 Tuesday—Thomaston at Rock Unfinished Symphony played by the
ures and critized the national labor
cruising guides that will cover the
relations board repeatedly, said that
orchestra. A record of one of the
Atlantic Coast from Maine to Dela ents. but can scarcely call Denmark land.
if President Roosevelt ran for a
ware for the benefit of owners and 1 his native home, as he was born on
encore numbers will be recorded
third term it would "split the Demo
LEAGUE, OR SEMI-PRO?
operators of pleasure craft has just shipboard, four days out of Calcutta
and
played
back
to
the
audience.
for London. Tlie ship was an
cratic party into a thousand pieces."
been made available by the Stand
As usual, the first half of the con
American craft, flying the Danish
Earlier in the week Senator Lew’s
A great deal of dissatisfaction
ard Oil of New York at Soconycert will be devoted to orchestral
(D.-Ill.l, an administration stal
has been expressed in Knox and
Vacum marine stations. This par flag.
! Mr. Nelson sailed for Europe
wart and Democratic whip of the
music conducted by Samuel Grif
Lincoln baseball circles the past
ticular guide charts the coastal
May 8. and visited Glennoch. Scot
Senate, expressed a somewhart simi
two weeks, at the manner in
wate.s from Eastport to Portland,
fiths
and
Max
Pecker.
The
guestland; Belfast Ireland and London
lar view.
Lewis expressed the
which the Semi-Pro tournament
as well as adjacent Canadian
conductor for this week, being John
England, before he crossed the
in Portland has interfered with
waters.
V. Dethier. noted composer, who
Nortli Sea to Denmark
the Knox Twilight League. Not
The guide is more than a mere
will conduct his own composition,
It was cold, rainy and foggy dur
a game in Roekland this week
chart io that it supplies a con ing mo6t of hls stay ln Denmark
a Tone Poem written for the or
with the season at its height, the
siderable amount of information He was near the German border,
chestra. Mr. Dethier is Director of
games between Roekland and St.
destined to make pleasure cruises : and reports that Hitler, when the
Music in Norwood. Massachusetts.
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
George (Wednesday night) and
more interesting and informative. i assassination was attempted was
The orchestral portion of the pro
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE
St.
George
and
Waldoboro
All important lighthouses and driving his own car in the uniform
gram will open with the second, Danielle Darrieux thumbs a ride from Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in Uni
(Thursday nightl being cancelled
lightships are shown accurately of a chauffeur. According to Nel
third and fourth movements of
versal's romantic comedy drama, “The Rage of Paris."—adv.
COLLATERAL LOANS
without the slightest knowledge
drawn and in their correct colors son several persons constantly im
Laigini's Ballet Egyptian and close
SECUREP BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS
cf the public. Every loyal fan in
that mariners may identify these personate the German dictator.
with thc first Movement of Schu
Farmers' cooperative associations
Knox and Linroln Counties boost,
LONG COVE
readily. Also shown are the loca
Conditions in Germany, as told
bert's Symphony in B Minor, one
have
added over half a million
ed for St. George in the Semition of active Coast Guard stations, to Nelson, were not as favorable as
of the most popular classics played
members to their ranks in the past
Pro
tournament,
and
everybody
the various types of buoys and day sometimes painted. Industries are
In St. George's Church tomorrow. decade, according to a survey made
I by Symphony orchestras every Established 1888. Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
is sorry that its gallant fight was I where.
markers, even to the radio beacons going at full blast, but the laborers
TOStf
by
Hie
Farm
Credit
Administration
7.45
a.
m.
Holy
Eucharist.
not crowned by victory, but if
for boats equipped with radio direc do lfot get a high wage. If observ
The band concert will open with
such a tournament is to disrupt
tion finders.
ers note signs of poverty they are
an overture to a Hungarian Comedy
the good old Knox Twilight
The main map and the series sf ashed not to look in that direction
by Keler Bola which will be fol- ]
League
at
the
height
of
its
season
special insets chart all important but at German art
As Nelson
towed by John T. Hall's Wedding of ,
islands, bays, coves, channels, and heard it there is little likelihood of | let's give up one or the other. 'the Winds. But the piece de resis- !
The
two
do
not
go
hand
in
hand.
points. These are indexed as are Germany starting a war because
j tance of the band concert is to be ,
Fans who agree with this propo
the Coast Guard stations, water there is no money to back K up.
a descriptive novelty by Heywood '
sition are asked to express them
ways and harbors, yacht clubs, and The citizens are very caiftious in
S. Jones, of Bangor. Maine, enselves
as
freely
and
frankly
as
the cities and towns directly on or I their remarks and Jews are quitting
' titled "At a Circus.
I have.
adjoining the cruising areas. Other the country as fast as they can get
A grand tournament, clown an- I
The
Sports
Editor.
helps are a radio station log. storm away.
' tics, aerial artists, calliope music. I
In Denmark they are working 48
warning signals, and, in colors, the
a cakewalk, and Roman races will I
flags and pennants of the Inter hours a week and getting more
Rockland 6, Camden 3
be portrayed musically, the percus- ,
money than they ever did before,
national Code.
The Rockland Pirates opened last Ision section using such devices as
The most frequented courses be but still they are not getting as
paid in°the ni8ht's game in Camden with a a ringmasters' whistle, a slap stick
tween harbors are shown with com high wages as are
patched up team, but it gave such a : and a race 8°ng. Some of the boys
United
States.
pass directions. Areas where the
at the camp have volunteered to
water is less than eight feet in depth
Cripples are numerous in Italy good account of itself that the visi. act as clowns and it is rumored that
are shown in light blue. Exceptions
Germany as the result of the tors were five runs to the good bethere will be trained animals, trapare the inland lakes and the Bay of
Spain and Ethiopia.
fore the absentee varsity players 1 eze performers, a slide for life and
Mr.
Nelson
visited
two
sisters
Fuady where shallow areas are not
and a brother, who were compara arrived. Raymond Ellis. "Chuck's" possibly pop-corn and peanuts,
indicated.
Charles Woodbury of Keene. N.
tive
strangers as he had never visi younger brother, was given a tryOne of the guide's mosj valuable
out in the box. and had the Cam- H •
to be guest conductor of the
ted
Denmark
until
1910.
contributions to mariners is its de
Mr Nelson says travel is lighter den sluggers guessing until near thc band and the composer of "At a
tailed presentation of cruising in
on American Ships "because of close of the game when he developed Circus" has been invited to attend.
formation needed to enter the more
foolish laws." Tlie officers, he says, a streak of wildness which made a
important harbors, bays and rivers.
have lost control of the ships.
substitution advisable, and Brown
These are handled in a series of
finished the game. Dunbar and
insets. Three of these, in double
I Richards were the-Rockland pitchers. From Old English Galleries
scale for greater readability, cover
Fred Winehenbaeh made a mar
Cape Small to Monhegan Island.
of Boston, To Be Shown
Penobscot Bay. and Portland Har St. George On Short End of velous stop in shortfield. and got
In Camden
an ovation, as did Thomas, the Pi
bor. An additional inset covers the
a One-Sided Semi-Pro rates' star outfielder, who made
Bay of Funday and southern Nova
A very interesting exhibit of
four fine catches.
Scotia but shows only relative direc
Game
antique
silver will be held for one
It was Rockland's fourth win in
tions and approximate distances be
St
George
dropped
its
second
five
starts,
and
finds
the
Pirates
week
by
the Old English Galleries
tween principal coastal points. Two
smaller insets are devoted to Moose game in the Semi-Pro tournament sitting cockily in the sun berth, , of Baston at the home of Ralph
head and Sebago Lakes
at Portland Thursday when it was from which it will be hard to dis W. Merrill. High street, Camden,
The map, which is now being dis defeated by Beals Furniture 10 to lodge them if they continue to plav opening Monday and continuing
as well as they are now doing.
tributed at Socony-Vacum Marine
through the 13th.
3. The Press Herald says:
Seated on the Roekland bench
Stations, is described as "a compo
Many beautiful early pieces will
Beals piled up a 5 to 0 lead in the last night were two former Rockland
site guide for mariners cruising the
first two innings against St. George, players. Everett Oney and Chummy be shown, dating from William and
Atlantic Coast's main recreational
saw the latter push over three ln Gray, who watched proceedings with Mary and Queen Anne, as well as
area W’hich lias been devised to en- ]
a large collection of Georgian silver
the second and then proceeded to much interest.
hance the enjoyment of boating
and English hand-wrought repro
get them right back with a three• • • •
enthusiasts:
run attack in the fourth. Led by
The rejuvenated Waldoboro team ductions.
Some of these reproductions bear
Dwyer, who drilled four hits. Beals, defeated Thomaston 6 to 3, In
the Jubilee Hall Mark—the double
the ’'dark horse" of the tourney, Thomaston, last night.
THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY TO BE SOLD RAIN OR SHINE, IN THE
profile of the late King George V
outhit the vaunted St. George team
and Queen Mary—a mark used only
The Attendants Thought and really dominated the game all
in 1935, the 25th year of their reign
the way. The scores;
There Was Nothing Like
From early times to the present
Beals
An All-star team picked from the day in England all silver has to be
Mother’s Baked Beans
No. 6—McConchie Property, Ash Point, Knox
ab r bh po a
No. 1—Havener House, 194 North Main Street,
four teams in the Big Five Base sent to the Goldsmith's Hall to be
i
5 2 1 1 0
The annual reunion of the Robin- I B. Lester. If
County, Maine
ball League will play the Camden assayed. It is stamped with four
Rockland, Knox County, Maine
4 2
0 0
son family was held Sunday at Mie j Tetrault. rf .
C/2 story, 8 room frame dwelling, electric lights and a never fail
l'/2 stcry, 9 room frame dwelling with hot air heater, electricity,
ShelLs at Camden, Sunday after and sometimes five "Hall Marks’
6 2
2
home oi Mss. Levander Newbert ’n Webb, cf .....
water and bath. Some rooms have hardwood floors. Located
ing well. Large barn eonnccted lo house and has several small
noon, the gate receipts of which will giving the date letter, maker's name
14
6
cn a tarrrd street in a very good residential seetion, opposite
North Waldoboro. All members of Dyer, lb
buildings on the premises. Lot contains about 3 acres. This
etc. This was the first time in his
be divideed between tlie Big Five
Country Club Golf Course. Size of lot approximately 2J4 acres.
6
1
the family, numbering 46 wer* pres McCarthy. 2b
place is located on a tarred road only five miles from Rockland
tory that a double monarch's head
1
5
League, and the Camden ShelLs, had been used and this special
ent. Picnic table* under large F. Lester, 3b .
and is accessible during both summer and winter. A very
No. 2—Havener Block, 468 Main Street, Rock
0
shade trees w-ere loaded with box Kiley, ss .............. 5
and will be used in tlie League to mark was discontinued at the end
sightly place, overlooking Muscle Ridge Channel and Penobscot
3
land, Knox County, Maine
lunches. Justice was dong (he Plowman, c
help pay expense of the banquet, of the Jubilee year making silver
Bay. Would make an ideal summer home..
0
Two • torv we.od structure. Store on street floor and an apart
baked beans and cottage cheese Craft, p ....
planned at the end of the season so stamped a limited edition of
ment on second floor. Apartment has lights, water and flush
served by Mr.s. Newbert. which had
No. 7—Sanborn Property, 10 High Street, Rock
special interest to Collectors and of
for the twinning team.
toilet. Lot 18x1(1* feet, on western side of Main Street, and is
42 10 13 27 15
been anticipated as the famfly con
increasing
value
in
the
future.
located
in
excellent
business
section.
The line up from the Big Five
land, Knox County, Maine
sider that no others taste like
St. George
The study of Hall marks is a
League, for the Sunday game in
Southern half of a 1'2 story, 6 room frame dwelling in good resi
"Mother's" baked beans.
No. 3—Johnson Property, Glenmere, Knox
ab r bh po a
cludes, in batting order: Moody of fascinating one and adds greatly
dential section and very centrally located. Electricity, water and
A birthday cake with six candles Dwyer, cf ..
5 1
County, Maine
Thomaston. 2b; Newbert of Union, to ones ’interest Und pleasure in
sewer connections. Has garage for one car.
was placed on the table in obser- I Simmons, rf
5 0
if; Robibns of Thomaston, lb; Me old silver.
A 2 or 3 acre lot, located on good gravel road and overlooks Tur
vance of the birthday of one of j RjCkcr p 3b
4 1
It seems particularly fitting to
key Cove on eastern shore of Georges River. About 30 minute
servey, Appleton, cf; Buck of
No. 8—Sawyer House, 209 Main Street, Rock
the grandchildren. Foster Robinson I M Simmons Cb 4 1
drive from Rockland. Ideal premises for summer home.
Warren, c; Watts of Warren, rf; have this English Silver shown in
land, Knox County, Maine
Those present were: Tliomas i wiley. ss
..4 0
home
Sherman of Appleton, ss; Robinson Mr. Merrill's charming
l'/2 story, 10 room house, with electricity, hath, hot air furnace
Watt of Belfast who was the oldest Davidson, lb
No.
4
—
Hugo
Lethinen,
Jr.,
House,
Long
Cove,
0
Thomaston, 3b; Matson of Warren, against the background of his beau
and garage. A very good location for cither home or rooming
member present, 89. Mr. and Mrs. Monaghan. If
Knox County, Maine
0
Barlow of Thomaston, Mitchell of tiful English furniture and an in
housr. House and lawn protected from hot afternoon sun by
Dewey Robinson, son Edmund. Mr. Mackie, c .....
0
vitation is extended to all.
l'/i story, 6 room frame dwelling, with electricity. Lot approxi
Appleton, p.
several large shade trees.
and Mrs. Maynard Robinson and Smith. 3b ......
mately 100 feet x 125 fe et. Located about 500 yards from State
0
Highway. Convenient to granite quarries.
children. Kathleen. Vivian, Leona, White, p .......
0
No. 9—Harlow E. Brown Property, Warren,
Maynard, and Richard, Mr. and •I«well .........
0
No. 5—Mayo House, 22 Florence Street, Rock
Mrs. Jack Derrah of Portland; Mr.
Knox County, Maine
and Mrs. Lester Post and children.
land, Knox County, Maine
36 3 10 27 14 6
V/i story framed dwelling. 10 finished rooms. Lot consists of one
Virginia and Kenneth. Mr. and
1' a story, wood framed dwelling wilh eight rooms and hath. Has
acre in excellent neighborhood. Roof, floors, ceilings, walls and
• Batted for White ln 9th.
city water and electric lights. Large cement cellar with hot
interior woodwork in flne condition. Cellar under wholr housr.
Mrs. Ansel Wooster and children, Beals ............ 2 3 0 3 0 1 0 0 1—10
watrr heater. Garage with cement floor will accommodate five
House is arranged with two kitchens and could be occupied by
Carlton, Milton and Ervin *f Rock St George .... 00300000 0-3
cais. Located near business section and schools.
two families. Has water and electricity.
land; Mr and Mrs. Clifford Robin
Runs batted in. Ricker. Wiley, Da
Will Make You a Shareholder in the
son and children. Athleen. Wood- vidson, Tetrault, Webb 2, Dyer 3.
No. 10—Lot and Buildings, 29 Wharf Street,
bun-, Stanley, Olive and Faster of McCarthy. Two base hits, Kiley, B
Rockland, Knox County, Maine
Warren; Mr. and Mrs. Levi Robin Lester. Three base hits, Dyer. Home
This property known as the “W. M. Little Co. Property” Is an
son, daughter Joan. Mr. and Mrs. runs. Dyer. Stolen bases. Tetrault.
undivided half interest located near the property of the Roek
Josiah Jameson and children. Dy McCarthy.
Sacrifices. Tetrault.
land Furl Co. Two lots 59 feet x 70 feet, and 35 feet x 276 feet,
You
will
then
be
entitled
to
borrow,
with
proper
security,
from
son, Vera and Alcy. Mr. and Mrs. Base on balls, off Ricker 3. off
respectively. The latter extends easterly from Wharf Street and
Merlin Eugley end son Donald. Her White 3. off Craft S Struck out. by
the Association. All these debar payments, with liberal dividends
r insists of wharf privilege and several storage buildings.
bert Ranqulst. Cjrleton Ranqulst, j Oraft 4, by White 6. by Ricker 1. Hits,
are returned to you when thc loan is repaid. Loans are made on
of Waldoboro; Mr. and Mrs. Levan j q(T Ricker 9 in 3 1-3 innings. White
Home Mortgages in Rockland and vicinity on the Direct Month
der Newbert end daughter Phyllis 5 in 5 2-3 innings. Wild pitches,
ly Reduction Plan. Each payment reduces the interest charged;
and eon Oren Robinson .Jr.
1 fttclcer, White. Umpires. Brewer
also the balance due on thc mortgage. It is an interesting pro
Home made ice cream was served j amd Lynch,
TERMS: TO BE ANNOUNCED DAY OF SALE.
FOR INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE
position. There are several plans, one of which will meet your
as a final repast.

A Cruising Guide

WANTED

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

RECEIVER’S SALE

OF REAL ESTATE OWNED BY THE ROCKI AND NATIONAL BANK, ROCKLAND,

ME., CONSISTING OF

7 HOMES

1 STORE

1L0T

1 WHARF PROPERTY

IN AND NEAR ROCKLAND, MAINE, AT

•'^4

Antique Silver

Loses To Beals

THURS., AUG. 11 -10 A. M.

Robinson Reunion

All-Stars At Camden

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

ONE DOLLAR PER MONTH

Rockland Loan & Building Association

FREE

requirements.

Receipts from farm marketings
during the first six months *f this
year are now estimated at 16 percent,.less than the three and a half
billion reported for the correspond
ing period in 1937,

Andrew Rikila’s
New Shoe Repairing Shop
is at 299 Main St.
Over Lamb's, Cleaners
13Stf

Please call and let us explain.

Rockland Loan & Building Association

A Gift To Each Grown Person At Sale When Auction Begins

EDWARD L. HOPKINS

EDWARD C. PAYSON

BEN TEMPLE

Receiver for the Closed National Bank

AUCTIONEERS
85Stf

FREE

ROCKLAND, MAINE
93-94

Every-Other-Day
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The setting of stone will begin on
the new bridge at the head of Limerock street next Monday,

Laurel and Pleasant streets re
joice ln new surfacing of screened
gravel on top of a new rock base.

>938 AUGUST 1938
SUN MON TUES WEtITHU fri' SAT

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1415 16 17 18 19 20
25 26 27
21 22 23
2829 30 31

TALK OF THE TOWN
“COMINO
EVENTS
CAST
SHADOWS BEFORE"

THEIR

Aug 7—Waldoboro—Democratic gettogether at Back Cove.
Aug 7 Rockport—Concert by Curtl9
String Quartet at Eells' Boat Barn.
Aug. 8 (evening)—Tenants HarborIllustrated lecture on Clipper Ships by
Dr. Park of Boston at Odd Fellows hall,
benefit Library.
Aug 9 —Union- Ulus' rated lecture
"Italian Gardens" at Methodist Church
Aug 9- Rockport- Open meeting of
Garden Club at Chase home. Beech Hill
Aug 9- Eastern Star Field Day at
Penobscot View Grange hall. Glen Cove
Aug 9—Camden—"The Gondoliers"
by Gilbert & Sullivan Co. at Opera
House.
Aug 10—Owls Head—Church lair at
Library Building.
Aug 10 — West Rockport — Knox
County Women's Republican Club at
Mrs E Stewart Orbeton's.
Aug 11 —Thomaston— Garden Club
Flower Show.
Aug 11 — Rockland High School
Class 1901 reunion at Witham's Lobster
Pound
1
Aug 11 — Warren — Congregational
Church fair and entertainment.
Aug. 12—South Thomaston Wessaweskeag Orange carnival and fair
Aug 12—Reunion. Class 1911, B.HS.
at Witham's Lobster Pound
Sept 13 -Miriam Rebekah Lodge an
nual fair at Odd Fellows hall
Aug 17—Martinsville—Ladles Circle
fair at Grange hall
Aug. 17-18—Thomaston—Legion Fair
Aug 17-21—Annual 4-H State Camp
at University of Maine.
Aug. 18—Hope Grange lair at Hope
Corner.
Aug 18-19 — Washington — Musical
comedy. "S. S. Bounding Main" at
Grange hall
Aug 19—Warren—Summer concert at
Baptist Church.
Aug 21—Rockport—Concert by Cur
tis String Quartet at Eells' Boat Barn.
Aug 24 -Annual State Field meeting
of Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences
at Knox Arboretum, will celebrate
Quarter century anniversary of Its
founding
Aug. 24—School of instruction In
Rockland. District 12. OES
Aug 24—Farm Bureau auto tour
Aug 29 -Camden—Cecelia Loftus In
Impersonations at Opera House.
Sept 2—Vinal Haven—American Le
gion fair at Memorial hall.

Services will be held at Holman
Memorial Chapel at 3 o'clock Sun
day (afternoon to be led by Ansel
Young.

AN S. 0. SJFROM THE CHEST
Less Than Half of the Quota As Yet Obtained
—What Failure Will Mean To Rockland

Thc Rockland High School class
1901 reunion will be held next
Thursday at Witham's Lobster
Pound. Supper 7 o'clock. It is ur
gently requested that all members
and their families planning to at
tend and wanting transportation
notify Susie Sherer Morey, tele
phone 433-J.

Tlie Albion Creamery Corp, of
Albion filed incorporation papers
Wednesday. It has a capital stock
of $10,000, and the president is Carl
A. Blacklngton, a Waterville at
torney whose native home ls Rock
land.
Walter Johnston, the Bangor box
ing promoter, is bossing an exhlbi
tion which will take place at Wiley's
Arena, ten miles from Bangor on
the Waterville road next Monday
night. Advertised for the main bout
are Andy Callahan, ‘‘uncrowned
champion of the world." and Buster
Carroll (“Andy's nemesis").

Mrs. Mary Southard, chairman
of the women's division of Com
munity Chest has the proud dis
tlnction of having four of her seven
ward teams already ahead of their
last year's mark. It is hoped all
seven will report ahead at Monday
night's meeting. To the Ward
team have been added Mrs. H L
Karl. Mrs. A R Bachelder and Mrs.
S. J. Rokes

BEAUTY
CULTURE
SERMONETTE
Have Faith in God

Rockland's Community Chest is
doomed to failure unless aggressive
Spanish War Veterans are hop universal work is carried on by all
ing for cloudless skies Sunday workers between now and Monday
when they have their annual picnic night's final dinner. At last night's
at Two Bush Island.
checkup it was all too evident that

Lule Blacklngton was not the
only Rocklan ’ merchant who had
mice in his windows this week. A
windowful in another store attract
ed much attention even though
they were not trained.

been somewhat undermanned and
have counted a bit too much on past
successes and the Chest's bank ac
count filling itself by some magic
or other.
Monday night's supper is at 6.30
at Temple hall and every worker ls

HAVE YOU BEEN OVERLOOKED?
In this city are many persons and business firms who have not
been solicited for Community Chest contributions. Limited in

numbers, thc workers are physically unable to reach in person
every possible contributor. Arc you one of those overlooked?
If so, your duty is plain. Simply telephone 860 and make
knewn thc fart that you wish a solicitor to rail on you, or else

mail your cheek out payable lo Communfcy Chest and mail it at
once to Community Chest, Chamber of Commerce office, city.

If you have not contributed—I)o It Now!

the canvass had not been complete, urged to be on hand. TTiere is an
that hundreds of potential givers irreducible minimum below which
had not been reached and the only the Chest total cannot fall without
solution was hard work and plenty disaster. Once more this warning
of it before Monday night.
is given. Failure of the Chest
All teams are speeding into a re means to every good citizen, not
newed spurt and all persons who one drive, but five; not one job of
have not been solicited are urged soliciting, but five; not one personal
to either send their contributions contribution, but five. It means
to the Chest headquarters. Cham five duplications of expense, of ef
ber of Commerce office, or else call fort, of labor. And even worse, it
860 and have a solicitor call. The means the executives of the five
chief reason for the slowness of charities, harassed by constant
the drive (only $3300 of a $7750 financial worries and money raising
quota was in last night) is due not problems, can do only a fraction of
to hard times but to the fact that the splendid work now going fora majority of the supporters of the ward.
member agencies, beneficiaries of
Mr. and Mrs. Citizen of Rockthe Chest, have sat Wly by and said land, this is definitely your re"Let Oeorge do it." The teams have J sponsibllity and this is the last call.

Each year as the Easter season
approaches, Christians love to
meditate on their Redeemer’s
passion and resurrection. Onethird of the Gospel record is de
voted to this history. In a little
booklet, “Hls last week," there
has been gathered the simple
story:
On the Monday following
Jesus' triumphal entry into Jeru
salem there occurred a human
interest story. I never under
stood its happening; that is
non-cssentliM. However, it ap' pears as they came out of Beth
any. Jesus hungered and seeing
a fig tree afar off and having
leaves, He came, if happily He
might find anything thereon,
but found nothing but leaves.
And He spoke to the tree, "No
man eat fruit from thee hence
forward forever.” And His dis
ciples heard It.
The next morning as they
again passed the tree they saw
it had withered away from the
roots and Peter said, "Master
behold the fig tree which thou
cursedst is wilted away.” Jesus
said, "Have faith in God. All
things whatsoever ye pray and
ask for. believe and ye shall have
them."
President Coolidge once used
this expression. “Have faith in
Massachusetts." Do you think
he got it from this verse? I do.
Have faith in God. When all
else fails, "Have faith in God,"
and remarks Jesus' words, "All
things whatsoever ye pray and
ask for, believe that ye shall re
ceive them, and ye shall have
them '—William A. Holman

Eastern Star Field Day for Dis
trict 12 will be held next Tuesday
at Penobscot View Grange Hall.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
This year picnic supper will not be Figure In Problems of the
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
served; instead all persons attend
Farmers—Must Be Prop
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
ing are requested to take their own
erly Controlled
ate for the eighth Sunday after
box lunch and free coffee will be
Trinity: Matins at 7.10: Holy Com
served at 6 o'clock. Entertainment,
Keeping the cows in and unwant
munion at 7 30; Hob' Eucharist and
beano and dancing in the evening.
A new departure on Hall reunion It is hoped that a good crowd will ed visitors out by means of a good sermon at 10.30 Vespers at 7.30.
fe.ice has been a perennial problem
programs will be a guest speaker be present.
• • • •
COMING REUNIONS
of New England farmers since they
Wednesday, at Penobscot View
Worship service at the Congrega
Aug 10 — Winchenbaugh family at
first cleared the forest.
Grange hall, when Rev. B . P.
"The Look Out" In Jefferson
tional Church tomorrow is at 10.30
Capt. F. B Balano, lately returned
Aug 10 — Descendants of Ebenezar Browne, of Holyoke, Mass., formerly
Steel, wood, stone, brush and wire
Hall at Penobecot View Grange hall,
from the Spanish war zone, whither have been used in various combina and the theme of the sermon by
Glen Cove
pastor of tlie Rockland First Bap
Aug 11—Gllchrest famlly at Grange tist Church, will speak The usual his ship had carried supplies to the tions to keep meandering cows from Rev. Corwin H Olds will be another
hall. St. George.
Loyalists, and whose dangerous ex wandering off into trouble. Newest id the series of Biblical book re
Aug 21—Light family at Lookout program will also include a duet by
views. on "Ruth." Music by the
ploits have appeared in The CouStation In Jefferson
Aug 24 — Payson-Fogler families at Mr. and Mrs. Browne, and may rier-Gazette from time to time, is and. for many uses, most proriits- mixed quartet, with Mrs. Faith
O. L. St. Clair's. Crescent Beach.
ing of the fences is thc so called
precede the business meeting. Tlie
Berry at the organ.
spending a short vacation at his
dinner bell will ring at 12.15 sharp.
electric fence, a single strand ot
• ♦* *
former home in Port Clyde. He
A sewer has been built on the
wire carrying a low amperage cur
"Weak
Christians"
will be the
was
up-town
bright
and
early
this
North side of Limeroek street from j Palmer Pease has bought the
rent, Intermittent in operation, '.o
Broadway to the top of the hill to Marcena Winslow house on Lime- morning, and was a welcome caller shock livestock that nudges up a- sermon topic by Rev. Charles A
Marstaller at the Littlefield Mem
care for the residences in that j rock street and will reside there. at this office. He lists conditions
gainst it.
as
very
bad
in
Spain
and
is
unable
orial Church Sunday morning at
vicinity.
! Mrs. Winslow and son Marcena B .
There have been fatal accid»n: s
are to reside in Freedom. The lat to form a definite opinion as to the in connection with electric fences 10.30. There will be a solo by Walter
A group of riders from Hillcrest ter concludes his duties with thc I eventual outcome of the war. He Both humans and animals have j Griffin and a children's story will
precede the sermon. Church School
Riding Academy attended Thurs Camden & Rockland Water Co. to- displayed a piece of the deadly
died when they came in contact
meets at 11.45; the Loyal Temper
day night's dance at Oakland Park day after 17 years of faithful serv- shrapnel which the Rebels showwith improperly built home-mad?
ance Legion at 5 p. m. and the
and later rode to Saunders' for ices. Mrs. Winslow who has been CTed upon the government forces,
devices, many of them hooked di Christian Endeavor at 6. Praise
lunch.
very active in local patriotic (bodies,
"The old apple tree came down rectly to the power line. But en service and sermon at 7.15, the
will be muoh missed by those or
today."
writes a friend. “A sense of gineers say that a properly con topic being “Willing and Obedient
Miss Eliza Steele of the Red ganizations.
loneliness filled my heart. One trolled fence—one with an approved Servants." There will be special
Cross is having a month's vacation
Local theatres offer the following hundred years it has stood, battling controller—is Just as safe as any music. Prayer meeting Tuesday
from her duties. All calls to tlie
Red Cross will be taken by Miss feature attractions for the coming storms and revelling in the sun electrical device. Bilt the Jerry- evening at 730
• • • •
Ruth Hathaway. Tel. 1248-M, and week: Parle—Monday and Tuesday, shine of Maine's God-given days of built collection of auto and raaio
Rev. Benjamin P. Browne of the
“Bulldog Drummond in Africa;" beauty. Bees and butterflies have pc rts held together with picture
after office hours Tel. 526-M.
Wednesday, “Booloo;" Thursday, sipped of the honey from its flow w;re is likely to be a very cosily Second Baptist Church of Holyoke,
the first vacation
The Rockland Lions Club will will see Jeanette MacDonald and ers. Many homes have been built lerce controller m the end. Belt'.’ I Mass wlll
in its branches and the neighbor to spend a few dollars and ge* an gUest preacher at First Baptist
have a distinguished guest next Nelson Eddy in "Maytime;" Friday
hood has gloried in the songs of approved controller, the authorities church Sunday, at 10.30 and 7 30.
Wednesday in the person of Rich and Saturday, George O'Brien in
the birds. Fruit has been shared say, than to risk the lives of val'tordinance of the Lord's Supper
ard Hallett, the noted author, whose "The (Painted Desert;" Strandby many neighbors and mast of the able livestock or people on the Lirin wjj,
Sunday.
Monday
and
Tuesday,
observed at the morning
latest novel "The Rolling World,"
"Rage of Paris;" Wednesday and children in passing have filled their
The right kind of electric fence fiervice, Rev. Browne to speak on
is being so widely read.
Thursday, Freddie Bartholomew pockets and blouses with its fine, has many advantages. It is easy to “Anchors of the Soul." His eve
sweet fruit. Old age and broken erect and the cost is not great
The recent vote of the school and Mickey Rooney, In "Lord Jeff;”
ning subject will be "The Man Who
limbs caused its downfall and de Best of all, it fits into the moderii
Friday
and
Saturday,
Harold
Lloyd
board to close the Benner Hill and
First Dared to be Christian," Mrs.
cay.”
scheme of pasture improvement and Browne will be vocal soloist at
Highland Schoolhouses, was res in “Professor Beware."
rotation because it is probably the both services .and Mrs. Edna Gregcinded Monday night after a pub
Carry the News to Mary and tell most convenient type of temporary
Flower Changes Color Often
ory Rollins organist. Church school
lic hearing in which 30-odd remon
Mexico is the home of an amaz her to tell her sisters, cousins and enclosure for livestock
convenes at noon with classes for
strants appeared, and not a single
Aunts
that
Blackington's
Annual
Certain safeguards must be res all ages, and the live young people's
spokesman in behalf of the plan. ing flower that changes color six Summer $2 Shoe Sale starts Tues
times a day, writes a Home Garden
Mayor Edward R. Veazie acted as ing expert It starts the day as a day. Aug 9th at 9 a. nt. Be here pected in designing any electrical service is at 6.30, with Kenneth
controller so that Its output will be Hooper os leader, topic, "The T«t
chairman of the meeting.
pure white blossom, changing as the early. Every novelty sport and
of True Discipleship." Tuesday,
morning wears on to dull rose. By dress shoe left in our stock will be safe to handle.
High voltage ln itself is not dan
Thc property on Northport ave lunch time it is vivid red. Early in in this $2 Sale. Values from $2.50
gerous if amperage is kept low. For
nue, Belfast known as the McDon the afternoon it becomes mauve, to $5.—adv.
94-95
absolute safety, engineers say that
ald Estate has been bought by J. but within an hour it has changed
the flow of current through thc
Asbury (Pitman of Salem, Mass who color again, thia time to deep violet.
See our peasant wares in the win
By nightfall it has changed once
wire should be limited to 15 milli
plans extensive modernization of more to a vivid blue, and remains dow, What-Not Gift Shop. 94-lt
amperes (15 thousandths of one
the premises. His furniture is be so throughout the night. In the morn
ampere). Animals can stand less
ing moved here this week, but he ing it becomes white again. Botan-1
and Mrs. Pitman do not plan to oc Ists have put many different theories
current than people, and children
ANNOUNCEMENT
cupy the property before next year, forward to account for this change, l Park Street Restaurant
less than adults.
as they have a summer home at but it still remains a mystery, as
The current should be interrupted
Opp. Gulf Gas Station Will Open
does
the
fact
that
the
flower
will
Lincolnville Beach which they are
MONDAY. AUGUST 1
at freguent and irregular intervals,
only grow in Mexico.
All Home Cooking will be Served
now occupying and will probably
so that it will not be syncronized
Fish, Lobsters, Chicken and
go south this coming winter.
with heart beats.
Each shock
Steaks at Reasonable Prices
BURN
should last only 1-100 to 1-10 of a
Mrs. Ivy Bennett, and
Mitchell—At Rockland, July 31. to
Stop at Ingrid's on Park street for Mr.
Mrs. Grace Johnson
second.
and Mrs. Eugene Mitchell, a son—
71 PARK ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
those delicious toasted lobster salad Eugene David. Jr.
Livestock men say that the cost
91-93
sandwiches and boiled lobsters. •
of operating and moving electric
DIED
DESIGNED TO SUIT
fences from one field to another is
Decoster—At Waldoboro. Aug 4. Ellis
EVERY INDIVIDUAL
Townsend Club No. 2 will hold a Decoster. aged 81 years. 18 days Funeral
only about one-third as much as
PREFERENCE
Sunday
at
2
o'clock
from
the
residence.
public supper Monday night, Aug. Interment In Comery cemetery.
for other types of fence, and their
8 5-7 p. m., at K. P. hall—adv.
Hovey—At Waldoboro. Aug 5, Fred- '
Your conception of a monument
stock, once trained, is quieter and
erlck A Hovey, aged 81 years. 7 months.
can be faithfully interpreted by
more peaceful.
6 days. Funeral Sunday at 3 o'clock
Irom the residence
our master artisans. We arc
Woodman—At Rockland. Aug. 5. Mary
recognized specialists in all types
Ellen, widow of Marston W Woodman. I
aged 84 years. 7 months. 11 days,
of memorial sculpture. In the
Stahl—At Camden. Aug 4. Theresa
Our Advertising
event that you have no special
M . wife of John L. Stahl, aged 64 years.
4 months. Services at 42 Union street
design preference, we can assist
Sunday at 2 p. m.
Columns Are
you in making an appropriate
Curtis—At Camden. Aug. 5. Miss
May J. Curtis, aged 98 years, 1 month,
Ambulance Service
selection on the basis of our
MORTICIANS
18 days. Funeral at 65 Elm street
the
knowledge and experience.
Sunday at 4 p. m.
•

Electrical Fences

BURPEE’S

Ambulance Service
T|ELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-lf

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Capt. Davis
H. Weed who passed away Aug 6, 1937.
I You are not forgotten, father dear
Nor wlll you ever be
For as long as life and memory l'.at,
I wlll remember thee
Hls daughter Blanche Sherman

Page Thre#

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

Merchant’s
Show Windows

Wm. E. Doman & Son,
INC.

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON

438tf

the men's prayer meeting is at 12.05,
and the prayer meeting at 7.30, led
by Millard Hart, subject "Our Call;
God's Answer."
• • • *
"Spirit" is the subject of thc Les
son-Sermon that will be read in all1
churches of Christ, Scientist, Aug.
7. The Golden Text is: "The fruit
of the Spirit is in all goodness and
righteousness and truth" (Ephe
sians 5:9). Among the citations
from the Bible is the following: "But
as it is written, Eye hath not seen,
nor ear heard, neither have en
tered into the heart of man, thc
things which God hath prepared for
them that love him. But God hath
revealed them unto us by his Spirit'
for the Spirit searcheth all things,
yea. the deep things of God" (I
Corinthians 2:9-10).

UNION
Elaine Christofferson of Rock
land has returned home after visit
ing her grandmother, Mrs. Carrie
Mank.

NOTE

IDEAL
BEAUTY
SHOP

MRS. LILLIAN PELLETIER GROVER
has bought thc Ideal Beauty Shop,
471 Main Street, Rockland,

and is prepared to give complete beautician
service. Twelve years' experience with Al s
Hair Dressing Salon, Massachusetts Beauty
Culture System, Marvel System, and Ma
Belle Beauty Shoppe.

New Patrons, Old Patrons, and Friends
Welcome!

Children are enthusiastic about
the Bible School and look forward
to the next session in 1939

Mr and Mrs Paul Ulmer of Al
bany. N. Y.. and Mr. and Mrs. LeRov
Kemp of Connecticut and New York
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. F M.
Lucas. Mrs. Grace Rollins and
daughter Daphne were also at the
(Lucas home recently.
Mr and Mrs. E. H Scholl of Cal
ais, and Rev. and Mrs. L. P. Craig
of Presque Isle passed last weekend '
with Mr. and Mrs. George Fossett.
Pomona Orange meets today with
Seven Tree Grange for an all-day
J session.

"Italian Gardens" an illustrated
; lecture, will be given by Mrs. Har
riet Stickney, of Belmont, Mass.,
and Crawford Lake Tuesday at 8
o'clock at the Methodist Church.
The proceeds from the lecture will
benefit the Community Club.
"The Grandmothers" were enter
tained Thursday by Mrs. Edward
Ma tliews.
Mr. and Mrs Milton Sanford of
Astoria. Ore., are guests of Mrs.
Elizabeth Hawes.
They dined
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Wil
son Merriam.
Miss Nathalie Post of Rockland
has been recent guest of Misses
Priscilla Hawes and Norma Hawes.

CLARK ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs Erland Swanson
had as guests last weekend Mr. and j
Mrs Algot Johnson of Weymouth,
Mass. A lobster dinner was enjoyed J
Sunday on the lawn.
Thomas Scott has rented James !
Felt's farm.
Mrs. Caroline Cummings of Rock- ,
land is visiting her daughter Mrs j
Oscar Hagberg
William Williams of Vinal Haven
passed the week with his sister,
Mrs. Jessie Williams.
Robert McGee went Thursday to
Vinal Haven on a business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McLeod
were callers Thursday on Miss
Elizabeth Monaghan. Mrs. James
Pelt of Thomaston has been pass
ing the week with her sister Miss
Monaghan.
Mrs Mary Carlson has employ
ment at Spruce Head.
Mre. James Felt and Miss Eliza
beth Monaghan visited 'Mr. and
Mr.s. Maurice Jones recently.
Carl Malmstrom, Everett Baum.
Alex Magnuson, Maurice Jones,
Ralph Morse and Leroy Jackson
arc engaged in raking blueberries
for Black & Oay of Thomaston.
Mre. Elizabeth Montgomery and
Alden Chaples recently visited Mr.
Chaples' brother Who Is a patient
at a Portland hospital.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. Charles Wheeler wlll enter
tain the Ladies' Sewing Circle at
"Tlie Shack" at Spruce Head, Tues
day. Dinner will be served at 12
o'clock Members are requested to
take their own <lishes. Those not
solicited will take sweets.
• • • •
Baptist Church Notes

"Earth’s Greatest Truth" will be
thc pastor's theme at thc Church
on the Hill Sunday at 10.30. Bible
school will follow thc worship serv
ice immediately, in which all, In
cluding summer visitors, will flnd a
",'elcome in classes for any age.
Singing by everyone will be the
opening half hour of the Happy
Hour of Music and Message Service,
assisted by the instruments, begin
ning promptly at 7 o'clock. Fol
lowing the happy sotfc-servlce the
pastor will speak on "Measuring the
Value of a Man."
The Lord’s Supper will be observed
following the evening service.
The key-word for next Wednes
day's prayer and praise fellowship
ninotinu will bp “Tz>nk ”

Bargain Prices
TO CLOSE OUT OUR STOCK OF

LUMBER
MOULDINGS

CASINGS

PARTITIONS

SIDINGS

FLOORINGS, ETC.

P. G. WILLEY & CO.
CAMDEN, MAINE

FOR A DELICIOUS SUNDAY MEAL
Drive Out To

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD
U. S. ROUTE 1, SOUTH WARREN
Specializing in Full Course

CHICKEN OR DUCK DINNERS
Real Home Cooking You’ll Relish
Served Every Sunday, 12 to 7 P. M.

—85 Cents

COME TO MOODY’S DINER
WALDOBORO, ME., ROUTE 1

FOR A

TURKEY DINNER

for 75c
HOT TURKEY SANDWICH, 35c

Also Our Regular Sunday Specials
TWENTY-FOUR HOUR SERVICE

SEAPLANE
ROCKLAND
8.00 A.M.
•3.00 P. M.

5.30 P. M.

SERVICE

LEAVE DAILY STANDARD TIME
VINAL IIAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
8.15 A.M.
835 A.M.
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P. M.

• Except Sunday, when this trip leaves:
5.45 P. M.

5.55 P. M.

AIRWAYS, INC.
TEL. 338—NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86

NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING, ROCKLAND, ME.

64Stf

mers seriously interested in this
problem, and for students, teachers
and others ln need of more technii ca! information than the first
group.
• • • •

Neither gasoline nor naphtha
i should be used for dry cleaning at
Fire safeguards for the farm is 1 horns. Both are explosive and
the subject of bulletin 1643 of the highly inflammable. The money
U. S. Department of Agriculture. saved in cleaning at home is not
Copies are available from the worth thc hazard of fire. Only a
USD A., Washington. D. C.
cleaning solvent which conforms tf
• • • •
Stoddard's specifications should bs
Soil is tlie theme of the new | used by the amateur.
yearbook of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, which will be off thc
press within a few weeks. "In this
book the effort is made to discover
man’s debt and duty to the soil and
the soil problem is examined from
every angle,” says Secretary Wal
THE TIMES /
lace. The book Is intended for far

READ IHE ADS
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AT THE PARK TODAY

Where Was Lawry?

Every-OtKer-Daf
VINAL HAVEN

Rev. William J. Hutchinson of
That the Question In Apple- Cleveland. Ohio, will preach at Union
» e.
.i r>
cl Church Sunday morning, and Rev
ton After the Battery r Harold Gould at the 7 o'clock meet
5
1
]
2
4
fo
1
7
8
ing Special music by the choir at
Slaughter
10
both services.
II
12
Appleton won an easy victory at
Mrs. Elmer Palmquist is guest of
it
i*f
13
Appleton from Battery F. Floyd her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
15
IB
wf
Gushee held Thomaston to two hits, Swanson.
li.
20
19
21
2'3
both being made by R. Upham, who
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Winslow of
GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
W
! lilt a double in the first inning. Chicago and Mr and Mrs. Taylor
25
2b
2&
! after a base on balls, for their only Winslow of Pittsburg. Pa., are guests
1 3i
27
30
32
at Island Home.
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
score. Upham was driven from the
1
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Nelson
and
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
55
35 3b
34
box in the third inning by a barrage
daughters are spending a vacation
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
that scored 7 runs Barlow finished
5/
at The Reach.
■GKSDSHGKff
EETSBSSa™
out the game. F Meservey was the
Dr. Errold Mills of Worcester,
*13
44*
40
41
41
THE RHYTHM OF THE SEA
voice sounded happy The Thurs........ ,
heavy sticker for Appleton with Mass., ls guest of his brother. Walter
day morning paper stated he was |
|Por The Courier-Gazette)
j three doubles and two walks for a Mills.
Ml m6
M5 4b
The sea! The sea!
5°
ln a fair way of getting pushed ,
) perfect day. Where was Lawry?
The ever moving
Marion Vinal has returned to
Restless sea.
' The score:
around in New York. We think so.,
SI
52
33
54
Rockland after a visit with her aunf
Though winds be calm;
too.
Appleton
Her bosom's heaving.
Mrs Sada Robbins.
Ever heaving.
Headlines in the papers reported
55
5b
57
ab r bh po a
Heaving, heaving.
Herbert Ellingwood, who has been
large crowds attending court at
Restless sea.
i F. Gushee. p ...... 4 0 0 2 0
recent guest of Kenneth Calder
58
W 59 b0
bi
a. fo3 i 54
South Paris while trial is going on
* W. Mitchell, lf .... 4 1 2
The sea! The sea!
wood. has returned to Rockland.
W
The everlasting
for the killing of two persons. The
Tim McCoy in a scene from “Phantom Ranger."—adv.
Cunningham, cf .. 5
bb
b7
Living sea.
Mrs. Job Cunningham of Rock
Slate might profit if an admission
Griffin, lb .......... 5
Though face be still.
land
and
Mrs.
Nina
McRae
of
Bath
Her body's breathing.
fee were charged. The money could
!1
J Oushee, 3b .... 3
Ever breathing.
returned home Friday. While ln
r
be used to help out on the old age
Ceaseless, deathless.
F. Meservey, rf .... 3
Living sea.
town they were guests of Capt and
pension.
Sure,
the
aged
ln
Maine
B
Mitchell.
3b.
2b
4
John Harsen Rhoades
Mrs. Leroy Nickerson.
New York
get a pension and “Gobble, gobble''
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Hustus. c ........... 4
• • • •
1-0ne of the Great
52-Lever for the foot
15- A small pastry (pi.)
tway goes property in return. It
Union Church Sunday school pic
R. Meservey, ss .. 5
Lakes
54Organ
of
hearing
16Abounda
Little River
does not look as if the present sys
nic will be held Tuesday at Smith’s
Pitman, 2b ........ 1
5-Decoratet
55- A rodent
18-G rates
The keeper and family have re tem is much credit to the State of
Point. Those attending will take 10- A wadlng-blrd
56- Rub out
2O-Greek goddess
11- Wlndow projecting 57- Preflx. Before
22- Ocean
turned to the Light after 27 days' Maine.
39 13 15 27 8 3 box lunch, plate, spoon and cup.
from a wall
58- Steamshlp (abbr.)
23- Exiattd
leave, during which they had a
Battery F
Guests at the home of Mrs. Marv 13- Preposition
' 59-Obierved
28- Duteh colonists of
pleasant trip to Rangeley. They
L. Arey who left Friday were Mr. 14- Bird home
61-Darnel
South Africa
WARREN
ab r bh po a
visited their daughter Florence who
16
—
D
ig
its
64Suffix
to
form
paat
29- Rlma
Barlow, p, lb ___ 3 0 0 5 0 0 ' and Mrs. Gustave Schmidt and Mrs. 17- Conjunctlon
31Aver
tenae
is cook at Sagamore Lodge, and also
Mrs. Luella Knapp returned Fri
Estes, rf ...... .'...... 3 0 0 2 0 1 William Seager of New York.
19-Evening (Poet.)
65- To sing tremulously 32- Sounda
their son Myron and family in day to Portland, after passing two
67-Fathered
34-Time of life
Robinson, 2b ...... 3 10 3 2 0 [ Mr and Mrs. Jesse Norton of 21-Relieved
Waterville.
23Large
serpent
weeks at the home of Mrs. William
69- To daah In pieces
36-Prefix. Upon
R Upham, p lb .. 4 0 2 5 2 0 | Dedham. Mass., are passing a vacaMr and Mrs Corbett and daugh Barrows.
24- Series (abbr.)
noisily
39- Blemishet
Delano, ss. c __ 4 0 0 4 2 1 tion at The Laurie. Shore Acres.
25A
large
plant
(pi.)
70- Stately
40-Throw
ter Kathleen spent last weekend
Twelve members of the BeulahA. Upham, c, 3b 4 0 0 2 3 2
41- Hareh
Mrs
Wilfred Nickerson and 26- A letter
with Mrs. Ruth Johnson at Roque
42- A lower animal
VERTICAL
land Oo met for supper Monday at
Sawyer, lf .......... 4 0 0 10 0 ■ daughter Evelyn of Everett. Mass . | 27- People
Bluffs.
Child's hat
43- Walk
Witham's Lobster Pound. Glen
Cook, cf ............. 3 0 0 10 0 ; are guests of Mr. and Mrs Reuben ! 3031- Sheer
1- Pronoun
44- Made a mistake
The bell at this station was
Cove. Present were Mrs Virginia
Foster, ss ........... 3 0 0 1 0 0 : Carver.
33-A toft drink (pi.)
2-Vaae with the foot 46-Smallett
stopped July 28 after running 259
Thompson, Mrs. Helen Thompson
3- Fith eggs
48-Girl't name
! Mr and Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson 35-A bristle (Surg.)
hours.
4- Asiault, at of troops 50-Havlng ears
Yeo, Ralph Spear and Stuart Bur31 1 2 24 9 4 j who #re at Rabbit Lodge have as 37- Incite
Misses Ruth Corbett
and
Emily
6A
land
meaaure(pi.)
38- Kltchen utentll
52- Reaounda
_ ...
j
$ William Teague
Base on balls, off F. Gushee 3. off Vlsitors Mr and Mr. Rarry Wood (>{ 40-Tribe of American 7- Anger
Corbett are employed at Sagamore » ■
3
53- Re nt
. .
Mrs. Martha Burgess. Mr. and Mrs.
Upham 1. off Barlow 4 Struck out. Co!umbus Ohio.
8- Preflx. Wrong
59- A title
Indians
Lodge.
42-Nipt
60- Note In Guido's scale
9- Polnt of compass
by F Gushee 8. by Upham 4. by
.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Oolbeth went John Robinson. Mrs. Robert Walk
_ ,
.
.... .
...
1 Doris James and Frederick Albert 45-Caste
62- Equip
(abbr.)
er.
Mrs.
W.
H.
Robinson.
Miss
Barlow
2.
Hit
by
pitcher,
W
,
„
,
.
...
Wednesday to their home at Bucks
10-To linger about
63- Tlme period
,,. . „ _
.
... _ ,,
of Houlton spent thU week witli 47-B:nd
Mitchell. Two base hits, F Me.
..
..
. _ .
Harbor after substituting at this
Spear The evening folj 12—Not fattened
49-The natural fat
66-Red Cross (abbr.)
their sister. Mrs. Kenneth Cook.
51-Money(Rom. Antlq.) (13-Examlnea
servey 3, R. Upham 2. Home run
,68-The (8p.)
6tation
1 lowing the supper was spent with
George Wascott of Camden ar
Cunningham. Winning pitcher. F
Lewis Davis, son of Mr. and Mrs Ralph Spear ln Rockland.
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
Gushee. Losing pitcher, R Up rived Wednesday to visit Mr. and
Hermiter Davis is home from Cali- [ Dr. and Mrs. Forrest Bangs of
Is T
ham Umpires, Knight and Page Mrs. Claude Swears at Granite
H T
A r|t
fomia for an extended visit—his Belmont, Mass., are guests for a
Island. Mr. Swears ls a former
“
Bulldcg
Druggond
In
Africa."
with
John
Howard,
Heather
Angel.
—
adv.
■p
A
ON
O
p
E
N
week of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gor
O
first trip here in 19 yearrs.
resident of this town and is greetR 0 O T P A R
N O r E
(Continued from Page One)
don, and will visit other relatives
j ing old friends after an absence of
D A S
N
1 0 N
Portland Head
while here.
* 4.
S
1
! 15 years.
: i
Coombs. William H.. Joiner, h 129 j S H E D
A N T
S
N
E O
+
+
Miss Alice Jones of Portland and
Warren locals won the league • ❖
Cornelia Otis Skinner, who stars
Main.
11
Norma and Ruth Skoog are visltR E N r s
U S E R s
party of New York called Sunday game with Appleton played in War 4* ♦
for the week beginning Aug. 8 at jng reiayves jn south Brewer. While Cooper. David A.. Joiner, h 13 South
T A p
E L A
4.4.
on Mrs. R. T. Sterling.
ren Thursday night, the score 7 to ♦ +
the Ogunquit Playhouse as Madame lhere they win filng a[ Auto Rwt Cooper. John F., Insurance agent, h
❖ 4c R E P E
E u 1 D E
Mrs. John Cameron of Portland..' 5 favor of the home team
4- 426 Jefferson.
+ +
Cavalllni In Edward Sheldon s Im- i
on
j^.ye^ program over
0
O
0
N
O
R
S
❖
+
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By Chuck Cochard
formerly Portland Head, and son Mr. and Mrs. George Wetherbee
Cooper. William Joiner, h 13 South. |
❖ +
❖ *
mortal Romance has carved a niche WAAB Bangor
e: R A
D
V 1 E
Arthur and friends of Boston were of Providence, were callers Wed
Copeland's Bazaar, variety store,
all her own.
_ .
A E R O
A D ol
T 1 D E
398 Main, George H Copeland,
......
.
. „ ,. ; Barbara Thompson of Port Clyde
callers here Sunday.
Movie comebacks are few and far discover big accounts among the
nesday and Thursday at the home
It started when she was at Bald- ,
...
.. ..
,.
R 1 N
a|b E L
proprietor.
D
ls guest of her cousin. Mrs Donald
Guests at the station Sunday were of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Watts.
|c A s
youngsters
with
promising
«;«•»-.
wm
,
the
prep
school
for
Bryn
Mawr.
|
between In this film capital. How
E
s
s
TT|
d
Copeland.
George
H
,
proprietor
C S
Webster.
Mr and Mrs. W. C. Dow and Arthur
careers.
Copeland's Bazaar. 398 Main, h
Here she mimicked and imitated
A box packed by the Ladies' ever there are some exceptions.
Harlow. '
65 Beech.
“The Terror of Tiny Town" is everyone, much to the students' deMrs Bennett of Florida is visiting
Mission Circle, for Abbie Sanderon,
Harold Lloyd, one of the oldest the first feature full-length motion
Mrs R. T Sterling visited Tues- J
Copeland, Harris C„ milkman, h Crockett. Charles A. (A. F Crockett
light These stunts, which she wrote ber daughter, Mrs P A. White,
a missionary in Swatou. China, was
Oo. lime manufacturers) 743 Main
West*Meadow Road.
day with Mrs. W. C. Dow in Port
comedians in Hollywood, nas made picture made entirely with midgets. down, grew into her character
Mr and Mrs. William Fraser and
dedicated briefly Sunday at the
h 69 North Main.
Copeland,
Leslie,
section
hand,
h
land.
a. comeback in his latest picture. It's really unusual.
sketches.
children of Pennsylvania are guests
Crockett. Chas. 8, roofer, h 249
316 Limerock
Miss Mary Toothaker and Rober' j Baptist Church.
James Cagney and Pat O'Brbn
“Professor Beware.” It is the best
Broadway.
From those early experiences it ; of Mrs Fraser's mother, Mrs. Frank Corrigan. Daniel J., fish dealer, h
Toothaker of Brunswick were call-1 Mr and Mrs. David Luce of YonCrockett. Cleveland N., clerk C T.
hers. N. Y„ and Mrs. Elizabeth Hilt
fUm since the early "sUent I wU1 be teamed again lowing their was clear that Miss Skinner would Mullen.
100 Sea.
Spear, h 232 Main.
ers Monday.
.----J niet ■ ■■»•• davs
success tog-ther in “Boy Meets “tread the boards," After studying
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Lenfest of Costello, Mrs. Bridget, 167 Pleasant.
R F. Sterling was guest Tuesday | of Union were callers Tuesday at
Crockett, Clifton, A., h Old County
Girl."
Costello.
Mary
E
.
waitress
Thorn

Swanson
has
tried
to
stage
abroad and appearing successfully Reading. Mass., are at Seal Bay
I the home of Mrs. Hattie MacFar-1
road.
of friends in Yarmouth.
dike House.
Boyer, brilliant star of* on Broadway, she decided to be her I Farm
Char!
| a comeback for the last seven or
Crockett, Cyrenlus W., Instructor
land,
and
Miss
Mina
Williams
Costello,
Maurice
H
clerk
J
H
Mc

A double wedding took place at
University of Maine, h 31 Cedar.
eight years and has failed each time. “Algiers, will be co-starred with ! own playwright, director and pro-1 Clarence Cole and family of Ohio
Grath, 80 Sea h do.
The stock of the dry goods store,
Peaks Island Monday evening when
John Gilbert, one of the biggest Irene Dunne in a story as yet un- ducer. At that time she started i are at their cottage at Shore Acres. Costello. James A ..head waiter Crockett. Edgar, mason, h 19 Pleas
ant cor. Union.
two daughters of Supt. of Light owned by the late Fred M. Blan stars on the screen failed to make titled.
Thorndike House.
her character sketches.
| Keith Carver visited Wednesday
E Howad. tinsmith, Jona.
Coster, John H.. switchman, h 9 Crocitett,
houses Capt. Ingalls, were married. chard. has been sold to F. L. Moody , a comeback and finally died in
Crockett, h 19 Pleasant cor Union
“The Saint Strikes Twice" will be
Then with characteristic original. ! in Rockland.
Lisle.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling attended of Exeter. N. H.
the second picture in the recently- ity she took another step and de- ! Union Church Circle will hold a Coughlin. Annie E.. school teacher, Crockett, Mrs. Elzira A., h 33 Rock
despair
land.
the wedding reception.
Rev. L Clark Frencn of Oxford, Buster Keaton, one-time funny launched mystery series featuring veloped a new form of theatre for fair Aug. 11. at 2 o’clock in Cappy's
h 139 Rankin
Crockett, Mrs Eliza C., h upper
Radio dials were all set on WGAN, will preach Sunday morning at the!
Coughlin
Charles
S,.
clerk,
h
139
man, could never make the come- the exploits of "The Saint" dare which the critics had to bestir them- i hall. In charge of tables are:
Cedar.
Rankin.
the new Portland radio station and 1 Congregational Church.
I back trail. William Haines tried devil fiction character created by selves to find a name Some called Cake, Abbie Hutchinson, Rebecca Coughlin,
Garrett,
h
139
Rankin.
at 9 o’clock sharp Thursday morn
The picnic held Thursday at the tQ make another go of his screen the British writer. Leslie Charteris. It a solo-drama, some mono-drama. Arey. Georgie Roberts; candy Lizzie Coughlin. Minnie (F„ h 139 Rankin
ing over came the voice of Corri- <3^^ walker cottage .“Galashiels' career, but failed. Charles Ray The first. "The Saint of New York,” but whatever name it was called, it Kay. Mabel Dunlap; aprons, Carrie Covel. Fred W proprietor Myrtle
House, 12 Myrtle.
gan, back safe and sound, and his ; at Martin's Point, Friendship, aus, Burns, Annie Patrick; grab bag.
starred Louis Hayward in the title was an instant success.
failed In his attempt.
Cowan. Mrs. Caroline C., h 39 Me
_______________________________ 1 pices of the Congregational Ladles'
Opening up in the flrst inning
Conrad Nagel, one of the screen's role. It was a good film.
For ten years now she has held Gladys Coombs. Evelyn Patrick.
chanic.
Circle was a success, 103 persons most pOpU]ar stars at the advent of
George O'Brien's next picture will audiences spell bound with her host Each circle member will furnish an Cowan. Edward, kiln tender, bds 9 with 12 runs, the Shells kept the
Winter street place.
attending. The sum of $30 was talk.fngr pictures couldn't make a be “Ranger Code" with Rita Hay of imaginary characters, but of late apron.
Coward. Edward Jr., laborer, h 9 slaughter up all through the game
netted. A baked bean dinner was comeback,
The Non-Eaters met Thursday
worth. Ray Whitley, and Tim Holt, she has begun to tire of her mono
Winter street place.
with Kiwanis Club Thursday night,
served In the grove, under the, &)me ]eave the motion picture son of Jack Holt.
Cowee, Mrs. Susan W , h 76 Broad.
logues. She has the feeling that It with Mrs. Joseph Kittredge
the game coming to an end at the
Cox.
Edward
L.,
carpenter,
h
6
direction of Mrs. Fred G. Campbell,, busjness completely while others
Mrs. Sada Robbins was hostess
"Professor
Beware”
starring is essential to act with other people
Knox
FAMILY
sixth inning, the score 41 to 2.
Mrs. George Walker. Mrs. M. S.
to fight for another Harold Lloyd is the comedian's best from time to time and for thts rea Wednesday to the Neighborhood Cox,
Geo. W „ painter, h Old
Hahn. Mrs. Arthur Peabody and chance Those
attempllng picture in a dozen years. Mr. Lloyd son she has ventured into several Club.
Russell Bartlett turned ln two home
County road.
REUNIONS
Mrs. Benjamin Watts.
The Lions Club enjoyed a lobster Craig, Agnes H., housekeeper 2 runs, Walt Barstow a triple, apd
to make still another comeback in has proved that he is just as funny summer theatre productions in the
Maple.
An event to be looked forward to, clude Lew Ayres. Noah Berry. Irene as ever. He plays his youthful, last couple of yeara, but never until supper at Red Lion. Thursday night.
Spud Murphy, Eino Maki, Perley
Creamer Melvina L.. toll line opera
is the mid-summer fair and enter Rich, Allan Hale, and Jack Mulhall timid, screen self again, this time now has she ever thought of ap- Prof. R. Mont Arey was guest.
tor N. E. Tel. Co, bds 308 Main. Simmons, Frank Prescott, Black
tainment Thursday at 2.30 at Town
odds are against them at the camouflaged as an earnest Egyp prOL.'hing Broadway In a production
Union Church Circle met Thurs Crie, Alzira L., h 216 Limerock.
and Barstow each had doubles. Thc
hall, supper at 6 at the Congrega very beginning that they will fail. tologist. who believes he's the re made up of so many actors. Al day and served supper to 107. The Crie. Edwin H„ sign painter 515 Shells were errorless, with seven
Main, h 94 Rankin.
tional church, and entertainment Time will tell.
incarnation of a fellow 3.000 years ready she ls making plans for a fall housekeepers were: Carrie Fifleld, Crie, H. H. A Co., (Hiram H. Crie, chalked against Klwanis.
at Town Hall, at 8 o’clock, auspices
• • • •
The score:
R. (Anson Crie) hardware paints,
old. Most of the story centers production in New York of The Laura Sanborn, Allie Lane and Min
of the Congregational Ladies' Circle
oils, glass, etc.. 456 Main
Lana Turner, will be the next around his 3.000 miles chase from Beaux's Stratagem with Brian nie Smith.
Kiwanis
A play, ‘The Old District School,” M.G.M. player to receive star bill- Los Angeles to New York to catch Aherne. To prepare herself for this
Recent guests at Seaside were Crie, Hiram H. (H. H Crie & Co.,
ab r bh po a e
general hardware, 456 Main) h
will have much music in it, and I ing she is going to be put in Jean a sailing exploration party. A she ls playing Romance next week Harry B Fiske of Wakefield, Mass.,
Shepard,
ss.
p
3 1 10 2 2
216
Limerock.
HALL FAMILY
many of the cast of 20 are excellent Harlow type pictures.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Martin of Crie, John, h 323 Broadway.
at the Ogunquit Playhouse.
three Star-Lite film.
McCarty, p, r ....
20 1 0 2 1
They say there's a romance be
Worcester, Mass., and Murdock Crie. Kelley B., student, h 260 Gardner, 3b. cf ....
The thirty-third reunion of the singers.
Ray Milland was born Ray Mul30 0 2 0 2
Broadway.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hewett of tween Janet Gaynor and Adrian, lane in Neath. Glamorgan. Wales,
Walker of Millinocket.
decendants of Ebenezer Hall will be
Glover, p, 2b ..... 3 0 0 0 4 1
Crie, Nellie W.. h 216 Limerock.
MARTINSVILLE
Arthur Chapman w’ho has been Crie. R Anson. <H. H. Crie Sc Co., Brackett, lb ...... 2 0 0 10 1 1
held at Penobscot View Grange Stamford. Conn., are guests of Mrs. the film stylist. Ditto for Charley Jan. 3 ... He is 31 years old . . .
general hardware, 456 (Main) h Mason. If .............. 2 0 0 3 0 0
guest
of his mother Mrs. Stephen
Ruggles and Mary Boland.
Hall the second Wednesday in Aug William Barrett.
First came to Hollywood eight years
"The Way To Win" will be the
260 Broalway.
Lewis
returned
Friday
to
Portland.
Insurance
companies
have
talent
ust (10th). Everybody come.
ago . . . Started on the road to sermon topic Sunday morning at
Crie. R. Fred, government inspector Russell, r, p........ 2 0 110 0
scouts just like the motion picture stardom with his role in “Three 10 30 in the Church on the Ridge.
Will Join Federation
91-93
Cummings, rf .... 2 0 0 0 0 0
breakwater, h 94 Rankin
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vlnal Crie. Mrs. Rufus Y., widow, h 306
Orne, c ............... 2 0 0 2 0 0
The Woman's Club voted 31 to companies in order that they may Smart Girls" ... At one time was The Bible school convenes at 11 30.
Haven office from Monday after
Broadway.
GILCHREST FAMILY
2 1 1 0 0 0
a member of the King's personal At the evening service to be held noon, Aug. 8. until Wednesday Crocker. Chas. A., steward, h Birch Cristofersn, cf, 3b
23 Thursday to become a member
and "February 29," part of these bodyguard . . . Lovellfe: Happily in the Baptist chapel at Port Clyde
street place.
of
the
Maine
Federation
of
Women's
morning
—
adv.
The Ollchrest family will hold
by request.
Crocker Oeo F., Eastern Tel. In
23 2 4 18 9
married . . . Anita Loos was re the pastor will speak on the topic,
their annual reunion ln the Grange Clubs. Mrs. Willis Vinal announced
spector, bds 14 Orange
Miss Delie Towne teacher in the sponsible for hts coming to Holly "Crowns of Glory." Prayer meet
Shells
Crocker. Henry K., student, h 14
Hall at Saint George, Thursday, the date of the ball to be Aug 17, millinery department at the Boston
WEST LIBERTY
wood ... He is an excellent aviator, ing will be Wednesday at 7 o'clock.
ab r bh po a
Orange.
Aug. 11, 1938 Please note change with Dick Emery's orchestra of Trade School for Girls, gave an ex
Crocker. Jonathan W., superintend Barstow. 2b ......... 7 4 3 3 1
marksman, and horseman . . . Lat
Dr. and Mrs. Merrill of Man
of date and place of meeting.
Lewiston, to furnish the music at ceptionally Interesting talk on her est film is “Tropic Holiday.”
ent of C. & R. Water Co., 7 Lime •Murphy, 3b ....... 7 6 4 1 2
chester, N. H., are on vacation at
rock, h 14 Orange
Emma W. Gilchrest, Sec.
the Town hall. It was voted also work, and exhibited clothing and
• ♦ • •
Crocker,
Josephine G., h Birch Simmons, lb ...... 7 5 4 8 0
Mrs Trask's cottage, Bonavista.
92-94 to destroy the set of by-laws that hats which had been made by the
street
place.
Bartlett, r .......... 7 5 4 4 1
Mrs.
Charles
Hotham
and
chil

Tyrone Power, the gossips report,
any discrepancies, might not ap students. This school started in
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
Crockett, Adelbert , milkman, h Fales, rf ............. 7 4 4 0 0
LIGHT FAMILY
dren
of
Old
Town
are
at
their
cot

has
had
a
heavy
crush
on
the
and
West Meadow road.
pear at future meetings in regard 1907, to aid girls who worked in
tage and have as guests Mrs. Ther Crockett, Albert J., city marshal ,h Prescott, ss ........ 6 4 4 1 3
French actress, Annabella with
DEODORANT
The Light Family reunion will to the constitution and by-laws. shops, has grown from a 20 pupil
Philbrook, cf ...... 6 4 2 0 0
38 Rankin.
esa McCatherlne and daughter
Following the business meeting, school with ten teachers, to an whom he is appearing in the epic
Crockett, Albert T. music teacher, Black, c ............. 6 3 4 0 0
Sick Rooms
be held Aug. 21 at the Lookout Sta
Frances, Mrs. O'Connell of Old
“Suez.”
h 12 Grace.
tion, Jefferson. Picnic lunch. All an excellent program was enjoyed, enrollment of nearly 600. In 1909.
Bath Rooms
Town. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Franco Crockett, Alfred Jr., h Old County Kuhn, p ............. 6 3 3 1 1
three
violin
selections,
played
this school was taken over by the
members of the family are urged to
Paladino. lf ........ 6 3 2 0 0
road
Kitchens
and Miss Jean Franco of New' York.
charmingly by Miss Beatrice Has city of Boston. Miss Towne, intro
be present.
Lotta Jones, Sec.
PORT CLYDE
Crockett,
Alfred
K.,
quarryman,
h
Mrs. Clara Batchelder of Presque
Garage Floors
kell. of Boston and Warren, whose duced by Miss Lillian Ru-sell, who
Old County road.
<
94-95
66 41 34 18 8
Isle, returned Friday.
Crockett. Alfred K , foreman Berry"
fine progress in study of the violin was chairman of the program com
Concrete
Floors
•
Maki
for
Murphy
ln fourth
Pastor Stuart will speak from the
stable, h 13 Winter.
Mr and Mrs. A. R Leavitt and
TEAGUE AND HEYER FAMILIES ]ls readily seen, “Air for the O mittee proved an easy speaker, with
Stone Steps
Umpires, Smith. Steeves. Scori
Crockett, Amos F., president C. &
topic
"The
Way
To
Win"
in
the
daughter
Annie
of
Winthrop,
were
String" (Bach); “Minuet L'Antique" a pleasing personality.
R. Water'Co., Rockland Trust Co., Marshall.
Refrigerators
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs For
and A. |F. Crockett Co., 743 Main,
The 20th annual reunion of the (Paderewski); and "The Swan”
• • • •
Punch and cookies were served Baptist chapel Sunday at 2 o'clock.
Drain Pipes
est Tibbetts.
h 2 Camden.
Teague and Heyer Families will be (Saens), brought round after round under the direction of Miss Russell The Sunday school will meet at 3
Other recent scores ln game
Toilet Bowls
Roy Trask's cottage, The Maples, Crockett, A. F. Go. (A. F. Crockett, Central Maine Power Co. defeat
held Aug 9 at Maple Grange Hall, of applause. Mrs. Ellis Spear Jr., ln Mrs. Marjorie Spear, Mrs. Chris p. nt. The evening service will be
pres. C. A. Crockett, vice pres., R.
ls occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Lavatories
North Waldoboro. All relatives and her pleasing manner, read everal tine Barker, Mrs. Ada Spear and held at 7 o'clock, at which time the
H„ Crockett sec. and treas.) lime the Lions Club, 14 to 5; and ftl
kins
and
friends
of
Lynn,
Mass.
subject of the message will be
manufacturers, coal, wood and Lions Club won over the Post Offii
friends are cordially invited to at of appealing original poems, “Cob Miss Bertha Starrett.
Garbage Pana
groceries, .741-743-745 Main.
William Witham and Charles
"Crowns of Glory.” The weekly
tend
No postponement.
webs on the Grass,” "For Sleep,’’
8 to 5. The game Tuesday nig:
Takes all unpleasant odors away Dow of Augusta were visitors Mon Crockett, Anna T., h 2 Camden.
Edith M. Carroll, Sec.
between
the Elks and Kiwanis Clul
"Spring In My Heart,” "Pussy Wil
Cultivated raspberries for sale, prayer service will be Thursday
Crockett, Arthur B., livery stable,
Once Tried, Always Used
lAtke Ave., Rockland.
94-lt
day ln this community.
night.
lows," “The Robin," “Oak Leaves, tel. Warren 14-21.
93-94
Lindsey, near Main, h 754 Main. was called because of darkness.
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Ogunquit Playhouse

H-O-L-L-Y-W-O-O-D-’-S

R-A-D-I-0 R-O-U-N-D-E-R

Softball League

Cote’s Magic Water

Can be
Used
For
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

EAST WALDOBORO

Mrs. Eva Cummings and Rodney
Baker of Warren, Mrs. Hattie
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor Witham and Dorothy Thomas of
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27. Woolwich were recent guests of Mrs.
•----------------------------------- r--------------------------------------------- Dora Whitney.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff and
The Democratic get-togethetj and tion pictures, library, basketball ana
daughter of North Waldoboro were
clam bake scheduled for Sunday dramatics.
will be held at the Hamlin Scho
(amden plays W.’idobi > here visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. J.
field cottage, Back Cove, fronvU to Saturday afternoon, and Sunday L. Flanders.’
Burleigh Mank nearly severed the
7 p. m. Ex-Governor Louis J. Brann Thomaston will play Waldoborj at
end of his left middle finger, recent
and F. Harold Dubord will be speak Waldoboro.
ly while mowing.
ers. Everyone is invited.
Frank Goodwin of Quincy, Mass.,
Frederick A. Hovey
The Community Garden Club
flower show and food sale will be
Frederick Augustus Hovey, 81 and James Mank of Rockland were
held Aug. 26 in the High School years, a lifelong resident of this callers Tuesday at L. Mank's and C.
Bowers ’
auditorium. Mrs. A. D. Grajy" Is
town, and a member of one of the ’ Miss Josephine Bean of South
general chairman of the flower Ihow
while Mrs. Lawrence Weston has town's oldest and most respected Warren and Miss Mildred Griffin of
families, died Thursday at his home Appleton were recent guests of their
charge of the food table.
iMlller'
Mrs. Mary Wood returned Tues on Glidden street after a short ill- cousln
LaForest Mank and John Rines
day from Philadelphia
:•
made a business trip Friday to Au
The Community Garden Club will
Mr. Hovey was born in Thomas gusta.
meet Aug 11 with Mrs. Bessie Kuhn.
Albert Shuman and family and
ton, Dec 28. 1856, son of Charles E
A picnic supper will be cooked-over
Mrs.
Otto Bowden motored to Hal
the out-door fireplace on Mrs. and Sarah F. Hovey of this town.
lowell Sunday. Miss Carolyn, who
In early manhood Mr Hovey as
Kuhn's lawn.
has -been visiting there the past
Mrs. Mary Picardi of Reekere,
1
sociated himself in business with week, returned with them.
Mass , ls guest of Mr and Mrs. his father under the firm name of
Millard Mank and son Kenneth of
Joseph DeNapoli.
C. E. & F. A. Hovey, and continued Farmingdale made a visit last Sat
Mrs. Lillian Levensaler of Boston the operation of this store until urday at L. L. Mank's. Avery Lam
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ruel; 1935, When he retired. This busi- bert and family of Iowa and Mar
Eugley.
| ness had been established by Mr tin’s Point were recent callers
The annual reunion of the Teague Hovey's grandfather, Alfred Hovey,
Miss Una Clark of Augusta visited
and Heyer families will be held Aug. later it was known as Hovey & Pot Tuesda.v with Mrs. Nellie Reever.
9 ln Maple Grange hall, North Wal ter, and subsequently as C. E & F. Herbert Dutcher of Arlington. Mass,
doboro.
A. Hovey.
called enroute to Bar Harbor.
Edward Howell has been a recent
During the time the famous Pal
Mrs. Gordon Smith of Hornell,
Boston visitor.
mer fleet was being built Mr Hovey N. Y„ Mr. and Mrs Harry Hall and
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Weiblei. of served several terms as Deputy Col daughter Faye of New Britain,
Cooper's Mills visited Mrs Harold lector of Customs and had much to Conn.. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Martin
R. Smith Wednesday.
do with the ships in an official ca- j and son Jack, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Rla'on pacify.
Hanson of Union, Mrs Ernest Feyof Saco visited last weekend with j He was made an honorary mem- ler and daughter Esther of Winsber of King Solomon's Lodge, F A M. I low's Mills, Nivan Crawford and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Lovell, Dr in 1936 in recognition of his 50 Ralph Spear pf Warren and Frank
Harvey Lovell and John H Lovell years' membership in that order. ' Lunt of Thomaston were recent
Mr. Hovey was married to Mary I guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilwere guests Friday of Dr. Avery
Caldwell of this town in 1881. She son.
Lambert at Martin's Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Flanders
Mrs. Florence Knowles and Mss died about five years ago. He is
Winifred Knowles of Chelsea, Mas.,, survived by one son, Dudley, of j of Lynn, Mass., passed last weekarrived Thursday to visit Mrs: Jes Newtonville, Mass ; two grandchil- end with Mr. and Mrs J. L. Flandren, Virginia and Dudley Hovey i ders and Mr. and Mrs. L. I. Mank
sie Achorn.
Donald M Gay and Sumner Han and by one sister, Mrs. Thomas E. \ Mr. and Mrs Henry Millard of
Port Fairfield and Charles Bechcock of Casco were visitors Thurs Stenger of Philadelphia
A man of pleasing personality and ] worth were guests at Ivan Scott's
day in town.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay, Mrs. Isa generous impulses. Mr. Hovey will recently.
Mr. and Mrs L. A. Winchenbach
bel Labe and Mrs. Nan Weston at be greatly missed by the townspeotended a tea Wednesday at the tln- pie among whom he had become a of South Waldoboro were visitors
Sunday at the home of C. Bowers
loln County Home for the Aged in familiar and well loved figure.
Funeral services will be held from ; Mlf*s Arvilla Winchenbach spent
Newcastle.
Donald M Gay of Casco has been the home Sunday at 3 o'clock. Rqv several days there recently.
Mrs. Joseph Olaude went to Dam
engaged to fill the vacancy oc Oscar G. Barnard will be the offici
ariscotta Hospital recently for sur
casioned by the resignation _of ating clergyman.
gical treatment.
• • • •
George Carleton as teacher of_sciMr and Mrs. Harold Black. Mrs.
ence and higher mathematics in
Johnston-Ellis
Russell
McLeod, T T. Black and
the High School. Mr Gay is 25
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Ellis have an
years old, a graduate of thee ^Jni- nounced the marriage of their Joseph Glaude called Sunday on
versify of Maine and has tarnm’. daughter, Anna Charlotte to Alden Mrs. Glaude.
Mrs. J. L. Flanders, Mrs. E A.
the past iwo years in MechaMic Parke Johnston of Rockland June
Flanders. Edwin Mank and Burnell
J'alls High School. While in college j flt the home of the brlde,fi parents
Mank motored to Belfast Sunday
Mr. Gay majored in economy, and | Rev Corwin H OWs performe<1 the
and dined at Wild Briar
mathematics. He is interested ln 1 ceremony.
Mrs. M. E. Winchenbach. L. I.
giee club, band, orchestra, sound moMrs. Johnston is a graduate of Mank and daughter Margaret were
Waldoboro High School and attend at Perl Winchenbach's in Back
ed Bliss Business College at Lewis Cove last Sunday on a visit.
ton. She has recently been em
Miss Phyllis Bowers has been
ployed in Portland.
guest of Mrs. Dorothy Winchenbach
Mr. Johnston is the son of Mrs. for a week.
William Johnston of Rockland. He
Mr and Mrs. H. B. Bovey mo
is employed in that city and the ' tored to Gardiner recently.
couple plan to make their home; The Social Club was entertained
there.
] Thursday by Mrs. Ethel Hanna and
j Mrs. Josephine Miller. Thirteen
I members and seven children were
JEFFERSON
present. Thee program consisted
Mrs. Maria Tilley who is living ’ of: Readings, Mrs. Hanna, Mrs. M.
with her niece, Miss Alice Tilley has Gammon; household hints, Mrs. D
been seriously ill.
| Mank and Mrs. R. Murphy; clip-

Prices DO cut ice and
we’re yours very

cooly.
We realise that the rest of your
summer buying depends on “how
much” and we're putting prices
on the balance of our summer
stock that will move it quickly.
We’re thinking of ourselves as
well as you, for we don’t want
any Palm Beach suits in stock
when we’re showing mufflers it
the next counter.
If low prices cut any ice with
you . . . here is an opportunity
that looks even better than it
sounds.
Il,n

Cool Suits
$10.00, $15.00
Cool Slacks
$1.65 to $2.50

Cool Shirts
79c to $2.00
,

•

<

>1

/join

Straw Hats
half price
White Shoes
$3.85
Electric Shavers
Clipshave,
$10.00
Packard,
$15.00
Remington Rand, $15.75
Rand,
$ 9.50

GREGORY'S

Jefferson Cheerio 4-H Club held Pln&s. Mrs H Bower, Mrs. S. Mank.
an all day meeting Tuesday at the Mrs E White, Mrs. L. Martin;
home of Mrs. Esther Hallowell. A molar contest. Mrs. Miller; prizes
demonstration of canning was given ' awarded Mrs. Martin and Mrs.
by Lucinda Rich, district leader. Mank Refreshments were served.
The Club leader. Mrs. Muriel Ler- : The next meeting Aug. 11 will be
mond was in charge of the meeting
'Mrs. Bernys Jameson
Charles Bowers gathered from a
which was well attended.
pen of Plymouth Rocks an egg
"Blest Be The Tie,'’ a humorous
which measured 8x9% inches and
play was given Friday night at Jef
ferson Grange hall before a large weighed six ounces.
Henry lives Jr., went to Boston
audience. The cast included, Mrs.
Monday to attend Amherst College
Lena Hale, Mrs. Larissa Clark, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Monaghan and
Winifred Banks.'|Mrs Gladys Burk
children of the village called Tues
and Mrs. Edith Hill, and the camp
day on Mrs N. S. Reever. Miss
girls from Ridgeway supplied the
Gloria has been her guest this
musical portion of the entertain
week.
ment.
Mrs. Annie Cupris of Memphis.
WEST WALDOBORO
Tenn., and Mrs. Frank Stanton of
Savannah, Ga., are staying at Sun
Miss Marjorie Gross of Bath. N.
set Camps.
Y., spent a day recently with Miss
-Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Andrews of Eleanor Winchenbach.
Hartford. Conn., are visiting rela
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield
tives here.
i
and friends of Worcester, Mass., are
The King's Daughters will hold a passing a week with Mrs. Viola
food and fancy work sale this after Kuhn.
noon on the lawn of Mrs. Lucy Syl
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Nash and
children of Pemaquid have moved
vester.
Miss Jane Waters and Miss Rosa- to an apartment In the Hudson
lie Carhart of Philadelphia were Eugley house.
guest soloists Sunday at the First i Mrs. Oscar Demuth of Worcester,
Baptist Church.
Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Lottie Day of Damariscotta Charles Kaler.
George Watson of Brunswick has
and son Charles of Troy, N. Y. re
been
spending several days With
cently visited Sheridan Hodgkins
John Crane.
and Lincoln Hodgkins.
Dewey Winchenbach has em
ployment at O. B. Weeks’ ln Wal
HOPE
doboro.
Richard Carey and Robert Carey
A card party will be Held at the of Niles, Mich., have been visiting
new schoolhouse Thursday night Walter Kaler Jr.
I to raise funds for the school.
Mrs. Frank David was a Rockland
Movies will be shown before the visitor Tuesday
card party from 7 30 to 8.30. Re Mrs. Irvine Genthner and chil
freshments will be esrved.
dren spent Sunday with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Eugley of
Gross
Neck.
FEATHER BEDS

Now is the time to have your
Feather Bed made into Mattresses
and Pillows. Also Hair Mattresses
made over. Drop a postal to
A. F. IRELAND
P. O. BOX 63, THOMASTON, ME.

READ THE AK
SawTh
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The Story of OD and AD
!- OD and AD owned neighboring farms.

Both decided to grow tomatoes. But when
their tomatoes were ripe, OD and AD had

and theTD

different ideas as to how they should sell
them.This is the story of what happened.

people passed. He put up a sign that said:

How

“AD’s big, red, ripe, juicy tomatoes.” Be
cause so many people saw the sign, enough
people stopped to buy so that he sold all his
ripe tomatoes every day. Many who bought,
remembering his name on the sign, came back
again and again. When the season was over,
he had money in the hank.

OD and AD
Sold Their
Tomatoes

OD

filled baskets with his tomatoes and
put them in a wagon and drove to town. He
went up and down the streets looking jor
people who wanted to buy tomatoes. Some
days he sold all. Some days he sold only a
few. When the season was over, he found he
had made just enough to live on.

•

AD

thought there must be a better way to
sell his tomatoes. He knew he must tell peo
ple about them, but he decided he could
never sell very many tomatoes if he talked
to people one at a time. So he used one of the
simplest forms of Advertising. He built a
stand by the side of the road where many

•

He went to the grocery stores in town,
where many people came every day, and
asked the grocers to put a few of his bottles
on their counters. Then he put an adver
tisement in newspapers read by thousands
oj people. The advertisement said:

jp

How

•

One day AD heard that tomato juice was
healthful and good to drink. He thought it
would also be convenient to handle, to sell,
and to serve in the home. He told OD about
it. The next year both decided to make and
sell tomato juice.

OD and AD
Sold Their

“Enjoy the refreshing taste of AD’S

PURE

Tomato Juice,

Tomato Juice

pressed from big, red, vineripened Tomatoes. Good lo drink and Rood for

OD’ 8 wife squeezed tomatoes all day and
put the juice in bottles. OD took it to town
and went from door to door, looking )or
people who wanted to buy toiua.o Juice. In a
whole day he could call at only about 50
homes. As most people had never heard of
tomato juice and did not know how good it
was, he sold only a few bottles each day.

AD

felt sure there was a better way to
make and sell his tomato juice. He took
some money from the bank and bought a
shiny new press that squeezed out juice eas
ily and quickly. He put the juice in bottles
that con d be tightly sealed. He had labels
printed for the bottles, reading:

AD’s Pure Tomato Juice.

ple. AD knew that, because his name was on
every bottle, he must always maintain the
high quality of his product. And, because
he did this, women soon insisted on AD’s

OD and AD

Next Year

At your favorite grocery store.”

bottles and labels, and employed more peo

What

Did The

you.

Because so many people read about it, enough
people asked for it to exhaust the supply
quickly. And remembering AD’s name on
the label they came back and asked lor it
again. So AD bought tomatoes from his
neighbors and made more tomato juice to
supply the demand.

Pure Tomato Juice.

OxYbl_____ E

OD and his wife decided that if they were
going to make any money, they would have
to work harder. So she got up earlier in the
morning and picked tomatoes and squeezed
and bottled juice all day. OD spent a longer
day in town trying to see more people in or
der to sell more bottles. But, even though
OD and his wife worked long and hard, they
could not make any money.

AD now saw how true it was that thc
more people he told about his tomato juice,
the more he sold. So he advertised in other
cities, telling women how good tomato juice
was for their families to djink. He also sent
salesmen to call on grocers. He got so many
orders that he arranged to buy tomatoes
from hundreds of other farmers, built a big
ger building, bought more equipment, more

AD already had found that the more he
advertised and the more bottles he sold, the
less it cost him to put up each bottle. There
fore, as his advertising was extended all
over the country and his sales increased, he
reduced the price. Thus more and more peo
ple could afford to enjoy tomato juice, and,
although his profit per bottle was now very
small indeed, he sold so many bottles that
he had a very fine business. So both AD and
his customers were benefited.

AD tells OD how an Idea Became an Industry—through ADVERTISING
One

day, years later, OD called on his old neighbor
z\D. He said, “It’s remarkable how your business has
grown since you got that idea about selling tomato juice!’

people and employ hundreds more on part-time. We pay
more than half a million dollars a year to manufacturer*
of cans, bottles, labels, supplies, and equipment.

“Yes,” said AD, “but even more important have been
the benefits to other people. We are now only one out
of many producers of tomato juice. \et we take all tbe
tomatoes grown by more than a thousand farmers who
have here an assured market for their crops. We give
steady employment the year round to several hundred

“The entire industry now sells more than twenty mil
lion dollars worth of tomato juice a year and the public
enjoys its healthful benefits—at thc lowest price at which
it ever has been sold. Yes, tomato juice was a great idea,
hut that idea would have benefited very few—without
Advertising to tell the story.”

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
APPLETON
The New England Church of God
Convention will be conducted here
Aug 11-14. The Music School will
put on an entertainment Thursday
night. Rev. Mr. Johnston, assist
ant general overseer of Cleveland.
Tenn., will speak Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday nights, and Rev. Mr
Flowers of Boston, Saturday after
noon. Rev. Mr. Glen of Prince Ed
ward Island and many other able
speakers are on the program. Serv
ices will be held every forenoon,
afternoon and night. Prof. L. C.
Halmon of North Dakota has put
on a successful school here this
summer and has also written a book
entitled "Love that Justifies Mar
riage,” assisted by his secretary.
Miss Ether Gingerish. Students
are here for the convention from
Texas. Tennessee, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, Canada and Russia

EAST WASHINGTON
George Gardner, who has employ
ment ln Belfast, was a caller Sun
day in town.
The Misses Sweeney of New Bed
ford. Mass., are two week guests Of
Misses Sarah Moore, Kate More
and Mildred Bailey at The Little
Brown House.
Vincent Overlook has been in Bel
fast with his mother this week. He
will return Sunday to the home of
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
E. Overlook.
The Misses Sweeney, Kate Moore
and Mildred Bailey went Tuesday
on a trip to Boothbay.
Mr. and Mrs. Farnham, who have
been in Jefferson for several weeks,
are passing the month at Prescott
farm.
The terrible wind and rain which
came like a tornado Tuesday night

took a part of the roof from a barn
chines were cleaned and oiled and and Miss Ruth Richardson returned
ORFF’S CORNER
on Calvin M Bowes' place, carried
adjusted. A demonstration was al Sunday to Bedford. Mass., after oc
it nearly 300 feet and landed it in
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gall->upe so given of applying a patch using cupying the Sanford house tlie past
the pasture. It also toppled the and children of Hallowell were the sewing machine and also hem two weeks.
chimney off the C. E. Overlock guests last weekend of Mr. and Mrs. stitching without the use of a hem
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Winchenresidence and destroyed corn and W. A. Jackson, Mrs. Louise Wright stitching attachment. A square baugh and Miss Dorothy Wlnchengarden produce in all gardens. For and son Arnold and Mrs. Wright meal for health was served at noon. baugh of Bedford. Mass., visited a
a time the electrical service was were also at the Jackson homp re- Attendance was 16.
few days recently with relatives
crippled and telephones out of com ' centiy.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Crass of Rox here.
mission.
Richard Roble of Wollaston.
Mr and Mrs. Chester Overlock oi bury, Mass., are at their summer
L. J. Gumpett of New York city Thomaston have been spending a home for a few weeks.
Mass., spent the past week with ills
spent last weekend with his family few days with MLss Enah Orff.
grandmother Mrs. Celesta Winat the Firs.
chenbaugh.
DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter of
C. E. Overlock was a business
Mrs Violet Emus is spending a
Richard and Russell Carey of
Gardiner were callers last Saturday
visitor Tuesday in Liberty.
week
with
relatives
in
Lexington.
Niles,
Mich., Robert Winchenbach
in this place.
Roy Light was in Rockland on
Mass.
Benjamin Kaler and Maynard Win
Mrs. Marjorie Ralph and Mrs.
business recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross chenbach were recent visitors at
Allen Ripley and sons Harland Gertrude Ralph were Augusta visi and daughter Elizabeth of Auburn Pemaquid Port.
and Kenneth are raking blueberries tors recently.
have been recent weekend visitors
Mrs. Sarah Weeks of Cooper's
! Carl Swanson of Brockton, Mass., at the home of IMr and Mrs. Ed Mills is employed as housekeeper by
for parties in Warren.
i who has been guest with hLs family ward Gross.
A E. Winchenbach.
at Vellie Weaver’s the past week.
Melvin Emus of Arlington. Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs, Herbert Wilson and
RAZORVILLE
| has returned, Mrs. Swanson and was guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald son Robie of South Weymouth,
Mass., arrived Tuesday for a two
Percy Boynton of Gardiner visit sons remaining for a longer visit. Emus the past weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. James Richardson weeks' stay at the Sanford house.
Mrs. Albert B. Elwell and daugh
ed Sunday at the home of hts
ter Elizabeth visited Sunday at Mrs.
mother, Mrs. Rase Boynton.
Mrs. Maud Howard passed last Bernard A. Newbert's in North Wal
weekend at Edith Overlock's, and doboro, attending church services
VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND ST?T. CO
together they called on Mrs. Clark in Union and North Waldoboro.
SERVICE
TO: VINAL IIAVEN, NORTH HAVEN. STONINGTON.
Hairy Tisdale of Gardiner spent
and Katie Kennedy.
ISLE
AU
HAUT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
Mr. and Mrs, Earl Prescott have last weekend at Lorenzo Achorn's.
(Subject to change without notice)
Percy
R.
Ludwig
in
company
with
employment on a farm in Connec
(Eastern Standard Time)
Mr. and Mrs. George Kimball and
ticut.
three
daughters
of
Richmond
spent
The Gardners who were at the
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Jermyn place for two weeks have Sunday at Pemaquid.
Effective June 20th to September 15th, inclusive
Clyde Borneman, Freeman Miller
returned to Massachusetts and the
Read Down
Daily Ex - Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
Jermyns are now here for a fort and Harry Tisdale motored Sunday
cept Sunday Onlv
cept Sunday Only
to Ellsworth.
night.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Forrest
Adams
of
L. P. Jones is employed by Mr.
Ar. 11.55 7.00 535
4.30 2.15 8.00 L’v. ROCKLAND,
Thomaston visited Sunday with
Cameron in Union.
Ar. 10 55 6.00 4 35
540 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
Rev. Mr .Beebe was a recent call Mrs. , Adams' grandmother Mrs.
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
2.15
Lv. 8.45
Nellie Borneman.
7.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
er in this community.
Read Up
Miss Enah Orff returned Sunday
to Lawrence, Mass., for a few days.
VINAL IIAVEN LINE—STEAMER VINAL HAVEN
WE BUY
She was accompanied by Mrs.
Daily Ex- Sunday
Dailv Ex- Sundav
Harry Creamer and Mr. and Mrs.
cept Sunday Only
cept . unuay uniy
AND SILVER
Chester Overlock of Thomaston.
A.M. PM PM
A.M. P.M. A.3C.
Clarence E. Daniels
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
The Farm Bureau meeting on
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
JEWELER
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINAL HAVEN,
“Care and Use of the Sewing Ma
73tf
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
chine'' proved helpful. Five ma

OLD GOLD

NEWS OF THE DAY
—AT—

' ist; Bible Classes at 11.45; Happy
Hour service at 7.30l song service
with sermon by Dr. Robbins; mid
week devotional service Thursday
in the vestry at 7.30 p. m., leader,
. Miss Betsy Miller.
• • • •

CAMDEN

Every-Other-Day
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Mrs, Theresa M. Stahl

—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE

“POEMS OF PROFIT”
EACH DAV POOR SAM HAD
INDIGESTION if
AMD KNEW THE ANSWER.
TO THE QUESTION -

HIS BRIDE WAS SWEET,
8UT AS A COOK 'TIS SAD TO SAT

''YOU WORK TOO HARD,
MV DEAR," HE SAID "WE'LL GET A COOK/"
(HE U5E.D HIS HEAD)

AMD VERY SOON A'6EM APPLIED,
HE GOT HER THR0U6H THE

CLASSIFIED/

The death of Theresa M„ wife
DOMESTIC
! of John L. Stahl leaves a feeling of
As collected by our correspondent, Alton
HELP
of anu
(widespread sorrow in this comH. Crone, who is also The Courier-Gazette's
Kind
| munity. Hers was a sweet and a
authorized business agent in that town.
rtqhh in ihe
beautiful life, with never a thought
Office phone 501; residence phone 2439.
CLASSIFIEDS
of herself, but always of others.
you'll find /
Her home and her church were her
Mrs. Edward Martin and young nesday afternoon, at the home of
chief interests. A devoted mother
son of New York city are guests I her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
and wife she was, and when any
of Col and Mrs. E. A. Robbins.
| W, Q. McAuley, Sea street, hy J
of her friends were in sorrow or
Mrs Franklyn G. Allen of Balti- , entertaining seven of her little
trouble, she was the first to go to
more, is at Whitehall Inn.
1 friends at a party. Games were
Mrs. Georgia Dean and her played, Joyce Pettapiece and Betty their aid. Doing her part in a
daughter Mrs. Pushaw have re- , Thurston winning prizes for the quiet and gracious way. she helped
turned from Boston, where Mrs. ; peanut hunt and game of donkey. to make this world a little better
Pushaw has been a patient at a j Shutes and swings on the lawn for having lived within it. The
children, especially in her own
hospital.
] were also enjoyed. Refreshments
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Brown who 1 were served, including a birthday neighborhood, loved her dearly.
Probate Notices
have been the recent guests of Mrs. : cake, the table decorations and „ Mrs. Stahl was born in North spoiling at the bottom. Tons and,
Brown's parents, Mr. and Mrs. j favors being pink and white. Elaine Haven March 4. 1874 daughter of tons of hay in the fields at the be-'
Advertisements tn this column not t
W API 1 EilJ
$
STATE OF MAINE
David Langman have returned to | received many gifts and the little the late Elisha C. and Nellie K ginning of bad weather have been
to exceed three lines Inserted once for .
To all person Interested In either of 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad- m — — — — — —
a
total
loss
and
have
been
burned
Calderwood
and
moved
to
South
Carteret. N. J.
' guests who helped her to enjoy her
the estates hereinafter named:
ANY kind of work wanted, part of
dttlonal lines five cents each for one
Luther Calderwood of Springfield, j birthday, were Jane Carter. Sandra Thomaston in 1888 She graduated or in a few cases utilized on the At a Probate Court held at Rockland. time 10 cents for three tlmee. Six the day morning or afternoon I do
practical nursing.
R
LITTLE, 22
In and for the County of Knox, on the
Mass., is visiting relatives in town. I Thurston, Betty Thurston. Joyce from South Thomaston High School blueberry fields for the spring 19th day of July In the year of our small words to a Una
I Meadow St.. Thomaston.
92-94
burning.
in
1891.
In
June
1907
she
was
mar

Lord
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
It
YOUNG woman wants position as
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cole are leav- j Pettapiece. Patricia Kelley. Shirley
R
thirty-eight
and
by
adjournment
from
Mr. and Mrs. George Starr are in day to day from the 19th day of said
i I general maid; good references. Write
ried to John L. Stahl of this town
ing today for a trip through the ■ Fuller and Georgette Bickford.
. | F E ENSTEDT. Box 95, St Oeorge
West Rockport to remain through July. The following matters having ♦
and
had
since
lived
in
this
com
»
94*lt
Middle Wert.
Mrs. A. E. Thomas has as guests
been presented for the action there
the
summer
and
fall.
HOUSEWORK wanted by hour. day.
upon hereinafter Indicated It Is hereby
.i
Mr and Mrs. Clayton McCobb Mrs. William Chick of Boston. Miss munity. She was a member of the
or week. HAZEL WARREN. 20 Lawn
*
Mrs. Edgar Hallowell is a patient ORDERED
and Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Culick are Helen Whitney of Attleboro. Mass., Baptist Church.
That notice thereof be given to all I SUIT box containing dresses lost I Ave______________________________ 92,94
Funeral services will be held at Knox Hospital, having under persons Interested, by causing a copy Aug 3 on Maine Central«_bus.
- Probably
...... TWO battery set radios wanted
in Lakewood today to attend the and Mrs. William A. Leighton of
this order to be published three exchanged In error G. fi&nsom *rtt- Liberal allowance towards purchase of J
1 Sunday at 2 o'clock from her home gone an operation for appendicitis of
evening performance.
Auburndale. Mass.
weeks successively In The Courier- ten on cover Finder phone G SAN- | npw eiectrlc set PARKER E. WORREY. I
If you have Real Estate to buy
the first of the week.
93*95 65 Park St. Rockland
92-94
Gazette. a newspaper published at SOM 1021-J, Rockland.
Miss Shirley Cookson has re
Mrs. Floyd Maynard and son on Union street. A friend. J. W
or sell—city, farm, or shore—or
Rockland In said County, that they
TWO
keys
In
leather
case
Finder
POSITION,
as
allround
cook.
H.
T
turned from Brooks where she has Robert have returned home after Tr*PP' I*ctor of the Epiphany
may appear at a Probate Court to be please leave at Post Office or Courier- PERRY, 44 Oay St., city.
wish to rent or hire a Home or
70-tf
held at said Rockland on the 16th day Gazette or call FREEMAN S. YOUNG.--------------------------------------------------------Cottage, advertise in this column.
Island.
been spending tw’o weeks with rela a visit with friends in Bloomfield. ) Church at 020116 ParkLegal Notices
WATCHMAKER
Repairing
watches,
Off August A D 1938 at 8 o’olock In the Tel. 605-M. Rockland
94-96 clocks, antiques all kinds
Telephone 770,
N j
will conduct the services assisted
Call and
forenoon, and be heard thereon If
tives.
they see cause
BOAT
lost,
white skiff natural wood deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER, 23
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE
The Knox County Field Dav. O.E. by
W P' Brown P*stor of her
Mrs. Milton Ames of North Haven
Drifted toward Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-T
FRANK E JONES late of Rockland. rails, flat bottom
Whereas Man- M Brown of Rockland.
92-tf
EIGHT-room house on Llmerock St.
Finder please notify
S. Association will assemble Tues- church' The bearers wU1 **
is visiting friends here.
County of Knox and State of Maine. ’ deceased. Will and Petition for Pro North Haven
—corner lot. needs some repairs, would
HENRY
BIRD.
Tel.
924.
Rockland 92-94 I
Mrs. Clarence Hannon has re day. at Penobscot View Grange hall.1 Pearce of S°uth Thomaston, Gil by her mortgage deed, dated December bate thereof, asking that the same may
make fine home, three minutes from
27. 1932 and recorded In the Knox Reg be proved and allowed and that Letters
P. O, school house, hospital; price
turned to Portland after spending Glen Cove, during the afternoon ford Butler of Rockland. Clarence istry of Deeds. Book 226. Page 491. con Testamentary Issue to Joseph W Rob
reasonable
Inquire by letter please;
veyed to the Rockland Loan & Build inson of Rockland, he being the Execu
Notices of Appointment »
address "R. E." care Courier-Gazette
a week with her aunt Mrs. Mary C. and evening. There will be a pic Thomas and Dwight Lord.
ing Association a corporation legally tor named In said Will, without bond.
85*tf
Survivors are her husband. John organized and existing under the laws
Davis.
nic supper and entertainment.
CORA V SAVAGE, late of Rockland.
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
42-ACRE farm for sale, early and
of the State of Maine, and located at deceased
L.
Stahl;
two
children.
Jeanette
O
Will
and
Petition
for
Pro

FIVE-room tenement to let. 49 free from frost; good pasture with
Pauline Bowden, who has been
The Fire Department was called
Rockland. In said Knox County, the bate thereof, asking that the same
I. Charles L Veazle. Register of Pro Pleasant St : ___
also_range for sale. Inquire water, plenty of wood; 52 ft barn to
described real estate situate
spending a three weeks vacation Wednesday to extinquish a fire that stahI- a teacher in Rockland High following
in
D-.n.-j
iv.
be proved and allowed and that bate for the County ol Knox. In the
LIMEROCK ST
93*95 make double or triple decker house
1
^
Letters
Testamentary
Issue
to
William
\
State
of
Maine,
hereby
certify
that
In
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. had caught in a small house off' 30,1001 and a son J- WllIls Stahl. buildings thereon, on .he Old County F Savage of Rockland, he being the the following estates the persons were
LARGE pleasant room to let with for 1.000 hens; two small laying houses;
'Jll^ad °££e<lar
antl Executor named In said Will, without appointed Administrators, Executors. I lavatory, bath °n_same floor, centrally bam has good basement and cellar. J.
Walter Bowden, has returned to her upper Elm street occupied by Law who is married and resides in town. bounded th<
and described as follows, to ,
Guardians and Conservators and on ’ located. Write “RH-B care The Cou- L. JzENFEST Union______________
92-tf
|
duties at the Augusta General Hos rence Gray The roof was damaged. Mrs. Stahl dearly loved her family wit;
the dates hereinafter named:
1 rler-Oazette.
FARM for sale, seven acres; house,
at a stake and, stones . MARIA KARLSON. late of Rockland
.
FRANCES PEASE, of Appleton Grace I FURNISHED apt to let; three rooms.
Mrs. William A. Leighton of | and _they ,in turn were deeply de onBEGINNING
pital.
the Old County Road aforesaid, at deceased. Will and Petition for Pro- Johnson of Appleton was appointed 1 toilet, S3 50 V F STUDLEY. 283 Main seven rooms, sunporch: electricity, run
ning
water, furnace; fruit, berries. F
Misses Edith and Ruth Sheldon Auburndale. Mass., Miss Helen I voted to her.
the southeasterly corner of land of ~aje ^migdTnr.li^d and sThat
.aJ?T Odn . July 7. 1936 and qualified by St Tel. 1154 or 77 Park St . Tel 330
BOHN. South Thomaston.
_____ 92-94
heirs
of
Hanson
Dean;
thence
southfiling
bond
on
same
date
[Contributed]
have returned home after spending Whitney of North Attleboro. Mass..
westerly by said roid six rid? wd I ^tt*rs Testamentary issue to Alfred fllln* 6011(1 on ftam* dat*
FOR
SALE
ABBIE
D
WOOSTER,
late
of
War

THREE-room apartment with bath
twenty-two links to stake and stones. Karlson
Rockl*nd. he
July in Auburn. Mass., with their Mrs. William E. Chick of Boston,
Farm machinery for sale.
Dump
Willis E Wooster of and heat. $16 per month. Five-room
thence north twenty-nine degrees west ?x£Sutor named In said Will, with ren. deceased
West Brookfield. Mass. was appointed apt. $10 per month. Apply MEN S cart. Including wheels. Oliver Sulky
Carry
the
News
to
Mary
and
tell
aunt. Mrs. Harold Kalloch.
by
land
of
Hanson
Dean
twenty-three
bond
and Miss Betty Chick of Alford
plow; K L. riding cultivator; gralnAdmr
..
June
21.
1938
and
qualified
by
SHOP.
Main
St.
corner
Park
94-tf
.
HERBERT N. BRAZIER, late of Rock filing bond July 8. 1938
Forrest Young's cottage at Lake Lake Camp were dinner geusts her to tell her sisters, cousins and rods and seven links to stake and
Frank F , —___ ■
~ 7~
~ nC
drill, oak hay rack. rake, mowing maatones; thence north slxty-flve degree*
FIRST floor apartment to
deceased. Will and Petition for Hardlng of Rockland was appointed
I chine, harrow, horse rake, manure
Aunts that Blackington's Annual east six rods and twenty-two links by port.
Megunticook has been rented for Thursday at Whitehall Inn.
i bath and electric lights. Newly deco-J ^‘““'7
ho'™"
Probate thereof, asking that the same Agent
In
Maine.
5vuv.u~a.uv,
;
85
NORTH
MAIN
ST.
88-97
Yr^-der. !ilcds all d.oublCJh.O?„C
Summer $2 Shoe Sale starts Tues the Achorn Cemetery to stake and may be proved and allowed and that
1936 pick-up. good condition
the next two weeks to W A. Fogler
EZRA
W
CONARY
of
Rockland
Al---------------------------------------—
—
—
Knox County Republican Women
atones at land of the heirs of said Letters Testamentary Issue to Clara
Farm team, weight 1500. six years
A Stanley of Rockland was av>- ; FIVE-room apartment to let; flush
of Philadelphia and for the last will meet Wednesday at 2.30 at the day Aug 9th at 9 a. m. Be here Hanson Dean; thence southeasterly bv W Brazier of Rockport, she being the den
old. A-l In every respect, also harness,
said heirs' land, twenty-three rods and Executrix named In said Will, without pointed Cons.. July H. 1938. and quail- ; toilet, garage. shed«nd cellar Every new last year.
early.
Every
novelty
sport
and
fled by filing bond July 14 1938.
room newly painted and papered Furtwo weeks in August to Donald Bell home of E. Stewart Orbeton. West
eight links to the first bounds, con bond.
Cows—Guernsey. Jersey, two registered
Mwn*TP c. 1ITT t l-o
1 nlshed or uufumlshed.. Free from verdress shoe left in our stock will be taining one acre more or less. The
NETTIE F MILLER, of Rockland 1 min DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St
Holstelns. three regular heifers, two
of Augusta.
Rockport. The speakers will include
FLORENCE
R
DAMON,
late
of
Rockabove
described
property
was
inherited
Jerome
C
Burrows
of
Rockland
was
ap

94-tf
Jersey
heifers.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ashwanden Miss Nettie Burleigh Vassalboro in this $2 Sale. Values from $2 50 by me from my late hurband Elmer E land, deceased Will and Petition for pointed Cons . July 11. 1938. and quali
WALTER SPROWL. Searsmont. Me
Probate thereof, asking that the same fied by filing borzl July 15. 1938.
FURNISHED downstair apartment to
Brown
to
$5
—
adv
94-95
_________________________90-95
who have been guests of Mr. and j pj.eSi(jent of Women's State Rernay
proved and allowed and that
LEONARD |C STETSON, late of let 25 NORTH MAIN ST.. Tel. S8C-M
tetters
Testamentary
Issue
to
Harry
92-tf
I
____________________________________
BINGER
Block on Main St., for sale
Mrs Warren Conant have returned j publican Club. Hon Clyde H. Smith '
Helen L. Stet
conveyed to Elmer R Brown (deceasedi L Richards of Rockland he being Thomaston, deceased
UNFURNISHED apt. with bath to let i Price reasonable if sold at once Apply
ROCKPORT
*>y Alan
Blrd
hte deed, dated the Executor named In said Will, wlth- son of Thomaston was appointed Exx..
to Northampton. Mass.
of Skowhegan, accompanied by Mrs.
Inquire 12 KNOX ST . Tel. 156-W 92-tf j to WEBBER S INN. Thomaston. Me
Sept 26. 1919. and recorded In the out bond.
July 19. 1938. without bond.
—----------------------------------------------------90-95
Lois J Cookson has returned Smith and J. Fred O'Connell, Ban
Knox Registry of Deeds. Bock 183. Page
IRA T VINAL. late of Thomaston,
FURNISHED, second floor apartment i---------------------------------------------------------Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
Newbert
and
|
283.
to
which
deed
and
record
reference
CORA
F
TALBOT
late
of
Rockland,
deceased Au a F Vinal of Thomaston to let at 14 MASONIC ST._______ 94*96
FORTY-acre
farm,
good
buildings.
home after spending a week with gor. This meeting is open to all
deceased. Will and Codicil and Peti was appointed Exx . July 19. 1938. with
Mrs. Mildred Smith motored to Ten- ™ypt£nh^ £re a ™£sPSy
FIVE-room apartment to let. ALICE,
*ocaJ'‘on
tion for Probate thereof, asking that out bond.
relatives in Waterville.
interested men and women.
FULLER. 25 Linden St.. Tel. 106-J 78-tf ' STUDLEl. West End, Thomaston. 90 95
the same may be proved and allowed
ant's
Harbor
Wednesday
to
attend
|
veyed.
DEXTER
C
UPHAM,
late
of
Camden,
Harold Davis, manager of the
Rev. and Mrs. G. L. Pressey of funeral services for Mr. Newbert’s I And whereas the condition of said and that Letters Testamentary issue deceased. Charles A. Perry of Cam
THREE furnished rooms with toilet; 1 THE La Forest Smith
on No. 1
to William D. Talbot of Portland, he den was appointed Exr.. July 19. 1938 4 unfurnished rooms with bath. 12 Highway, near Oakland Park for sale,
Knox County Trust Co., is ill at Bath, are spending a vacation with
mortgage has been broken
being
the
Executor
named
in
said
Will,
KNOX
ST
Tel
156-W.
78-tf
,
a0
acres.
Including
26
acre
wood
Now
’
,
therefore,
by
reason
of
the
sister. Mrs William Hastings.
and qualified by filing bond on same ----------------I-------I-----------:---------- ; large bam. garage, orchard. Home lot.
his home. During his absence his Mr and Mrs. E. M. Crosby.
In
.
. breach of th? condition thereof, said without bond.
date.
4-ROOM tenement to let ovet
condition, lights, furnace, bath
ELIZABETH WILSON FISHER late
Miss Gwendolyn Buzzell IS at Rockland Loan A Building Assoctaduties will be taken care of by
JAMES R MULLINS, late of Owl's French's barber shop.
LAWRENCE pinc place tor any kind of farming.
Irving Parson of Stockton Springs
of
Philadelphia.
Pa
.
deceased
Exem

home from* Washington. D. C„ to I
cUlms foreclosure of said mortHead, deceased. Lauressa B Durrell MILLER. Rankin St.. Tel. 692-M. 79-tf ) roadside stand or cabins. Price reaZenas Melvin.
plified copy of Will and Probate there- of
and Sherman Cooper of North
Augusta
was appointed Admx . July i »*
88-tf
ROOMS to let. Apply at 15 GROVE ] sonable Inquire on Premises
together with a Petition for Pro- I
1OQQ
Mrs. L. Gertrude Farris, R. N., and Haven were recent guests of Mr. ' spend a vacation with her parents. ■ in witness whereof, the said Rock- of.
bate of Foreign Will, asking that the 8.' 193_a
Ruallfted
,lllnB bond | ST.
79-tf ! ' FARMS everywhere for sale, several
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lou
H.
Morrill.
i
l»»
d
Loan
St
Building
Association
has
will may be allowed, filed i Ju y
Phillip Gilmore of Providence, are and Mrs. Charles Tilden.
FOUR room apartment to let, all 1 on No 1 highway, also In almost every
'caused this Instrument to be sexled , copy of said
------' GEORGIE A. ROBINSON, late of modern
Apply at CAMDEN and i town within 30 miles of Rockland Somo
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E Cole of t with
Its corporate seal and signed In Knox County, and that Letters Testa Thomaston, deceased
spending two weeks with Miss Far
Benjamin \
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hilton of
____
__________
__________
_____
r
ROCKLAND
WATER CO . Tel 634. 79-tf [ 'cry low prices on all property
If
IU corporate name by Harry O Gurdy.
be Issued to E McLain Wat Smalley of Thomaston was appointed
1 you are Interested or want a homris's sister Mrs. Albert Grey.
Malden. Mass., are spending a few Standish were overnight guests jt5 secretary, thereunto duly author mentary
ters. Laura Reeve, and Florence Sibley, Exr.. July 19. 1938. and qualified by
”
j
your
own
you
should
see
my
listings
»
..
,home of- -Mr.
* and Mrs. q.inrinv
\tr anri
this fifth dayon(i
of August In nlnp
the
filing bond July 26 1938
Leland Pierson steward of the days
I have the largest yet
A few
at. the
•3llIiaa> at
81 the
lne home
nome of
oi Mr
ana -, lz.ed.
year of nnr
our Lord one thnlMMnd
thousand nine all of Philadelphia. Pa . without bond.
FRED W BESSEY. late of Union,
♦ I specials such as—Farm, good buildings.
ESTATE
ELVA
M
DELANO,
late
of
yacht "Adventure'' is spending a E. M. Ciosby.
hundred
and
thirty-eight,
' Mrs °eorge Cunningham.
deceased.
Josephine
E.
Bessey
of
Union
♦
EOD
CAI
V
$
i
125
acres
land;
plenty
hard
wood
and
Friendship,
deceased
Petition
for
Ad

iSeal i
few days with his family.
r
OALXa
‘ lumber, cute 25 tons hay; good pasture;
ministration. asking that Melvin Lawry was appointed Admx., July 19. 1938, 4
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
The W. P. A. Project recently ' Mrs. Mildred Smith, who has been
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
July
27.
’
spring
well;
six
cows,
qne
young
horse;
of Friendship, or some other suitable
ASSOCIATION
Miss Ruth Wahlquist of Benning- started on the Public Beach prop- guest of her father. Jacob Newbert.
^♦■♦♦♦•**** — — —
••W barn fully equipped with farming tools
person, be appolntea Admr . with tyrod. 1938
(Signed)
FOUR rebuilt hydraulic dump bodies nnd machinery; price $2200. good loton. Vt„ is visiting her aunt Mrs. erty is well underway. Two weeks , returned Thursday to New Jersey,
RALPH A GUSHEE. late of New
Harry O Gurdy
ESTATE ELIZABETH C. URQUHART.
for
sale,
priced
$125
to
$175
one
hy- cation. Elght-/oom house; all ImproveEizabeth C.
Secretary late of Vinalhaven. deceased Petition York. N Y . deceased
Olive Young.
94-S-1OO for Administration, asking that Rose Newbert of Appleton was appointed draullc grease lift. $125; one Highway , ments; garaRe; central location In
ago a small crew of men started
Raymond Payson is at home from
seml’
railer.
air
brakes,
good
tires,
; Rockland; $1200
Two family house
U. Condon of Upper Darhy, Pa , or Admx D, B
A..^Jul^ 19.^ 1^38.
Rev. and Mrs. "W F. Brown who work on this area and already a , Washington. D. C . to spend a week's
bond
some other suitable person, be ap- and qualified
**-—• •by -*filing
1'1
-• July 27 platform body. $225; one Klngham ' large lot land cellar and garage, four
DISTRICT
COURT
OF
THE
trailer. $300; one almost new 8 ft. I’i miles from city. $800 House In Warren
have been spending a vacation at noticeable improvement in the ap- vacation at the Payson homestead,
1938
pointed Admx., without bond
yd hydraulic dump body and hoist $800 and another at $1000; extra good
UNITED STATES
LORA At CHESLEY, late of Rockland $250 B M CLARK. Union
China Lake, returned home Friday. pearance of this property has been j Warren Oliver and Mrs. Estelle |
ESTATE HARRY C. CONANT, late of
93*95 values. Four small farms near RockDISTRICT OF MAINE
deceased Ralph M. Chesley of Rock
Washington,
deceased
Petition
for
land all $1000 to $1800 Almost new
Mr. Brown will preach at the Bap made. This project unless expand- ) Morse arrived Thursday at The
17 Ft. mahogany speed boat for sale; house within city limits; four acres
SOUTHERN DIVISION
Administration, asking that Sidney land was appointed Exr.. July 19. 1938.
Humes of Washington, or some other and qualified by filing ybond July 28. price right for quick sale. EXAVIER land; $1800
tist Church at 11 a. m. Sunday, his ed Is expected to give employment Birches to spend the remainder of j
Small house of five
,rsh7j?^>f)F
WINCHENBAUOH. 197 South Main St.. rooms; good cellar; shed and garage
suitable person, be appointed Admr.. 1938
subject ‘'When the Bottom Falls to the crew of men working on ' the week.
Tel 517-R.
94-96 o» No. 1 highway, large lot of land;
Attest:
without bond.
! yjjg rockland national bank
CHARLES L. VEAZIE,
PIANO and radio for sale. TEL fine location In Rockland, price $1000
ESTATE EUGENE B
KILLERAN.
Out of Life.’’
Register 794-W
it for a period of about two months., Rev. H. I. Holt will be the speaker j Rockland. Maine
91-96 House and barn; one-half acre land In
late of Andover. NJ. deceased. Peti
91-S-97
Warren Pitcher is spending two
ORDER OF NOTICE
4-4.0
: city $1800
Many cottages and land
tion for Administration, asking that
D. E. Crockett's store has received at the morning and evening services
It
appearing
from
the
Petition
of
Fred
L
KlUeran
of
Cushing,
or
some
I of a11 descriptions and locations. Sevweeks at Camp William Hinds at a new coat of paint. The colors at the Baptist Church Sunday Edward C. Payson.
HYLAND MACHINE CO . Spear s Wharf.
a, stores and business properties.
-t-nn Receiver
»r nof The
«* other suitable person, be appointed
account presented for allowance by Tel. 631-J
.
i _.
.
.
,
,
... Rockland National Bank. Rockland,
** m Don't forget to call 1154 or 330 V. F.
Raymond.
are cream and green in keeping Church school at 12 noon, with Malne verl(led the thlrd day Of August Admr . without bond.
Alan L. Bird of Rockland. Admr.
WHITE Mountain refrigerator Ice STUDLEY. 283 Main St., or 77 Park St.
ESTATE LOU ELLA T BARTLETT
Miss Julia Gordon of Wellesley, with the general color cheme of classes for all.
ESTATE ALBERT H ROBINSON, late box, large size, fine condition. TEL
A D 1938. that a Pc’ltlon wa« filed on
87-tf
the fifth day of August. A D. 1938. late of Hope, deceased. Petition for of Thomaston, deceased. First and 186-R . 64 Summer St., city.
94*96
Mass., is guest of her niece Miss the business section.
Mrs, Arthur Whittier of Bath is praying that the said Edward C Pay- Administration, asking that Florence final account presented for allowance
EXTRA strong vinegar, one gallon
Grace Drake, Megunticook street.
Receiver be authorized to ac L. Coombs of Rockland, or some other by Nettle C. Robinson. Exx.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cole of visiting at the Pascal cottage. Bal son asnot
to four. 25c; five to nlne>, 20c; ten or
less than Four Hundred suitable person, be appointed Admx.,
E-5TATE JAMES HENDERSON, late more 15c. Am telling out SIMONTON.
Wallace Thompson of Saco and Bangor were recent guests of Mr. lard Park, as guest of Miss Kath cept
Thirty-five Dollars and Elghty-six Cents with bond.
of St George, deceased, first and final
94-96
ESTATE ADELIA M SPEAR minor, account presented by Frank H Ingra Rockville
i $435 86) cash In full compromise set
friend Charles Farrar are spending and Mrs. John Paul.
erine Simonton.
tlement of Asset No ill. In accordance of North Haven. Petition for License ham of Rockland. Public Admr.
ONE-horse mowing machine, in good
the weekend at the home of Mr.
to
Sell
certain
Re.al
Estate,
situated
Raymond Perkins, former gram- 1 with letter of the comptroller of the
Mrs. Rainer Conde and Miss
ESTATE FRANCES M BACHELDER. repair Two sickle bars O. C. LAW
.
,
.S.
Currency dated July 6. 1938; praying In Warren, and fully described In said late
94*It
and Mrs. Percy Luce.
of Rockland, deceased
Petition RENCE. East Friendship
COMFORTABLE cottage at Spruce
Miriam Conde of Presque Isle have mar school principal, now teaching f that sa)d Receiver bz authorized to Petition, presented by Elizabeth C. for
License to Sell certain Real Estate
NEW and used Johnson outboard Head to let by week or month In Aug
Rev. and Mrs. Weston P. Holman been passing a few days at the in Connecticut, is in town this week, accept In full compromise settlement Speir. now of Jaffrey. N H. (formerly situated
In
Rockland
and
fully
de

motors
for
sale,
also
boat
and
yacht
and
Sept ; rent very reasonable RUTH
of Assets Nos. 223 and 224 and Nos of North Haven I GdhU
scribed In said Petition, presented by supplies. A. L ANDERSON, Camden. B SPEAR. Spruce Head. Tel. Rockland
are on a motor trip through Nova home of E. J. Thomas.
incidentally to attend the Regatta- 941 to 945 Inclusive, not less than
ESTATE CARL SPEAR and HILDA Adelbert R Bachelder and Edwin L. Tel. 464
92-S-tf
853-13.
88-tf
Slxty-flve Hundred Dollars i$6 500.00> SPEAR, minors, of Rockland. Petition Brown, both of Rockland. Admrs.
Scotia.
Rev. Douglass Robbins of Orange. Sportsmen's Show.
cash and an unconditional assignment for License to Sell (fertaln Real Estate,
PIANO for sale, in good condition
CAMP for sale at Lermond Pond,
JAMES HENDERSON, la’e M BRADSTREEr. 61 Park S... Cam ‘wo rooms, screened porch, furnished,
Services at St. Thomas Episcopal Mass., is spending a vacation at
Rev. G. L. Pressey of Patten will of the securities pledged as collateral situated In Rockland, and fully de ofESTATE
St George, deceased, petition for den. Tel. 2504
and to sell the securities at scribed In said Petition, presented by
93*95 row boat sandy beach, reasonable
Church on Sunday will be 7 30 a Lake Megunticook. He has just re be the speaker at 11 o'clock at the thereto,
distribution presented by Frank H
the mark"t price on the dates ot sale, L'da M Spear of Rockland. Gdn.
GRAY Marine engine for sale, three j Prlc(' TEL
2257________ 94,96
Ingraham of Rockland. Public Admr.
m. Holy Communion. 10.45 Eucharist turned from a tour of England, Methodist Church. The pastor will subject to the specific authorization of
ESTATE ELLEN SPEAR and JOHN
one-half h p.. propellor and shaft
LARGE all modern, perfectly apthe Comptroller of the Currency with SPEAR, minors, of Camas Washington
Wltnc.s-s. HARRY E WILBUR fequtlW. and
92*94 pointed and furnished cottage for sale
and Sermon Boys of the parish France and Germany.
speak at 7.30. using the theme "With out additional reference to the Court. Petition for License to Sell certain Judge of Probate Court for Knox TEL 1075. city.
1936 FORD V-8 coupe for sale cheap, j
,let for rnonth
£3
In accordance with letter of the Comp Real Estate, situated In Rockland, and County. Rockland. Maine.
will leave for the Parish Camp
fitip
mnrdtinn
h r> CRIF ThninBc ' directly on shore at Crescent Beach,
Mr and Mrs. W B. Dunne of Rye What Measure Ye Mete." There troller of the Currency dated July 13. fully
Attest:
fine condUlon. H D. CRIE. Thomas- | EDWARD Q B. CrONIA> 4^9 Maln st.
described
In
said
Petition,
pre

Monday at 2 o'clock.
ton. Tel. 83.
92*94
CHARLES L VEAZIE.
N. Y„ and Mrs. Gertrude Simonton | wil> be special music by the choir. 19?8; and praying that said Receiver sented by Mabel M. Spear of Rockland.
Tel. 710 Rocklaind
92*94
Register.
be authorized to accept not less than Gdn.
PLATFORM scales for sale MAGUNE!
Mrs. Phyllis Monroe, was hos of Astoria. L. I., were overnight The church school is continuing to Six
91-S-97 MACHINE SHOP. 100 Maverick St . or1,
Hundred Dollars i $600 00) cash In
J
otta
Ke
s
Orawford
I
ak
U
ESTATE FLORENCE A. KEENE late
tess at bridge Thursday evening. guests Wednesday of Joseph Sim meet through the summer and with full compromise settlement of Asset
186 North Main St)
92-94 |lw. foL August and September or will
sell P W SKAY. Union.
92*94
No. 432 In accordance with letter of of Rockland, deceased. First and final
Those present were Mrs. Donald onton.
AUTO gilder for sale; run about 300
growing interest. It meets at 10 the Comptroller of the Currency dated account presented for allowance by
LARGE all modern, perfectly ap
MICKIE SAYS—
Perley N Bartlett. Ext
miles. Apply Thomaston P. O. BOX
Julv 19. 1938
Rollins, Mrs. Harry Tounge, Mrs.
115.
92*94 pointed and furnished cottage to let
Methodist Church: Worship at a. m.
NOW. on Motion of the Petitioner.
RSTATE NORA M RUSSEI.L, late of
for
month of August. Is directly on
Orman Goodwin, Mr Florence
Warren, deceased First and final ac
Mrs Mary O Patterson of Hollis It Is hereby
SUPERIOR lumber: Matched pine shore at Crescent Beach EDWARD O B.
10 30. guest speaker Dr. C. Guy
count presented for allowance by Car
THE BO$$
IT WOULD BE
boards,
best
seasoned;
also
novelty
ORDERED;
GONIA.
469 Main St . Tel. 710 Rockland
Green, Mrs. Alex Gillmor, Mrs.
Robbins or his son, Douglas Rob is a visitor at the parsonage; and
pine siding for house beauty. JAMES
That all creditors and other persons rie P, Smith, Admx. d. t. a.
88*90
Mice ie EVER-veopy who
Sherwood Armstrong, and Mrs.
Y
MESERVE.
File
V.G.B..
Jefferson.
ESTATE
HELEN
B
OLIVER,
late
of
Interested
attend
the
Hearing
on
said
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eldon
R.
Gillander
bins, of Lawrence, Mass. Music
owe$ u$ Moue/ would fmv up"
Maine; Tel. North Whitefield 15-23
Petition before the United States Dis Thomaston, deceased First and final
Bradford Burgess of Rockland.
AMD 1 $EZ,"HOW ABOUT U$l)4'
92*97 jK- — —
under the direction of A. F. Sher and son Edward will be guests over trict Judge In the United States Court account presented for allowance by
Mrs. Rollins received the prize for
House, tn the City of Portland. County Charles H Woodcock. Admr.
"$$"iu$teadof 'ss"iu owe
HARD, fitted wood for sale; also | ♦
man. Miss Margaret Bromley, cell- Sunday.
of Cumberland and State of Maine, on
ESTATE GEORGE L THORN DIKE
Junk and fireplace wood, all dried un
l$$UE OF THE PAPER. A$ A
being high scorer, while Mrs. Tounge
the sixteenth day of August. A D 1938. latie of Camden, deceased
First and
der e/)ver. K W DEAN. South Hope.
Geun-E R.EMIWDER.7
at eleven o'clock A M . Eastern Stand final account presented for allowance
won the consolation prize.
Tel. Rockland 9469-12.
91*96
HOW ooe< TWlt L'L
ROCKVILLE
ard Time, and then and there show by Maurice E Payson. Exr.
The Nine Sisters Club met re
GOOD combination, saddle, driving
cause. If any they have, why the prayer
YEAR round (position. We can use a
«UGGEtT1OH $TRJKE
ESTATE
HENRIETTA
A
MORRILL,
AT
YOUR
SERVICE
and light work horse; safe for child married man. 25 tx> 45. who Is looking
of said Petitioner should not be late of Rockport, deceased First and
cently at the Packard cottage at
Blueberry
harvesting
has
begun
in
g
ran
“
d
YOUl
ren;
will
sell
or
exchange
for
cattle.
for a permanent position with a large
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT
final account presented for allowance
Write “D. V ,” care Courier-Gazette
Coleman's Pond. Swimming was
Concern In Rockland and Thomaston
earnest. One can see the pickers
And it is further
No Job Too Large
by Elmer E. Matthews and Homer E
92*94 Good earnings with good future
ORDERED
Robinson,
Exrs
enjoyed, followed by a covered dish
No Job Too Small
here and there over the hillsides
RAKING machine for sale; also two- Character must be excellent and car
That this Order be published in the
FRED A THORNDIKE, late
supper, all members being present.
horse mowing machine; two-horse necessary. Give present or pa^t em
which are carpeted with blueberry Portland Press Herald once on August of ESTATE
LEIGHTON’S
Rockland, deceased First and final
farm wagon; manure spreader: four ployment and references. Personal In
is...
I 6. 1938. and In the Rockland Courierpresented for allowance by
The annual meeting will be held
JEWELER,
ROCKLAND
bushes as they rake the berries. The Qazejte. Rockland. Maine, once on Au- account
new milch cows PETER EDWARDS. terview can be arranged by writing
Leola T. Wlggin and Lena E. Draper.
271 Llmerock St.. Tel. 806-J.
88-tf H. P NEVILLE. Room 24. Exchange
many
days
of
fog
and
heavy
showers
gust
6.
1938.
and
that
there
be
one
day
Tuesday.
Aidmxs.
Bldg . Bangor.
____________ 94*96
at least elapse between the last publi
SELLERS kitchen cabinet for sale,
ESTATE
EVIE
E
OVERLOCK,
late
of
Bette Stetson, daughter of Mr
have been of no benefit.
cation of this Order and the date of
ROOFS wanted to shingle and rewhite
enamel;
walnut
triple
mirror
Warren, deceased. First and final ac
____ ________
and Mrs. Jack Stetson, was hostess
vanity;
three_______
pianos;_ one player piano; Palr Inside and outside painting; reaMr. and Mrs. Elmer Emery said Hearing.
count presented for allowance by Cor
one wardrobe trunk; one electric sew- 1 sonable. H. MINER, 14 Grove St., Rock
Dated. August 5. 1938
nelius E Overlock. Exr
WILLING WORKER
at a party in honor of her ninth
(Gladys Hunter) of New City
93*95
ing machine; eight library tables; 21 land.
By Order of Court.
ESTATE MARY J WATTS, late of
round and square dining tables; two
WILLIAM B MILLS
birthday at the home of her grand
MY advice Is worthwhile. Send 25c
WANTS A JOB
are vacationing in Maine and have
Thomaston,
deceased
First
and
final
roll top desks; one three-piece parlor and stamp for good letter-reading.
(L. S.)
account presented for allowance by
mother Mrs. Pred Simpson. Games
set. leather upholstering and mahog GEORGE JONES. Dixmont, Me. Ques
I am very anxious to secure
visited her parents. Mr. and Mrs. F.
Clerk Of The United States
Samuel W Lewis. Exr.
any frame; soap stone sink; eight tions answered.
District
Court.
District
of
Maine
92*P4
were played and refreshments work at oner. Electrician, any
J. Hunter recently while making
ESTATE MINNIE A. LUDWIG, late
golden oak buffets; 50 stands, all sizes.
94-lt
work of a mechanical nature,
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
of
Thomaston,
deceased
First
and
V. F STUDLEY. INC., 283 Main St.
served. Those present were Kath
their headquarters at their cottage
driving ear or truck, in fart any
Tel. 1154.
87»-tf and delivered. Tel 791, CRIE HARD
final account presented for allowance
erine Hobbs Mary Kelleher, Blanche
at Alford's Lake.
WARE CO., Rockland.
92-tf
by Nellie E. Smith, Exx.
thing.
Could work for small
STANDING grass for sale on two
ESTATE
KATHERINE
LYNN
McMEN old at 40! Oet renewed atrength
farms free for the cutting. TEL. Rock
Bryant, Myrna Curry, Frances
wage if a bit of time were avail
Miss Olive Tolman was in Rock
INNIS. late of Rockland, deceased.
land 853-13.
86-tf New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw
Prescott, Elinor Brown. Frances) able Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
land Thursday assisting at a dinner
Petition for Distribution, presented by
oyster lnvlgorators and other stimul
urday to allow present small job
Timothy
E
McInnis.
Exr
ants. Value $1.25, Introductory price
party at Miss Marcia Farwell’s.
Eddy, Nellie Ames, Edna Rankin
$1. Call, write C. H. MOORE ft CO.,
to be continued.
ESTATE HAMPTON L ROBBINS,
Haying
is
once
more
underway
Rockland.
91*105
and Ruth Bagley.
late of Union, deceased
First and
WILBUR
W.
STRONG
final
account
presented
for
allowance
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
after a fog and rain spell for two
Miss Elaine M. Spruce, daughter
by Arthur H Robbins. Admr.
48 GRACE ST..
ROCKLAND
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
and one-half iveeks. The grass is
of Mr. and Mrs. C. M Spruce,
ESTATE JOHN OTIS, late of Worcessolicited. H, C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
TEL. 19-W
*
' cither well dried or lodged and
W-tt
ttr, Mass.,
First anti final
celebrated her sixth birthday, wed-
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TO LET

! Summer Cottage$ ;

I MISCELLANEOUS !

SELLu/^

VfAMTADS

READ.THEADS
S'U'e y/lcncy

Every-OtKer-Day

Carnival Time
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’Keag Folks Plan Big Do
ings At the Grange Hall
Next Friday

THOMASTON
Mrs. Joseph Friedman <Ruth Jor
dan), daughters Betty, Caroline and
Ann of Camden, N. J., and Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Watts of Belmont,
Mass., came Wednesday and are at
the Watts homestead.

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
16 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

By Pauline Ricker
Aug. 4—Charles B. Fritz enter
tained at cocktails and dinner last
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Mrs. William Elllngwood and evening and took his guests to the
Now Showing a Carefully Selected
Russell Morgan returns to Stam
“Sakes alive,” Aunt Hetty says,
cousin, Mrs. Everett Parks of Vir mid-week dance at The Samoset.
ford. Conn., tomorrow after a va
ginia, motored to Bar Harbor this In his party were Charles Thomp
Assortment of
"Time flies with Thomaston folks."
Publication Limited to Brief
cation at home here.
week. This is Mrs. Parks' first visit son, Mr. arid Mrs. Harbour Mitchell,
Poems
Guess she'd think so if she lived in
of Original Composition
Miss Marian Felt is employed as
to Maine and she is most enthusias Mr. and Mrs. J. Scott Fowler, Mr.
South Thomaston. Time flies so
By Subscribers
stenographer
at Stonington Furni
tic over Maine scenery.
and Mrs. Earle Anderson, Mr. and
fast here in The 'Kcag that we ture Co.'s office in Rockland.
Mrs. W. R. Goldsborough. Mr. and
At New Low Price Levels
A
don't see it go by.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Walsh of Mrs. Charles Fritz, junior.
IN T1IE OPEN
There will be a meeting of the
North Cambridge. Mass., are spend
Here
it
is
carnival
time
again.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Misses Eleanor and Anne Hawley
proprietors of Elm Grove cemetery
ing the month of August with Mr. i and Charles Hawley, junior, had as Home from a Journey, farmer at ease, We should worry—we're all set for
We advise an early visit to our shop
next Monday at 3 o'clock at the
With old coat on and hat to please.
and Mrs. Justin L. Cross. '
their
dinner
guests
Miss
Elizabeth
Calls
to
his
dogs.
"Be
up
and
away.
another big day same's we had last Thomaston National Bank.
SUMMER VISITORS
Steele, Frank McBurney, Miss I must Inspect all nyy stock today."
We will be pleased to show you the line
The pleasure yacht “Polaris," Frances Tidridge, Miss Suzanne Gut to his barns where the horses fine August, only bigger and better.
Mrs. U. G. Turner of Detroit,
At the height of the summer
Most everyone 'round about is do Mich., and her sister. Miss Clara
owned by the Ocean Spray Cran Steele, Joseph Steele, Mr. and Mrs. Welcome their master, always kind.
season there are many visitors in
Saddle, bridle, leg over side.
berry concern, which was recently Lawrence Stirling, James Gahan, Farmerman. off for a pleasant ride.
ing
his bit to help earn money for Rollins of Cleveland. Ohio, came
Rockland and vicinity, and The
in
this
port,
is
now
cruising
nes.r
Wessaweskeag
Grange. The Grange Wednesday and arc visiting Miss
Robert Collins.
NEW FALL CLOTH COATS
Wheat fields ripe and ready for garner;
Courier-Gazette is very glad to
Bar
Harbor.
Thomas
J.
Sweeney
Corn in tassle—Joy to farmer;
hall
is
the
only
hall in the village Leila Clark.
Mrsr.
Herbert
Lawton
had
as
din

chronicle them. To this end will
Pasture land green and rich with clover,
is pilot, Mrs. Sweeney being a guest ner guests tonight Mr. and Mrs. E. Timber lot needing care all over.
and must be kept rip.
you kindly send the names of
The Sewing Club had an all-day
Arriving Daily
We aim to have everything to sell picnic yesterday with Mrs. Forrest
i
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louis
M.
Clark
of
Camden.
your guests to this office, or noti
"Fire. I fear! There's smoke in the off
and games to play like they do at Maynard (Mary Jameson) at her
ing.
Arrivals include Mrs. F. W. Beekfy (Mrs. Warren p. Moyes, 38 I A. Walker.
These coats are distinctive and
Could It be boys, picnic cooking?
all
carnivals. As long as you can
man, Miss Sophie de Luden, New Poor young chaps—no understanding.
Orange street, telephone 873-R.
Spruce Head cottage.
Members of T and E Club met York; Mr. and Mrs. IE. Edward It's time indeed for drill demanding." get plenty to eat you'll be happy.
We will greatly appreciate it.
refreshingly new
Next Wednesday at 2.30 the
Wednesday with Mrs. Clara Curtis Prouty, Littleton. Mass.; Mr. and Softly the Pells In the afterglow
I want to say “Thank you" to the
and tinkle, as homeward go
for sewing and luncheon.
Rockland merchants who always Woman's Republican Club of this
Mrs. Edward L. Robinson; Mr. and CMme
94-tf
Cows from the pasture, sheep from
Mrs. Ernest Dolham of Warren
have and we trust are not tired yet county will meet at Mrs. E. Stewart
the hills.
Mrs.
A.
L.
Gcnter.
Baltimore;
Mr.
land Mrs. Agnes Hastings of Med
Mrs. Rose M. Carroll and daugh
Homely melodics the evening fills.
Orbeton's home in West Rockport.
'of giving us a right smart lift.
ford Hillside. Mass., have been ter Marguerite of Belmont, Mass., and Mrs. G. Rowe Whitcomb,
This
is an open meeting and all Re tries. Miss Margaret G. Ruggles
Supper
will
be
served
from
5.30
"Good
wife,
I
will
say,"
quoth
Farmer
I guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold have returned home, having been Brightwaters, I,. I., Mr. and Mrs. L.
West.
publican women are urged to attend, chairman.
to
7.30
maybe
a
little
later.
We're
B.
Larzelere
Ambler,
Pa.
"Home Is where the heart is at rest.
1 Mitchell
guests for a week of Mrs. Eugene
Is good for some, they tell;
putting out a big meal and the food the invitation including anyone in
T. A. Mackinnon, Cambridge, has City
5. Tables, “tea for two.” Miss
Is here, where gentle peace doth
Sleeper, at her home on Cedar joined his mother Mrs. Allan Mac Home dwell.
is better this year 'cause we have terested. Miss Nettie Burleigh of Hortense Wilson chairman.
I
Walter Achorn of Jersey Cipr, street,
lots of young married women who Vassalboro. principal speaker, is
kinnon for a few days.
6. Herbs Mrs. R. O Elliot chair
Who would give for a city's hard strife.
IN. J. is visiting his brother Paare good cooks, thanks to the Farm State organizer of Women’s Repub man.
A
home
that
marks
a
tranquil
life?
Aug.
5
—
Mrs.
George
R.
Wester

Itrolman Fred E. Achorn.
Mrs. Mildred Havener, was hos
Wondrous lessons In pursuit bent.
field of New York entertained at Homes are founded with true love's Bureau and 4-H Club. Be sure to lican Clubs and State president.
7 Men's exhibit.
Vegetables,
tess to Opportunity Class, Thurs
be on hand at 3 o'clock to see the Other speakers are Congressman fruits, or both in any container
Intent.
George Cassens of Parkman is day night, 33 members and four luncheon at The Samoset today Mr.
K. S. F.
baby show—a new feature. We have Clyde H. Smith and J Fred O'Con Mrs. James E. Creighton and Mrs
I visiting his grandparents. Mr. and guests, gathering for a monthly and Mrs. Leonard Hill of New York Rockland. XXXX
lots of new babies around town nell, chairman of the State com Charles E. Shorcy chairmen.
who motored from Poland Spring
I Mrs. G. Carl Cassens.
meeting. Mrs. Elvie Wooster and
mittee. Mrs. Arthur Elliot of this
SHIPS OF MY HEART
now—pretty good lookers, too.
Among those attending the beach
8. Design for hooked rug done
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
Mrs. Alice Kaler, assisted in enter supper last night are Mr. and Mrs.
The young folks of the Grange town is vice president of the Knox in natural materials. Mrs. Arthur
Mr. and Mrs. Lord and friends
taining. Circle prayer was offered, W. M. Fletcher; Mr. and Mrs. Wil On the shores of the great, blue will put on a good show in the eve County Club.
Atlantic.
J. Elliot chairman.
of Alexandria, Egypt, have been
Where the coast of old Maine stret ning. Wouldn't be surprised if you
Mrs. Kaler leading the Scripture liam Stroh, junior; Mr. and Mrs.
9. Children's exhibit. Mrs. E. L.
Mrs. J. A. McEvoy has as guest
I guests at the Sea View Cabins,
ches
out.
Reading. Mrs. Eda Post and Mrs. F. Goddard; Mr. and Mrs. Don Where the rocky edge softens to sand- could dance a little after the show.
this week Mrs. Carrie (Piper) Bras- Carleton chairman.
[Glen Cove this week.
dunes.
We hope everyone will go without
Arvilla Venner were appointed a Lowell, Mrs. Sheridan W. Scott,
10. Novelty Plants or Flowers
tow of Lewistown. Pa Mrs. Brastow
And then circle more boulders about.
his
breakfast next Friday and come
visiting
committee
for
this
month,
the
Misses
Eleanor
and
Anne
Haw

Mrs. Angie Ballou, was a recent
Mrs.
Lee Walker chairman.
formerly
lived
here,
daughter
of
the
There, when the ebb of the water.
I guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blod- 81 calls being reported for July. At ley, Charles Hawley, junior. Miss Used to leave greenish pools on the prepared to eat a lot, laugh a lot late Dr. and Mrs. Piper, her mother
11. Arrangement of evergreens in
and spend a lot at the quaint little
shore.
'•
Igett at Spruce Head. Mrs. Edward the conclusion of the business ses Suzanne Steele, Robert Colling,
a sister of the late Dr. Eaton of any container. Mrs. Arthur Mc
Midst grey Islands and castles of boul village of The 'Keag.
Chisholm spent Friday there, lunch- sion, Mrs. Wooster presented this Miss Fra'nces Tidridge, Miss Fran
ders.
Rockland. Wednesday Mrs. Mc Donald chairman.
Pal and I sailed our boats as of yore.
Aunt Hetty's Cousin
jeon being enjoyed at “The Maples.” program: readings, Mrs. Cora Pen ces Crowell, Miss Amelia Bucky,
12. Small arrangements in uni
Evoy and sister Mrs. Leander
South
Thomaston,
Aug.
4
—
adv.*
dleton and Mrs. Wooster; vocal Miss Lee Sampson, Miss Anne Gar Ships of my heart! Sailboats so preci
Thorndike and Mrs. Brastow dined form containers or pairs, represent
ous!
Mrs. L. Eugene Frost and son solos, Mrs. Lorna Pendleton and' rison, Lawrence Stirling.
Blessed vessels of Ood from above!
at Lincolnville Beach. Yesterday ing the four seasons. Mrs. J. Ed
Sherwood returned Thursday night vocal duet, Mrs. Mildred Havener
Many have entered the Kicker's Like a fleet of good lifeboats surround
Mrs. McEvoy, Mrs. Brastow and ward Eliliot chairman.
me!
,
after spending several days with and Miss Bernice Havener. Various Tournament to be held over this
Pray sail 'back on the waters of love!
13. Miscellaneous flower arrange,
Miss Helen Carr went to Norway and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stevens. Liver games were enjoyed and refresh weekend.
For I've lowered your sails and your Wanted Nice Restful Place called on Mr and Mrs Robert Bick' ment in any container. Mrs. Har
COURIER-GAZETTE SPECIAL
Dr. Joseph Beardwood is spending
more Falls, formerly of Rockland. ments served.
cables.
ford; Mr. Bickford's father was at riet Whitney and Mrs. Donald Whit
And your anchors are fast near my
WHITE VELLUM
the
weekend
with
his
family.
For Five Days, and They one time proprietor of the Knox ney chairmen.
During that time Mr. and Mrs.
heart.
Monarch Size
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Kalloch of
Mrs. J. Scott Fowler is giving a And in there will keep you forever.
Stevens’ son Paul, was taken to
Hotel here. Mrs. Brastow expects
14 Specimen blocms Gladioli
Found It
Where we never—no never—shall
75 sheets 7*4x10%
Camp William Hinds at Raymond New York are guests for two weeks large dinner party Saturday night
part.
to leave Monday for her home in dahlias, roses, phlox, sweet peas and
50 envelopes 4x7%
Lucy Mabie Tebbetts
for the month of August. This fall of Mr. Kalloch's sister, Mrs. B. C. in honor of Mr. Fowler's birthday.
Ted Shawn and his company of Pennsylvania, stopping a few days any other annuals, to be shown In
Wells Beach
A'our name and address on pa
Mr. and Mrs. Wilber Tritle arrive
he will be an Eagle Scout and life Perry.
XXXX
milk bottles or similar containers
men dancers, when they saw they in Boston enroute.
per and envelopes printed in Blue,
today to visit the Fowlers.
ROVINGS
member.
to be provided by the exhibitor
Black, Green or Brown ink.
were booked to give performances
Mr.
and
Mrs
Byron
Hahn
of
Som

Miss Margery Mills was a patient Arrivals include Mrs. Robert E
| For The Courier-Gazette |
Miss
Rita
C.
Smith
chairman.
Only $1.35 postpaid
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Robin at Camden Community Hospital McDonnell. Miss Mary Angelea Mc The Roving Reporter's been on a vaca in Portsmouth. N. H.. Bar Harbor, erville. Mass, and sons Edward and
15. Group based on shawl motif,
tion.
David
will
arrive
today
to
visit
Ro

yesterday,
having
her
tonsils
re

Orono and Camden, Maine, looked
Donnell, James L. McDonnell. Mr
son. of Belmont, Mass., have been
A roving, a roving, a roving;
restricted to four entries. Miss Mar
and Mrs. W. R. Stockwell, Mr. and And we re hoping he dodged each police at the map and saw that if they land Hahn and Miss Frances Hahn
guests of Mrs Eugene Sleeper. Mr. moved.
garet G Ruggles chairman.
station
M.
Mrs. A. Millard Morse, all of New
While roving, a roving, a roving.
Robinson is State Parole agent, at
The Contract Club had three
could find some place in the genAll persons intending to exhibit
Mrs. Lawrence Barbour of Wash- York, Mr and Mrs. F. Ringer, St.
the State House in Boston.
j As for doing the towns, this man of 1 eral neighborhood of Rockland, Me., tables yesterday afternoon, Miss are urged to notify the chairmen ol
{ington. D.^C., is a guest at 460 Old Louis, Mr. and Mrs. Bruno Graf.
renown.
goes roving, a roving, a roving. they could live there five days and Harriet Dunn having high score, the respective classes in advance
Miss Mary Lou Duff, has gone to ' County road. Mr. Barbour comes ; Madeira; Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Welch, HeWho
tells us the story from notes Jotted
Mrs. William Robinson of Warren All entries must be in place before
perhaps combine work and a little second, and Mrs. Fred Overlock
down
Danville, where she is registered Aug. 12 for a month's vacation.
Germantown,
11 o'clock Thursday so that the
While roving, a roving, a roving.
at Camp Pesquasawasis for the
vacation.
third. Next Friday afternoon the Judges may have full time to make
Mrs. E. J. Hellier and Mrs. J. A.
Once more the Black Oat Is In his
VENSKUS-RANKIN
month of August.
One said “it should be off the club will meet in the same place, their decisions. With the exception
right place
_____
Jameson entertained Thursday at
And the Roving Reporter's done rov highway and quiet;” another said: the Levensaler house.
of the restricted classes, all arc
A
marriage
of
much
local
inter

ing:
The Book Club had an outing at luncheon and contract at the Hellier
And though each reader got thrills "it should have an ocean view;"
open to the people of Thomaston
Mrs.
Wallace
Feyler
and
children
Spruce Head this week, with Mrs. cottage at Crescent Beach, compli- est takes place today, when Miss
from the trip
and another "there should be only
They missed the black pussy while
Robert, Elizabeth and Margaret of both men and women. A normal
Maude Blodgett hostess. Luncheon menting Mrs. Everett Parks of Vir- Lucille Anne Rankin, elder daugh
six cabins so we could fill them all
roving.
Everett, Mass., are visiting her admission will be charged and tea
Clara Ovcrlock
was served at. "The Maples," Mrs.; ginia. Five tables were in play, hon- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Knott C. Ran
and have the place to ourselves.
Washington
mother, Mrs. Elmus Morse. The will be on sale with Mrs. James
Elbcrt Burton's sandwich shop. | °rs being awarded to Mrs. Carol kin of Cedar street, will become the
And there should be good food,
XXXX
oldest daughter is in Auburn with Creighton and Mrs. N. F. Andrews
Members attending were Mrs. Carl Howe, Mrs. Harold Jackson. Mrs. bride of John P Venskus, of Port
MY FAITH
good coffee right at the place we
land,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
her aunt, Mrs. David Daris (Doris as hostesses.
Maurice
Lovejoy.
Mrs.
Montoro
|For
The
Courier-Gazette]
Sonntag, Mrs. Arthur Lamb, Mrs.
live."
LINETTE SUPERFINE
Venskus of Mexico.
Feyler).
Pillsbury
and
Mrs.
William
Graves.
Today God's love enfolds me
Hervey Allen, Mrs. Lloyd Laurence,
This seemed like writing a ticket
White Writing
And quiets all my fears;
Carry
the
News
to
Mary
and
tell
The
ceremony
will
be
performed
Mrs. Harold Jackson. Mrs. E. The honor guest was also presented
I feel Its tender healing touch
Fire starting in tne chimney de her to tell her sisters, cousins and
for the impossible perfect, but they
48 folded sheets 444x7%
in
Lewiston
at
4
o'clock
this
after

It
tells
me
God
la
near.
Stewart Orbeton, and Miss Char with a gift.
36 envelopes 4x5%
found all of these things, they said, stroyed the house of Mr. and Mrs. Aunts that Blackington's Annual
noon, by Rev. Walter S Rounds,
I cannot be discouraged
Your name and address printed
lotte Buffum.
at
Saunders'
just
north
of
Rock

Conrad
Pahjola
on
the
East
War

Summer $2 Shoe Sale starts Tues
Nor faint beside the road,
Mr. and Mrs. Nilo Anderson and former pastor of the Congregational
land. and had some of the happiest ren road yesterday, and they l06t all day, Aug 9th at 9 a. ni. Be here on sheets and envelopes or mono
round me are the arms of love
Church in this city. The double For
daughter
Dawn
of
South
Weymouth.
gram on paper, addrrss on en
To help me bear my load.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Standish and
days of their lives—sleeping late, their belongings. The fire was dis early. Every novelty sport and
ring service will be used, the couple
velopes.
Blue, black, brown,
•
son Miles of Newport, R. I., re Mass., have been recent guests of
bathing, boating every day—then covered by a passerby, and the de dress shoe left in our stock will be
do not have to worry
green ink.
being united in the presence of the I Nor
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Oliver
W.
Holden,
choose
which
Is
the
way.
turned home Friday after a visit
driving off and giving a perform partment was unable to save it. The in this $2 Sale. Values from $2.50
$1.15 postpaid
two families. They will be attended His angel goes before me
with friends in Rockland and
And leads me lest I stray.
ance
each night. All the Shawn barn was saved, and Mr. and Mrs to $5.—adv.
94-95
Mrs. George Brown of Everett, by Mr. and Mrs Paul C. Brown of
vicinity.
group are so sold on Maine that Pahjola are staying there for the
Today though clouds may gather
Mass., who has been a guest for Needham. Mass.
And seek to hide the sun.
they seriously plan to buy a cabin present, being helped out by kind
St. John's parish will have the
Immediately after the ceremony, I still will follow closely
Tentative plans for the forthcom a few days of Mrs. Alice Spear. Old
on the shore and make an annual neighbors.
And say, "Thy will be done."
summer sale of fancy articles and
a
reception
will
be
held
at
the
home
Harriet Grinnell Cold
ing annual meeting of the New Eng County road, is now at her cottage,
vacation here.
• • • w
so forth next Wednesday on the
of Mrs. Avard Richan, in Auburn.
Philadelphia
land Conference of State Federa Ingraham Hill.
The Shawn Dancers are incor
xxxx
In The Churches
church grounds at 2 o'clock. Tea
Miss Rankin graduated from the
tions of Women's Clubs, to be held
porated, with these officers: Ted
FORMER SCRIBES
will be served.—adv.
•
University of Maine in June. Mr.
Mrs.
Clarence
Robishaw
of
Jeffer

St.
James
Catholic
Church:
Low
at Hotel Wentworth-by-the-Sea.
|For The Courier-Gazette]
Shawn president, Barton Mumaw
son is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Venskus, who is safety engineer Have you seen E. A C's little gardens?
Mass
at
8.
High
Mass
at
10.45
a.
m.
Portsmouth. N. H.. Sept. 14-16, have
treasurer, Fred Hearn clerk, Frank
Not a sign of a bug nor a weed.
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Summer sale Wednesday, Aug. 10.
for the Liberty Mutual Insurance
in St. Bernard's Church, Rockland.
been made. Adopting as the con Donald Huntley.
And still he Is dreaming of pensions Overlaps. Wilbur McCormack, Jess
on grounds of St. John’s Church at
Co. of Portland, also graduated
As something all grandpapa's need
St. John's Church: 9.30 a. m.
The star of "Mayerling,'
ference theme A New World—Youth
Meeker. Frank Delmar and John
2 o’clock, aprons, fancy articles,
Miss Marie Laney of Parisian from Maine, being a member of the
Holy Eucharist. Fr. Putnam will be
We hope "Gertie Gloom" Is contented. Delmar directors.
and Maturity on the March, the
tentalional picture which hat
home
cooked
food
and
candy.
Tea
Beauty Salon is seriously ill at her class of 1934.
In her cozy and snug little nest;
the preacher; 7.30 p. m.. evensong.
committee has planned for the first
hope she will never be troubled
will be served.—adv.
•
The couple will go on a two weeks' And
captured the country’s heart!
home in Skowhegan.
With an optimistic pest.
general session Wednesday after
Baptist Church: Bible school at
GLEN COVE
wedding trip, the itinerary of which
noon in the ballroom of the hotel
"Oily" Is happy as ever.
9.45; morning worship at 11, the
A birthday celebration which has
Wilbur C. Frohock. son Clinton has not been divulged, and will be Dear
And seems to be glad she Is here;
with Mrs. Albert E. Chittenden, and daughter Jean of Roxbury, at home after Aug. 20 at 22 Maple She
Is still looking out for her grandpa.
Miss Adah Hall of Boston is visi sermon text John 17:22. The sub become an annual event was given
And to her, he will always be dear.
president of the conference, pre Mass, are occupying the Frank street, South Portland.
for Mrs. Benjamin
ting her mother, Mary Hall and ject for tlie evening at 7 will be Thursday
siding. For the second day, Mrs. Weeks cottage at Dynamite Beach.
“Self-Classification."
Hats off to "Grandma Whoosit"
Browne at her cottage . Cooper
sister, Emily Hall.
She wishes the grandpas to thrive.
Frank M Wright, vice president cf
The Federated Church will have Beach. Luncheon was served on
Rodney Weeks and son James are Wearing diamonds and cutting up
Bushrod Campbell of Boston is
the Conference and chairman of
capers
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Fickett of here from Birmingham. Mich.,
the shore. A lovely birthday cake
no
service Sunday.
guest
of
Mrs.
Mary
Hall.
Long after they reached sixty-five!
Round Table Discussion, has out Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs. visiting H. E. Edwards at Ash Point.
O. B. Merry
Pentecostal Mission; Sunday st with gay decorations, a tempting
Carl Freeman has-been in North
Rockland
lined a program which will be Ralph P. Conant.
Rodney is improving his time on
2.30
p. m. Continuing Bible lec meal at tea time and numerous gifts
Haven the past week on business.
XXXX
opened with a paper by Mrs. Maude
the golf course while Jimmy has
AFTER THE RAIN
tures on the Book of Jude; 7.30, all added to the day's enjoy- I
\t
Clark Gay of Waldoboro, president
The home of Alvin Hurd of Ash been nursing an infection in his
|For The Courier-Gazette]
evangelistic service, "Uttermost Sal ment. Those attending were Mrs.
The generous shower has ceased.
of the Maine Federation of Wom Point Monday night was the scene leg which has greatly improved.
Abbie Hanscom, Mrs
Rodney |
vation."
Clouds swiftly roll away.
en's Clubs, whose subject will be of a happy gathering to celebrate
Thompson, Mrs. E. B. Ingraham'
• ♦ » •
The sunshine from the west released
Bursts forth in glorious array.
"Toward Wider Educational Oppr.."- Mr. Hurd's 77th birthday. Much to
Marianne, daughter of Mr. and
and Mrs. Frances Ryder.
Garden Club's Flower Show
tunities.” Of prime interest to de his surprise the family entered sing Mrs. Richard Lufkin celebrated her We gaze the placid harbor o'er
Where naught the silvery surface
The list of classes and chairmen
partment chairmen will be the de ing "Happy Birthday," and present- first birthday Monday by entertain
blurs
for
the Garden Club's flower show
And
sec
displayed
above
the
shore
partment conferences scheduled de nim with a new radio. The eve ing 12 friends at the Lufkin cot
MONDAY-TUESDAY
sW1
The country of the pointed firs.
at the Congregational vestry Aug.
BOYS
AVIATION CAPS
Refresh
throughout the session. At these ning was spent in games, honors go tage, Cooper's Beach.
Against the east retreating storm
GIRLS I
, ASK
11 from 2 to 9, has been completed
conferences will be discussed topics ing to Harlan Hurd; and refresh ments featured a birthday cake, and
Beneath the ralnbowed ocean skies.
thus:
sloping form
which have been subjects for study ments, including a beautiful birth balloons as favors, the color scheme Symmetrically
Green Southern Island lovely lies.
1. Marigolds: Special class for all
and action in the 999 clubs of the day cake made by Mrs. Doris Mc- being pink and yellow. Games were O beautiful must Heaven be.
Garden Club members of the MeIts fields and forests. Isles and seas,
State Federations throughout the Neilly, were served. Those present played. Marianne was generously
For there we know the angels see
| domak region.
(a) Specimen
year. From them will be translat were: Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Hurd, remembered with birthday gifts.
Scenes fairer far than even these.
Allison M. Watts
blooms; (b) Arrangement in any
ed into further study and com Madeline, Carl, and Christine Hurd Out of town guests were Billy and
Jamaica, Vt.
container. Mrs. R. O. Elliot chair
munal activity throughout the New of Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Carol Diedrich of New York and
XXXX
Nathalie
Merrifield
of
Massachu

QUESTION
man.
England States many of the sugges Pierson, Alvalene and Malcolm
(For The Courier-Gazette]
tions there made.
Pierson, of Tenant's Harbor; Mr. and setts.
2. Arrangement of any flowers in
OPERA HOUSE, CAMDEN
*8tlLL1>0G
Dear Madam Pansy Pugh, .
o---------- •
Mrs. Matthew McNeilly, Alvin, Jac
old china. Mrs. Fred J. Overlock1
I am wondering who
Mr.
and
Mrs
Harry
Buffum
will
IORUMMONDI
Mark Hellinger, Walter Winchell, queline, and Matthew McNeilly. Jr.,
You, yourself, might be!
TUES.. AUG. 9
chairman.
you must see "Yourself"
at 8.39 P. M.
Louis Sobol, Austen Lake, Oeorge and guest, Miss Jean McNeilly, all go to New York Tuesday, where Because
As a camouflaged mystery.
3. Decorative arrangement In
NOW PLAYING
they will sail Wednesday at mid
Holland, Louella Parsons. Ann of Brookline, Mass.
University Gilbert &
As to K S. F.. lit must be confessed.
brass or copper to be shown against
“PORT OF SEVEN SEAS”
''/r< mm
win incu
night
for
Cherbourg,
France
on
the
She
had
me
confounded
awhile.
Marsters, and other star writers
I
WALLACE BEERY
Sullivan Company
black in niches 16 inches deep and
But I puzzled her out
TODAY
bring you thrilling features and
Carry the News to Mary and tell S. S. Deutschland. They will be Without shadow of doubt
FRANK MORGAN
24
inches
wide;
restricted
to
eight
TIM
McCOY
“The Gondoliers”
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
•fiction each week in the Green her to tell her sisters, cousins and met there by their son David Buf And the answer makes me smile.
in
entries. Mrs. John Creighton, Jr.
low In your ear,,
1
Magazine with the Boston Sunday Aunts that Blackington's Annual fum and wife and will motor Now
“THE PHANTOM RANGER"
Tickets On Sale
Lest she might overhear.
chairman.
through
France
and
southern
Advertiser.
94*1$ Summer $2 Shoe Sale starts Tues
I ll whisper she's charming and dear.
Women’s Exchange, Camden
4.
Arrangement
in
pewter
or
It
was
some
time
ago
Tel. 2120
day, Aug. 9th at 9 a. m. Be here Leipzig.
At our club she did show
City Drug Co., Belfast, Tel. 341-M silver, blue or violet tones predomi
Views of her travels afar—
Cruises arranged, steamship tick early. Every novelty sport and
Rockland
Tel 892
Single Seats; $1.65, $1.10, 85c
graphically told.
nating to be shown against silver tn
For a real treat in a sandwich Descriptions
Shows—Mat, 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.48.
ets to all parts of the world. M. F. dress shoe left in our stock will be
And I. overbold.
(Including tax)
niches 16 Inches deep and 24 Inches
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.45
travelogue star!
[ Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel. in this $2 Sale. Values from $2.50 ask for “Ingrid's Special" at In Proclaimed her a Elizabeth
94-95
Q, Marsh
wide, and restricted to eight en
grid's
on
Park
strati
to
$5.
—
«jV,
9V95
1090-^, Rocklafl
15-S-W
Rocklanfl
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'of the Russian' upheaval, the Sinn

Life On The Farm

LAST DAY OF THE CARNIVAL

Happy Hope Farm

Fein uprising in Ireland, the 1923
earthquake tn Japan and the Oand- |
A Young Man With Quaint
hi-troubled days in Bombay. Which Cost of Living Increased
[substantiates Mr. Heifetz' opinion
Ideas—Chickadees Bring
Materially — So Have
that “the artist requires the nerves
Forth Their Young
Luxuries, Report Shows
M
of a bullfighter, the vitality of a
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
night-club hostess, and the con
The level of living on the farms
Dave had a cylinder skipping in
centration of a Buddhist monk.”
of the Nation has risen materially
his brain and the things he said
' The clouds drift by on feathery wing,
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
and did were sometimes startling,
I Their shadows dance on wooded hill since 1930. A 1938 Census survey
often laughable. When told that
i In then browning grass the crickets j indlcates substantial increases in
his father had died very suddenly
It's August.
the
proportions
of
farm
dwellings
What havoc this extremely humid result of 70 years. I. very glad, but
Dave
scratched his head, then re
The golden rod and Queen Anne's lace lighted by electricity, provided with
weather has been causing to it grow slowly. Very’ slow, the way
Are growing ln the daisies' place;
marked. “Wal, now, if that ain't
bathrooms, and having radios for
of a composer.”
Thc butterfly pauses in its haste
funny. He never did It before!"
stringed instruments! I am re
It's August.
• • • •
all sections Included in this survey.
Sometimes a passing neighbor
minded of an item in a recent SunOne is indebted to the Polish Art Tlie holly-hock towers in bright array, [ according to Director William L.
would see him standing in his yard
day• New York
Times
touching
upon
Service
for
additional
information
1
the row. now in decay
Austin.
Bureau
of
the
Census.
De*
o i(
each new blossom whispers Stay
gazing earnestly skyward, one long
a Stadium concert where that part ' 011 the complete edition of Chopin's it's August.
partment of Commerce. Farm trac
finger pointing toward the sun. as
J La Pike
tors showed a phenomenal increase
of the audience seated at the tables works now bein« l)rP1>arMi by the
he slowly described a small circle
Chopin Institute at Warsaw. It is,
in numbers, motor trucks on farms
A ROUND TOP STAR
must distinctly have heard the POP- , gtrange,y enough. the first complele
with his upraised hand. When the
increased materially, and autos
neighbor called out, “Mornin', Dave.
ping of at least a dozen violin, viola polish publication of the master's
Roto Matador Denver 1610986. a showed a considerable gain. The
What
you doin'?” Dave’s answer
and possibly 'cello strings. One [ music, and has been placed under pure bred Holstein-Friesian cow. proportion of farms provided with
would
be. “Wal now, ye'd be sur
violinist seated at the first desk was the direction of Ignace Paderewski.
„
.....
owned by the Round Top Farms telephones showed no appreciable
prised. If I toi' ye I was a windin’
pretty seriously jolted when the with Prof Jozef Turczynski. Polish
change.
up the sun.”
tail-piece of his instrument and the pianist, and Dr. Ludwick Bronarski.
ainariscotta, recently completed a
The survey, including some 3.090
I think we need Dave to wind up
four strings suddenly snapped in Polish musicologist, as chief assis- Station record
in the Herd Im- farms in selected counties of 40
the
sun, for it has hidden its face
hls face, while the bridge went fly- tants. The edition will be ready for provement Test, according to the States, was made by the Division
behind rain clouds so much of late,
ing out. I have had first hand ob- fall, and will be supplied with com- Holstein-Friesian
Association of of Crop and Livestock Estimates.
I think It must be run down. It is
servation of what this sort of mentary in Polish. English. French America. She freshened at the age Department of Agriculture, and the
making it very hard for farmers
weather does to violins in seeing and German.
of four years and nine months, and ’Bureau of the Census' Department
who are trying to harvest their hay.
what has happened to the very j
i of Commerce, co-operating. It was
is
credited
with
a
record
of
12,812
It seems quiet about the farm,
The
Boston
Symphony
Orchestra
eplendid instrument Leon Zawisza.
a part of the preliminary work be
now that the swallows, with their
who is in our home for a few weeks, has just issued its volume of pro pounds milk and 482 0 pounds fat' ing done in preparation for the
Scene of Rockport Regatta and Sportsmen’s Show
cheerful chatter have gone. As
has been using. It has almost fall- grams of the concerts given by the i in 296 days. She is sired by Car coming 1940 Census of Agriculture.
soon as the young ones fly, they are
en apart and has had to be sent to organization during the past season, nation Matador Sultan 645901, who
The results are so pronounced
off. Benito Blue Is more loyal. He
an expert violin repairer to be 1 its 57th. All of the informative his has seven tested daughters averag- that several significant conclusions
ls feeding his second family and will
torical
and
descriptive
notes
are
by
"cured." The members of the
ing on Mature B basis 13.670 appear justified, even though the
be seen about the farm, with his
Curtis String Quartet have been John N. Bulk The 24 concert bul- pounds milk and 534 0 pounds fat. survey is neither sufficiently repprogeny, until real cold weather
having their troubles in this re- letins form a book of 1.180 pages. and is out of Roto Denver Butter [ resentative nor comprehensive to
sends him south.
spect, too. But I suppose this the volume durably bound in half Lady 1302846 This test was made ■ give more than a general indication |
The tit-mice, or chlck-a-dees,
weather causes violin dealers and leather with marble-papered boards in Class C, that is twice a day of the level of living on the farms
brought
out their brood on the
repairers to rub their hands in glee in a format uniform with the rest milking.
[ in the Nation or of the trends. The
Fourth
of
July. The wee babies
The same old story—“No great loss of the series.
i farms included in the survey are
were so cute, sitting on the window
without some small gain."
• • • •
Going away to school? Don't for probably somewhat above the aver
sills, or clinging to the screens.
. . . .
Jascha Heifetr recent appearance get to take along several boxes of age of all farms ln the counties in
They could fly perfectly, but were
One of the distinguished guests at Lewiston Statiun (New York) R.vtex Double Check Printed Sta cluded. and those counties, in turn, j
so Innocent and fearless we had
in this country for the American was one of the last engagements of tionery ... on sale for August Only above the average for the country [
them in our hands a number of
his
20th
concert
season
in
America.
in
Double
The
Usual
Quantity.
.
.
Finnish Tercentenary was Prof.
as a whole.
times. Mr. S went into the barn
Tauno H. Hannikainen. conductor His performance of the Brahms 200 Single Sheets, or 100 Double
For the particular farms included
and
he heard a hoarse little voice
concerto
that
night
was
his
150th
Sheets,
and
100
Envelopes.
Printed
of the Turku Symphony Orchestra,
in the survey, out of every 10 ap
calling.
“chick-a-daw!
chick-awho appeared as conductor of nu i in public) and in the 30 years of with your Monogram or Name and proximately seven had autos, six
daw!
”
There
was
a
desperate
note
concert
work
he
has
figured
out
that
Address.
Refreshing
pastel
shades
^
dlQg
and
on
four
the
operators
merous concerts given in commemo
in
the
call
and
Mr.
S.
began
search

he
has
traveled
1.350.000
miles
and
Blue,
Green,
Ivory
or
Orchid
was
lighted
by
electricity.
ration of the landing of the first
ing. Away up in the peak of the
Finnish colonists in America in has played the violin some 65.000 Check. At The Courier-Gazette for On three farms out of every nine |
bam, was one of the babies. He
1638 Prof. Hannikainen has been hours. In the course of those 30 $1; postage 15 cents extra
1 water was piped into the dwelling
92*97 ! and two of these into a bathroom.
had flown Into the barn, perhaps
conductor of the Helsinki Opera for years, he has played during the days
to escape a shower, then tried to
six years and is a 'cellist of high
.Telephones were on three out of
fly out through a window. He was
repute. He is a young man with '
every eight farms, tractors on one
fluttering against the glass and
the eye. the cheek and the bearing
out of every three, and motor trucks
had
become wound up in dusty cobof an athlete.
I on one out of every four. The aver
! webs.
Turku's symphony orchestra is
age dwelling contained six rooms
I brought a ladder and Mr. S. put
one of two in Finland; the other is
and was valued at approximately
** HARRY T. BURLEIGH, A5.C.A.P.
,
It
on the scaffold, climbed up to
in Helsinki. It consists of 75 mu
$1,500 The level of living indicated
! the window and rescued little
sicians. who receive their checks
by
these
figures
is
very
substantially
----------- The Student That Inspired Dvorak------------Johnny Tit-mouse. I unwound the
from national and city funds, and
higher than that for all farms in
A scene during the Rockport Regatta
cobwebs from his wings and away
who play about 70 concerts In a [
these counties for 1930. The pro
,
— ... - ... ------------------------------------------------ he flew.
six months' season beginning in
portions of farm operators having
(Continued from Page One)
port, which also furnished music to start from dock row to boats, bend
®ur most grateful birds are the
October. Their concert hall seats
lights, water piped into their dwellaccompany William R Wright in on sails, up anchor, race course, re- song and chipping sparrows. They
800. and exactly that number are >
lings. and water piped into a bath- Wlnthrop Aldrlcn/
his baton twirling act which was turn, furl sails and return to shore jcome to the feeding station for
occupied at every concert. Reason:
room are roughly 50 percent greater. Wolcott glair.
I crumbs, then sing a lovely song be
staged
at 10 o'clock It was a spec for finish.
tickets from about 75 to 25 cents.
The proportion having radios is g pjngree jr j$o. Haven,
tacular feat. Mr. Wright is the
Other races in their orde; of fin fore they go away. One morning
The repertory is very like that of ,
[approximately double. The rela- c Ross North Haven,
world's champion trick baton twirl- ishing were: Wing Taylor, Kre- [ when we were eating breakfast, we
American orchestras—with Sibelius.
j tive number with autos is about 10 jj Chester.
er and national champion of baton mentz-Hutchinson, Poillon Bros, I saw a little head peering in the
Tchaikovsky, and Brahms ranking. I
I percent greater, with motor trucks Winthrop Aldrich,
twirlers He performs 150 tricks as and Justice Lee.
window, watching us eat. I had
in that order, in public favor.
50 percent greater, and with trac- j Drexel Paul,
against his nearest competitor's 75.
forgotten to put out their crumbs.
But the Turku orchestra's duties
In
the
baby
show,
6
to
18
months
tors 100 percent greater.
54. Gilchrist,
He is a director of Springfield Col class, prizes were awardred to: They do eat an occasional raspberry,
are not confined to its regular con- ;
Although judged by this sum- g. Caldwalder.
lege and performs on the football Healthiest, Patricia Upham, Rock but pay for it in song and destruc
certs. Mr. Hannikainen believes, as
mary the living conditions .on w Blair.
fields between quarters at Harvard. land: prettiest. Ruth Young, Cam- tion of insects.
does the local Board of Education. I
(arms have definitely improved, a goit.
Dartmouth, West Point and other den. curest smile, Jeanette Bisbee.
Will someone please tell me the
that children need music no less [
large proportion of the farms are g Field,
colleges
throughout
the
country
Rockland;
18
mos.
to
3
yrs:
Health1
name
of the author of the poem.
than adults. To supply that need,
not yet provided with the various
Bucks Harbor Manchester Class
and ln summer is on the RKO cirJeanette Hutchinson. Rock- the first verse of which is as
the Tujku orchestra makes regular
facilities which are commonly ac- boats were entered for the third
cuit. He is in town with 40 boys |and; prettiest. Mary Ellen McKen- follows:
rounds of the schools, with Mr.
cepted as requisites for good living, race with Minx, owned by Arthur
from Camp Otykya. Waldoboro, for ney. cutest .^iie. Beverly McFar- 'A song ts in the hermits’ breast
Hannikainen serving as conductor
[ Very striking differences are shown Fairley, winner of first place,
And g ee
ln :tle robin's lay[ ]and
the four days.
and commentator.
are warm within the nest
by the survey between various' Summary:
Since the report of the carnival In the Kiddie Parade; Nan Dow ‘
frlendlS' breezes tightly sway
Because the town's musical life
H M Sec.
[ groups. The lack of facilities on Boat and owner,
is so bound up with the orchestra,
1 55 19 given in our last issue, which was won first with her cousin d^ j. Perhaps “Boze,'' who seems so well
the farms of the Southern States Minx. Arthur Fairley,
1 41' necessarily compiled before full re- schocnmaker. 2nd. Pet parade; read on many subjects, can tell me.
no visiting soloist has dared to ap
2
is outstanding and, in part reflects Kabeyun. Mary Cook
j turns from the judges of the Wed- i josephine Pitts with dog, 1st; John [ 1 ou8ht to know, but don't.
It
pear in solo recital. None, that is.
the low level of living of Negro Tirade, Birch Island Camp,
59
nesday
night
street
parade
were
reCavanaugh
leading
calf
with
drag.
,
sounds
lu
»
Elizabeth
Barret
Brownexcept Marian Anderson, who added
operators. Only four out of the
t
2
ceived. these additional awards have
These conteSts were ln charge' ln«'s verse«generosity to courage by giving
285 Negro and other non-white Ariel. Barbara Hale.
2
been announced: Staples' Oarage. Qf Mrg Beu)ah Blakely Mrs Nelly
Latest news flash—it’s raining!
three in one season. There were no
operators Included In the survey Tantrum, Birch Island Camp,
Rockport. 2d for the prettiest float; Jordan and Miss Llllian Wedlock;
Nancy Stedman Savage
2
10
complaints.
and located in the Southern States
Heald's Spa. West Rockport. 3d; judges Mrs. Kenneth Green. R N.. [
• • • •
reported electricity as compared Windward. Arthur Prentice,
2 13 5 most original. 2d Chinese Coolies. Mrj Evplyn gprague R N and [
One of Prof. Hannikainen's most
with more than one-third of the
a„ of Camden |
While the beats were sailing over by Patricia. Benjamin and Warren Mrg charles
interesting experiences in this coun
white operators in the same area.
Wall; funniest. 2nd bride and
Jn (he mattress rgce
OHver I
their
course
tub
races
were
being
try was as guest conductor for one
The differences as regards water
Our Tenant's Harbor Friend
by
Russell
Staples
and
Broom
won over Roberta Holbrook, using
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra
piped into the dwelling, bathrooms, conducted near the floats. The ; Bobby
Bartlett; 3d Charlie Chapin
Draws Long Bow—Quali
tne ac cfrikini? spills caused much amusement and
“pops" concerts. That was on June
A cmSX S’“«««“’> «■» * « ”” “
S“”“ the matra plane type of boat fur- [
fies For Liars’ Club
nlshed through the courtesy of the i
20 and thanks to Rolf Heistad I
a swimming race for the and Joan Carver Honorable men Dayson Bedding Co.. Bangor.
have the program. Prof. Hanni
rooms and the value of the dwell- | became
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tion was given Ralph Staples and
The magnificent display of fire
ing also shows the decided contrast youngsters to reach shore after over
kainen conducted Silbelius' Sym
I met Roy at the usual place re
Norma Bartlett.
between white and Negro operators. ,urnin« of their tub However ,they
works in the evening brought the
phony No. 2 in D major. Op. 43—
Thursday evening's crowd at the
cently and he asked If I knew the
The average dwelling of Negro and aPJ»™ntly enjoyed it as much as
u:ual record crowd of the carnival.
Allegretto, Tempo andante, ma rucarnival grounds exceeded all ex
meaning of “renegade.” I told him
bato. Vivacissimo: Lento e suave.
other non-white operators for
it meant "traitor” or “deserter."
pectations and much activity was
Finale: Allegro moderato.
Rolf
farms included in the survey con- I
ummar>•
the
report
at
the
various
booths
and
“That is what you are." said Roy.
. J
,
' Junior Girls—Ruth Oliver. 1st;
comments on the margin of the
tamed 3 8 rooms and was valued'
concessions.
“I have not seen you three weeks.
I
Norma
Spear.
2d;
Betty
Cavanaugh.
program: "This was a memorable
at $311 as compared with an aver
Pennington Sailor was winner in
You are ‘Lusus Maturae.' meaning
3d.
concert for everyone present, and
age of €.2 rooms and $1,602 for
Friday afternoon’s special novelty
you are ‘Scandalum magnatum'.”
CALL
Boys, under 12 years—Clinton
especially for the Finns.’’
white operators.
sailing race by five HAJ boats Cam
Thinking I was being slandered. I
By Daniel I. McNamara
votions. As a concert singer he has
Richards. 1st; Carlton Erickson. 2d.
• • ■ •
HAVENER’S ICE CO
den Yacht Club, held under very
The facilities reported for owner
started to leave. He called me back
appeared before distinguished audi
I Boys under 15 years—Clifford
CH7.Y0 tow, sweet chariot!"
And speaking of (Finns—Jean
ences in Europe and America, and operated farms Indicated that,
unfavorable conditions owing to
TeL 792
and said he had been taking Latin
D The stirring strains of this twice sang before King Edward VII. general, the living conditions on I Chater. Camden, 1st: Avard Chater. lack of wind. The requirements in
55*56tt lessons from hls wife and was only
Sibelius, hailed as the greatest liv
A tireless student, Burleigh is a
Camden. 2d. Herbert Mann. 3d.
spiritual are mirrored in the
this race were that the skippers
fooling We shook hands and be
ing composer, has three radios in Negro
second theme of the first movement master of German, French, and such farms were better than for
The children were also given an
came friends once more.
his home, and when he plays one— of Dvorak's “New World Sym Italian. He has an honorary degree tenant-operated farms. This dif
interesting hour by Chief Needahphony." Dvorak died in 1904, but of Master of Arts from Atlanta Uni ference was not nearly so great,
When I was in my 'teens I had a
or all of them—he uses maximum
beh. who in Indian attire told them
versity, and of Doctor of Music from
the
young
Negro
student
who
first
bicycle—one of the first in town.
volume and twirls the dial rapidly
however,
In
the
Northern
and
West

something of the history of the Pe
revealed to the famous Bohemian Howard University. When Victor
It had a large wheel in front and a
until he gets what he wants. Every composer the beauties of this Herbert organized the American ern States as In the Southern nobscot Indians, their customs, tra
small one ln the rear. It weighed
one else leaves the room—or the refrain and of scores of other Society of Composers, Authors and States.
ditions, art, music, ceremonial songs
Publishers in 1914 as an agency ot
500 pounds and was geared high.
house! Of his three radios the ser spirituals has lived to become one musical copyright protection, he in
For all sections there was a pro- and tribal dances. This was folflf the most notable figures ift Amer
I could travel 60 miles an hour. In
vants had one. Sibelius bought one, ican music.—Harry T. Burleigh. vited Burleigh to become a charter nounced differences in the value of i ]<)wed by an exhibition of canoe
Well, the good hot weather has arrived at last.
those days I worked at the quarry
and last year he was presented with a.s.c.a.p., famous baritone soloist member.
the dwelling, the average for ten- I
and )og
by four mem.
Thin
clothing feels good these days. That’s what
Burleigh
’
s
first
successful
compo

and
was out every night, usually to
a large combination set that would and composer.
of the famous Penobscot In
sition, "Jean,” has been a concert ants being roughly only half of
a dance. I used to drive to Rock
we
are
here
for
—
to
make
folks
feel
comfortable.
Burleigh had won a scholarship favorite for many years. His ar that for owners. Except in the
play records. “It takes a very good
dian tribe and a guide’s hour in
In the National Conservatory of
land and back ln 20 minutes.
Try us!
musician to listen to radio." Sibelius Music in New York while Dvorak rangement of "Deep River" was one Southern States, however, there was archery, log sawing, bait and fly
of
his
earlier
efforts.
John
McCor

One night they wanted me to take
says, “or else a very bad one.”
was its head in the early '90’s. Born mack sang his "Little Mother of no appreciable difference as to the casting and canoe tilting with Chief
charge
of the orchestra. I got
MEN
’
S
COTTON
PANTS
—
Slacks
.........................
$1.00.
$1.50,
$1.98
in
Erie,
Pennsylvania,
December
6,
It is said, however, that Sibelius
Mine" the world over. His list of number of rooms. The relative Needahbeh as master of ceremonies.
POLO SHIRTS .................................................................. 50c, $1.00
1866, he learned music first from
home from the quarry at 5 o’clock
prefers to listen to hls own music. his talented mother, a college grad original compositions runs into the numbers of tenants having elec
These last features are on each
TIIIN SWEATERS .....................
$1.00. $1.98
and arrived ln Bangor at 7. I left
He likes his songs and is anxious to uate whose cultivated mind flowered hundreds.
SHIRT AND RUNNING PANTS
25c, 35c
Burleigh leads a busy life, but tricity, water piped into the dwell day’s program and were repeated
there at 11 and reached home at
in
the
genius
of
her
son.
Dvorak
UNION
SUITS
..............................
75c.
$1.00
have more of them done. His choral
finds ample time to befriend many ing. bathrooms, telephones, radios, in the evening, preceded by a band
11.45. In some places the mud was
often
listened
hours
at
a
time
while
DRESS
SHIRTS
—
handsome
$1.00. $1.50
struggling young artists. He gave
works are particularly noteworthy,
the young student played the spirit up the concert stage ten years ago and autos are appreciably lower concert by the combined bands of
six Inches deep. In Northport I
and there are a number of impro uals he had learned from his
than for owner operators. Except Lincolnville, Camden and Rookovertook a bus with 30 passengers.
for more attention to his church
BOYS’ POLO SHIRTS .................................................................... 59c. 79c
visations and cantatas still in manu mother. Their lasting impression work and editorial duties with a for telephones, radios, and autos
SHORT PANTS .......................................................... 59c. 79c. $1.00
It was stuck ln a mud hole I made
on
Dvorak
is
seen
in
the
music
of
music publishing house. He shows the proportion of tenants having to principal occupation, the non
script. Especially effective is hls
COTTON PANTS—Longies
......................
$1.00, $1.50
a two-lnch rope fast to the bus and
his New World Symphony, first per no evidence of advancing years, his
WOOL TRUNKS—Bathing ...................................................
75c
powerful and epical setting of a formed at Carnegie Hall in 1893.
each of the above facilities is, for farmers reported a greater value on
pulled it out. The driver said
rich voice ringing ont in solo parts
DUNGAREES
.....................
79c,
$1.00
portion of the 47th runo of the
While still a student, Burleigh with the full vigor of his early con the Country as a whole, considerably an average for their dwellings,
“Thank you.” The passengers took
SWEATERS ....................................................................... $1.00, $1.98
“Kalevala." V.'ntn Vid that the won appointment as baritone soloist cert triumphs. Burleigh deprecates below one-half of that for owners. about one-third more had electrici
a collection and handed me 60
in
St.
George
’
s
Protestant
Episcopal
his
part
in
the
New
World
Sym

New York Philharmonic Sym
The farms of those whose farm ty, and approximately one-fifth
cents. I too, said, “Thank you.”
We specialize in Boys’ Clothing of all kinds, and Men’s working
Church. Now. as . the only Negro phony, but musicians who know the
phony's poll of its radio listeners member of a choir of 120 voices, he facts trace In Dvorak's impressive ing activities are secondary to more had bathrooms. The propor
needs
If you think this not true, ask
voted his the most popular living is completing his forty-fifth year of symphonic creation the unmistak some other occupation average tions having telephones, radios, and
JKM He was with me, as I al
continuous service. Worshipers in able influence of the young student somewhat better as regards facili autos were only slightly higher for
composer. Sibelius said:
ways took him on my long trips.
the famous institution long since who himself was destined to achieve
"Very difficult to believe. A great have come to regard Burleigh’s sing fame as a composer long after ties than do those having farming the non-farmers. Relatively few of
Elmer E. Allen
as their principal occupation. As the non-farmers had tractors.
honor for me, no? Yo! Yo! The ing as an integral part of tUelr de pvQfalt had passed on..
Tenant's Harbor, Aug. 4.
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